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As explained
in ourAugust1992
issue,
theHP9000Series700computer
workstations
havea built-in.
or
core,inpufloutput
system
thatprovides
a varietyof industry-standard
l/0 ports.Because
manycustomerswill needhigherperformance
or wantto expand
theirsystems,
theSeries700workstations
alsooffer
an l/0 expansion
bus,whichacceptsplug-incardsthatprovide
additional
industry-standard
U0ports.
TheEISAbus(EISAstandsfor Extended
Industry
Standard
Architecture)
wasselected
fortheSeries700
e x p a n s i obnu sb e c a u siet i s a h i g h - p e r f o r m abnucset h a ti s e x p e c t et d
o m e etth en e e d so f H Pc u s t o m e r s
andbecause
it meetsHPsgoalof converging
to an industry-standard
l/0 busfor allnewworkstations.
Thearticleon page78describes
theadapter
thatprovides
the EISAbusto theoutside
world,actingas a
bridgeto theinternal
Series700system
bus.Fourtypesof plug-inEISAl/0 cardsarenowavailable
for
) Nc a r d a
t h eS e r i e 7
s 0 0a: n I E E E
8 0 2 .(3E t h e r n eLtA
, nI E E E
4 s B( H p - l Bc) a r da, S C S(Is m a lcl o m p u t e r
Systems
Interface)
card,anda programmable
serialinterface
card.Discussed
in thearticleon page83,
t e m o rayc c e s sm
t h ec a r d su s eE I S Ab u sm a s t ear n dD M A( d i r e cm
) e t h o dt o
s t a k ea d v a n t a goeft h eE I S A
b u r s t - c y cpl er o t o c of ol r h i g h - s p e edda t at r a n s f eTr .h es o f t w a rfeo r t h eE I S AS C SiIn t e r f a ccea r di s
e x p l a i n ei ndt h ea r t i c l e
o n p a g e9 7 ,w h i c ha l s ot a l k sa b o urt e c e net x t e n s i o tnost h eS C SsI t a n d a r d .
Thearticleon page109isfromHP'sWorldwide
(WSS)
Support
Systems
organization,
wheretheydevelop
m i s s i o n - c r i t i c a l s y sftoerm
H sP ' sw o r l d w i dceu s t o m es ru p p o rbtu s i n e sSs e
. e i ntgh ee m e r g e n coef c l i e n V
serversolutions
based0n opensystems
concepts,
WSSbeganto migrate
theirapplications
to thisnew
paradigm
whileitwasstillin itsinfancy
andstandards
werestillbeingdefined.
Theydeveloped
a technical
architecture
thatprovides
a framework
for designing
modern,
integrated
clienVserver
applications.
The
articleexplains
thearchitecture
andrelates
WSS'sexperiences
in migrating
two existing
applications.
Decembe
i sro u ra n n u ai n
l d e xi s s u eT. h el g g 2i n d e xs t a r t so n p a g e1 2 0 .
R . PD. o l a n
Editor

Cover
T h ep e nc a r r i a g0eft h eH PD e s i g n J e
l at r g e - f o r m a t t h e rim
n kalledt r a f t i npgl o t t eirs s h o w nw i t ha
p tl o tT
. h et w o p r i n tc a r t r i d g e( sH PD e s k J eptr i n t etry p e )c a nb es e e na, s c a nt h el e v e ro r
DesignJe
a d j u s t a bcl ea mt h a ti s p a r to ft h em e c h a n i sf m
o ra l i g n i nt g
h ep e n si nt h em e d i ad i r e c t i o(ns c a nd i r e c t i o n
alignment
is donebyadjusting
pen-firing
timing).
Theredlight-emitting
diode(inthemirror)is partof the
adiustment
system-itilluminates
a testlinethat'susedt0 measure
(The
andcorrectpenmisalignment.
mirrorisn'tpartofthe pencarriage.
Wejustputit thereto showthe LED.
We alsosimulated
theLEDlioht
forthisphoto.)

What's Ahead
.
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TheFebruary
issuewill be entirely
a lightwave
technology
issue,featuring
articles
0nthedesignof the
following
fiberoptictestinstruments:
HP85044precision
reflectometer
HP81464opticaltime-domain
reflectometer
HP83440
Serieslightwave
detectors
H P8 1 6 7 a
4 n d8 1 6 8 t4u n a b l lei g h st o u r c e s
HP815344
returnlossmodule
fortheHP8153A
lightwave
multimeter.
L e a d i nogf ft h ei s s u ew i l lb ea p a p esr u m m a r i z itnhgec o n t r i b u t i oonfsH PL a b o r a t o r i e s ' p h o t o n i c s
r e s e a r cphr o g r a m
t o H P ' sl i g h t w a vper o d u cl ti n e .

HP'UXis basedon andis compatible
withUNIXSystem
Laboratories'
UNIX*operating
system.
lt alsocomplies
withyvopen's*
XpG3,p0SlX1003.1
and
SVID2
interf
acesoecifications.
UNIXis a registered
trademark
of LINIX
System
Laboratories
Inc.intheu.S.A.andothercountries.
V0penis a trademark
of V0penCompany
Limited
intheLJKandothercountries.
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A Large-Format Thermal In\iet
Drafting Plotter
plotter
thelowcostofpenplotters
combines
drafting
TheHPDesignJet
independent
plotters.
isalmost
Throughput
ofelectrostatic
withthespeed
media
as
rollandsheet
thesame
uses
Theplotter
complexity.
ofdrawing
plots
for
and
stacks
cuts
automatically
plotters,
roll
mode,
pen
andin
operation.
unattended
by Robert A. Boeller, Samuel A. Stodder, John F. Meyer, and Victor T. Escobedo

The major contribution of HP's first large-format drafting
plotter, introduced in 1981, was high performance at a much
lower price than had previously been available. Through the
application of HP's proprietary inkjet technology, the new
HP DesignJet large-format drafting plotter offers customers
the same kind of contribution in performance at low cost
while providing greater reliability of the ink delivery system
and greater user friendliness.
The DesignJet plotter (FiS. 1) can plot a complex D-size
drawing in three minutes on commonly available media. It is

quiet and can produce several hundred plots without a pen
change. It accepts single sheets or, for unattended plotting' a
roll of media. When a roll is used, a built-in cutter sepaxates
the plots into sheets, which fall into a media tray below the
plotter. The plotter accepts vectors (HP-GU2 instructions)
or raster data (HP Raster Tfansfer Language). Resolution is
300 dpi.*
Low-cost plotting has been dominated by the traditional pen
plotter. Pen plotter performance is usually characterized in
terms of acceleration and velocity. The greater the complexity of the image, the longer it takes to plot. An architectural
plot on E-size paper might be in the range of 100,000 to
1,000,000vectors. A typical throughput profile for a49,
25-ips plotter might look as shown in Fig. 2'
In contrast, the DesignJet plotter's perfotmance does not
change much with drawing complexity. Throughput is more
a function of the page size and the vector transmission and
conversion time. The DesignJet plotter's built-in Intel 80960
processor and electronic architecture make vector transmission and conversion time very small. A typical throughput
profile for the DesignJet plotter is shown in Fig. 3.
HP inkjet technology also provides customers with an improvement in writing system reliability. The inkjet pens each
hold about 38 cc of ink, and no priming is needed when
starting up. The DesignJet plotter uses two pens, which will
Iast for about 200 reasonably complex E-size plots. The plotter can be left unused for many weeks, and the writing system will always work without intervention when it is needed.
- A600'dpi
600isnowInproductlon
known
astheDesignJet
versi0n
reso
uti0n
addressable

€ roo

.E

;10

!r
c

Fig. 1. The HP DesignJet plotter uses thermal inkjet technology to
produce large-format plots on commonly available drafting media. A
roll-feed nrode allows trnattended plot,tillg wtth autonlatic cutting
and stacking of completed plots. Resolution is il00 dots per inch and
plot time for a D-size plot is about three minutes.
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0.1
10k

l00k

10mk

ilumberof Vectors
Fig, 2. Pen plotter plot time as a function of plot complexity

l0m0k

to handle, and our goal was to try to make the plotter as
easy to use as an HP DeskJet printer. We also needed a way
to stack plots as they came out of the machine.
We needed to make the machine reliable so that it could be
used unattended. This required careful design ofthe media
path and the cutter system so that paper would neverjam or
tear and the machine would be guaranteed to work all the
time without user intervention.
,E

10

4

We needed to be very cost conscious, and this required
care in meeting design-for-assemblability and design-formanufacturability goals. It also created a need to integrate
more of the electronics.

We had a tremendous number of functions to implement in
the firmware. Some of this functionality provides compatibility with other HP plotters, such as front-panel control of
line types and widths. Other functionality provides new opportunities for using the plotter, such as our RTL (Raster
Tiansfer Language), which allows vectors and raster data to
100k
10mk
10000k
be mixed on the same plot, and our MIO support, which alNumber
olVectors
lows the plotter to be used on a network directly, without
connecting through a server.
Fig. 3. HP DesignJet
plotterplot tirneas a f unctionof'plot,
conrplexity;utclsize.
M4ior Features
The DesignJet pen carriage holds two print cartridges, along
The DesignJet plotter represents a major contribution towith a mechanism that allows one of the cartridges to move
wards making a large plotter more friendly. Sheets and rolls
slightly relative to the other so that optimal print quality can
load easily from the front ofthe machine and are ejected
be
achieved. The carriage also holds optical sensors for autotoward the front, making plot retrieval easy. The built-in
mating this adjustment and for automatically detecting the
cutter works well on all media types, including Mylar, which
paper edges.
is usually a challenge because ofits silica content. A passive
media stacking system stacks up to 20 plots.
The DesignJet plotter is one of the first HP products to incorporate a modular VO slot that will allow many HP peripherals to use the same VO cards. At the product's introduction, there were MIO (modular VO) cards available that
allow the DesignJet plotter to connect to some networks
and to HP-IB (IEEE 488, IEC 625) systems. The MIO strategy
promises to provide our customers with a much broader
range of connectivity solutions as new cards are developed.
Design Challenges
We knew that print quality is our customers'most important
need. But larger-format plotters require very tight tolerances
over the large distances required to span an E-size sheet of
paper. Unfortunately, the laws of physics dictate that large
beams lose their stiffness rapidly as they get longer. Therefore, we had to engineer the product right from the beginnhg
to be stiff enough and accurate enough to hold the required
tolerances.
To increase the plotting throughput, the DesignJet plotter
incorporates two pens instead ofjust one. Tlvo pens can
print twice as fast as one, but must be aligned accurately, so
that the customer does not see any banding or gaps at the
junction between pens. The same throughput requirement
put demands on the vector-to-raster converter that transforms the HP-GU? input into the raster data that the pen
needs.
We needed to make a major improvement in the ease of using and loading the machine. Large-format plots are difficult

The Y-axis drive servo system, which moves the carriage
back and forth on precision rails, includes a linear encoder
for maximum accuracy. The same Y drive also programmatically engages a separate cutter carriage that cuts roll-feed
media. The media cutter consists of a cariage-mounted
rotary blade that is spring-loaded against a fixed linear
blade.*
A pen service station caps the in\iet cartridges to prevent
the ink from drying out when the plotter is not in use. The
service station includes a wiper to help maintain a clean
nozzle surface, which helps print quality. Also included is an
inkdrop detector, which is used to determine if the cartridge is
firing properly.
The X-axis drive servo system moves the media. The media
drive system can handle a wide range of media widths up to
36 inches, and is also capable of driving a wide range of media types. A precisely dimensioned rubber roller provides a
friction drive.
The roll-feed assembly accepts rolls of media up to b0 meters in length. A sheet stacking system collects the plots as
they are cut off the roll.
System Block Diagram
The DesignJet plotter block diagram, Fig. 4, shows the relationships of all of the major functional areas of the plotter.

* Thecutterdesign
plus
issimrlar,
butnotidenrical,
t0themedia
cutteroftheHpDraftMaster
(see
plotter
page
article,
42).
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* Sensors

InterconneclPrintsdCircuitAssembly

Window
Media
PinchWheel
Bail
Drop

To Pens{

** Other
FanControl
EEROM
MotorDrive
Stepper

MainPrintedCircuitAssembly
CaniagePrinledCircuit
Assembly

iffl,
=fr

Pixelllata

fo Regulator

Fig. 4. Sinrplifiecls5,stemblocrkcliagnrtrti-ifilre Hl l)esrglr'lct plottcr

The inpuVoutput pofts are treated as memory addresscs.
The RS-232universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART) is part of the processor suppod ASI(I (applicat.ionspecilic integrated circuit). There are thrce ASICIs in l.he
DesignJet plotter.
lM bytes of system read-only melnory (IfOM) is used to
store system firrnware. 2M b;,'l.esof dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) is standard. Expansion slots allow expan'
sion of the DRAM to lOM bytes. 2M bits of RAM is used to
store swath inforrnation. An electrically erasable read-only
memory @EROM) IC is used as nonvolatile memory tc)
store variables that must be retained when power is off.
DRAM addressing is controlled by the processor suppofi
ASIC. The main processor, an lntcl 80960, c'ommunicates
with the servo processor (an 8052) through the processor
support ASIC, since the two processors mn at differenl.
clock frequencies.
The pen interface ASIC removc's swath pixel data from the
swath RAM and t,ransfers the data to the carriage ASIC,
which is located on the pen carriagc printed circuit assembly, through the trailing crable.The carriage ASI(' creatcs the
proper signals for the pen clrivers.
The processor support.ASIC receives encoder fecdback dat,a
from the X-axis and Y-axis motors and outputs the data Io
the seryo processor for calttulatiort of tltt' neccssary pulse'
width rnodulation (PWM) signals to drive thc motors. Tht'
processor suppoft ASIC outputs the PWM signals 1o thc motor tlrivers. which are located on the itrterconncct printed
circuit zssembly.
Front-panel and all sensor input (except the line scnsor)
goes to the servo processor, which also controls the farl, thtl
stepper motor that moves thc peti trozzle wiper blade, and
8
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the EEROM. A voltagc regulator on the intcrconnect printed
crrcuit assembly controls the pen drive voltage'
The pen carriage line scnsor output goes to an analog-todigital converter (ADC), which outputs the converted signal
t.o the carriage proccssor (an 8051).

DesignJet Print Quality
Good print quality is of prinre importance for a.rryprinter or
plotter. An undcrstanding of the customers' print quality
needs and hor,l-to meet thcm was critical to the success of
the DesignJet plotter.
During the investigation phase ofthe DesignJet project both
internal and ext.emal surveys were conducted to determine
how r.r'ella large-format, monochromer, thermal inkjet plott,cr would be pert:eived by the target market. Pen plotter'
elecl.rostat.ic,and inkjet plots were shown to customers.
Clustomcr comments on print quality were recorded and
categorized. Next, spct:ific print quality attributes were identified and special sunr'eyswere conductcd to quantify what
specifications had to be achieved to mcet the customers'
needs. Thcse spccial surveys included media and print mode
testing, bantlhg, t'cnical line straightness, and cock-le tesl.ing.
Media and Print Mode Testing
The targel markel is primarily composed of pen plol,ter uscrs who need higher throughput. These uscrs prefer to use
the n-rediatypes that arercommonly availablc totlay for pen
plotters. We found that most commonly available plotter
bond papers cxhibited excellent print quality when printing
with onerpass of tht' inkje t pen over the paper. Ilowcver,
when printing arca fills oll sonre vellums and translucent
media, two passes of 50% ink density pcr pass were required

before customers would consider the samples to be finalquality plots (see Fig. 5). The two-pass print mode worked
quite well to improve the uniformity of area fills. Commonly
available polyester film media did not work well even with
multiple passes. Therefore, a special film that is more receptive to the ink was developed to work with a two-pass print
mode.
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Banding and Line Straightness
To deterntine what were acceptable limits for banding, a
survey was designed to test user sensitivity to this print
quality attribute. Plots were generated on a highly accurate
drum printer. Adjacent swaths were printecl with known
displacements from the ideal. This resulted in a range of
plots, each with a different level of discrete swath boundary
misalignment (bands). When adlacent swaths are placed too
far apart a light band or gap is visible and when adlacent
swaths are placed too close together a dark band or overlap
appears. Users were asked to rank the plots for acceptability (see Fig. 6). By evaluating the survey data we were able
to determine how accurate the specifications for the printing mechanism would have to be in the paper axis direction.
Line straightness was tested in much the same way. plots
were printed with discrete offsets at swath boundaries in
the direction ofswath scan. By evaluating the survey results, we were able to determine how accurate the specifications for the printing mechanism would have to be in the
pen scan direction.
Cockle Testing
Cockle is the wrinkled appearance of paper after having
being soaked in water and then left to dry. The high water
content of the HP DeskJet pen ink results in significant
cockle when applied in large area fills. Analysis of customer
plots showed that most users do not plot with high print
densities. However, solid area fills are used for small logos
and thick lines.
To better understand user sensitivity to cockle, a test was
designed to determine how dense a plot could be and still
have acceptable cockle. Plots were printed with a pattern of
evenly spaced square area fills. Area size and spacing were
varied from plot to plot. Users were then asked to rank the

Acceptable

E
E20
0

DarkBand

0

Lighr
Band

Banding
Error
Fig. 6. t lot acceptabilityas a funct,ionof bandingerror.
plots for cockle acceptability. The survey results showed us
that for area fill sizes and spacing that would be typical for
our target market, there would be no problem with cockle.
Design Issues and Technical Risks
After the primary print quality specifications were established based on user needs, the design effort commenced to
find ways to achieve these goals at the lowest possible cost.
Key elements of the design were closely analyzed and risks
were balanced. Worst-case analysis was done early to prove
that various concepts could meet the required error budgets.
The areas in which it was most difficult to meet the required
specifications were banding and line straightness.
Banding error is the sum of errors caused by paper advance
accuracy, pen-to-pen alignment in the paper axis, and failed
or weak pen nozzles. The banding tolerance specification is
taken up mostly by pen-to-pen alignment and paper advance
elTors.
On the DesignJet plotter, two DeskJet printer pens are used
essentially as one larger pen to meet throughput goals.
Worst-case analysis of the pen carriage tolerances and DeskJet pen tolerances showed that this concept would result in
banding because of pen misalignment in the paper axis, and
that the banding would be much greater than the customer
would tolerate. An automatic pen alignment system was
designed to minimize the amount of error budget consumed
by pen alignment.
The allowable error remaining for the paper advance system
resulted in a considerable design challenge. Several alternative designs were analyzed using Monte Carlo simulation
methods. The winning concept uses an indexing worm drive
gear transmission scheme. This approach virtually eliminates cyclical errors caused by the motor, encoder, and
worm pinion. To reduce the errors caused by variation of
the effective diameter of the drive roller, a calibration is
performed on the production line using the DesignJet's own
internal reference.

Marginally
Acceptable

Unacceptable

I Pass
50%/Pass

I Pass
l00o/o/Pass

2 Pass
50o/o/Pass

PrintMode
Fig. 5. Plot acceptability as a function of print mode for large-format
inkjet plots (vellum and translucent media).

Achieving the line straightness goal also proved to be a difficult task. The DesignJet plotter not only requires two DeskJet pens to act as one larger pen but also needs to print bidirectionally to achieve the tlroughput goals. Much attention
had to be given to the alignment of the pens in the scan
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PrintOualityAttributeSpecifications

direction to achieve the vertical line straightnqss goal. A
scheme was implemented by which pen alignment error in
the scan direction and bidirectional error (carriage deadband) are measured with an optical sensol These enors are
then corrected by varying the timing of ink-drop firing.

1.Accuracy
2.LineStraightness
3.MarginParallelism
4.LineFuzziness

The difficulty arose when we tried to align pens that exhibit
excessive spray along with the main ink drop. The effects of
spray on alignment get worse as the pen-to-paper distance
increases, but moving the pens close to the paper risked the
possibility of a pen drag because of cockle in a high-inkdensity plot. The problem was minimized by doing a careful
worst-case analysis of the pen-to-paper distance and moving
the pen as close to the media as possible. Cockle amplitude
was measured as a function of time for paper and translucent bond to determine how close the pen could be to the
paper without any possibility of touching (see Fig. 7).

Smear
5.Wet Cockle/Pen
6.Banding
a.SwathAdvance
b.XPenAlignment
c.Nozzle0ut
d.DropVolumeVariation

As mentioned above, cockle dictates how close the pen can
be to the paper, which ultimately affects line quality. To
minimize cockle, the paper path is designed to constrain the
paper physically as much as possible. The paper is wrapped
around a drive roller and is tensioned by an overdrive roller.
In this way, paper cockle in the printing area is forced to a
high-spatial-frequency, low-amplitude state, allowing the pen
to be located as close as possible to the paper.
Production Control of Print Qualiff
Meeting print quality goals is dependent not only on careful
design but also on careful production control to ensure that
no product is shipped that does not meet all print quality
specifications. On the DesignJet production line, several
tests measure the performance of each machine for each
print quality specification (see Fig. 8).
The banding specification is checked by four tests. First,
cyclical errors in the paper drive are automatically measured and then analyzed with an FFT (fast Fourier transform) algorithm. From this data, a faulty part in the drive
train can be identifled and replaced. Second, accurate paper
movement is ensured by an absolute accuracy calibration
test. Next, weak or faulty pen firing is checked by visual
examination of a test plot. Lastly, print cartridge alignment
in the paper direction is measured with the aid of a video
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Fig. 8. Assembly line print quality attribute control for the HP
DesignJet plotter.
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microscope measurement system. Vertical line straightness
is also ensured by measuring a print sample with the video
microscope system.
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Fig. ?. Measurements of wet cockle (paper wrinkling after being wet
and dried) as a futrction of time.
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Proper pen height above the paper is checked by two separate tests. First, slider rod straightness is measured as part
ofthe chassis assembly procedure. Second, pen-to-paper
distance is measured directly for each machine by installing
a height gauge in the pen stall and measuring the distance to
the platen at three different locations.

The final check for print qualiff is done by human inspection
of a demonstration plot at the last station on the assembly
line.

DesignJet Media
The media set plays an important part in the customer
acceptability of a plotter. It was a requirement that the
Ilewlett-Packard media recommended for the new DesignJet thermal inkjet plotter provide consistent high quality,
equal to or better than other brands on the market. The project goal was to use the currenl Hewlett-Packard pen plotter
media set for the DesignJet plotter, the only exception being
the drafting film. This goal presentecl a challenge in two
areas: opaque bond paper and vellum.
Opaque Bond Paper
The then-current Hewlett-Packard bond was being changed
concurrently with the development of the DesignJet plotter
because of Hewlett-Packard environmental concerns and
media archivability issues with the existing acid-process
bond paper. A project had been initiated to develop a new
alkaline plotter bond paper that would be better for the environment, provide improved archivability, and have superior
print, quality. Adding the requirement to suppoft a thermal
in\iet plotter increased the complexity and risk of the project and necessitated meeting the more aggressive plotter
development schedule.
A major impetus for this alkaline paper project was the environmental issue. Alkaline paper processes use chemicals
that are less harmful to the environment. Paper companies
were changing their "plain papers" to alkaline partially in
response to this concern. Plotter papers were not being considered for this change by the majority of plotter paper
manufacturers, but we felt that Hewlett-Packard should be
among the leaders in this effort.
Pen plotter and thermal inkjet inks have water as a major
component. In typical pen plotter inks, water makes up
slightly more than half of the ink. Other cosolvents are present depending on the tlpe of pen and the manufacturer. In
thermal inkjet ink, water makes up 90% or more of the ink.
The cosolvent, while a much smaller percentage of the total
ink mixture, is much more aggressive. The challenge in developing an alkaline paper that is compatible with both pen plotter ink and thermal inkjet ink involves the basic components
of the paper sheet.
The common plotter papers were and still are typically acidprocess and were developed to meet the requirements of
pen plotter inks. This means a moderately high level of internal sizing compared to plain papers such as office paper or
copy papers. Surface control ofthe image components of
the ink is important to maintain fine line quality. pen plotters
emulate manual drafting methods, using pen strokes to
create the lines and stmctures. Therefore, controlled removal ofthe solvents (water and others) from the surface of
the sheet is not as critical as it is for the DesisnJet thermal
inkjet plotter.
Alkaline papers use the same paper fibers as acid paper and
the process is very similar, using the suunepaper machine

equipment. Alkaline papers differ from acid papers in two
major areas: sizing and fillers. Sizing imparts water resistance along with other properties to the paper either
through internal sizing or surface sizing. Fillers are used to
fill spaces between the paper fibers, to improve printability,
and to replace the more expensive paper fibers. The filler of
choice for alkaline papers is calcium carbonate, and for acid
papers the filler typically used is clay.
Extensive testing of alkaline sizing agents indicatecl that
their water resistivity is equal to or better than that of the
acid sizing agents. Therefore, sizing did not appear t<_r
be the
critical component. The next component ofpaper to evaluate was the calcium carbonate. Sample papers with varying
amounts of calcium carbonate were evaluated with both pen
plotter inks and thermal inkjet inks. The level of calcium
carbonate in the paper sheet was inversely proportional to
the print quality level of both pen plotter and thermal inkjet
plotter output. Controlling the calcium carbonate level improved print quality but the improvement was not sufficient
for Hewlett-Packard products, so sizing was revisited.
The last component considered was the surface sizing. Our
paper manufacturer had been working concurrently on paper components to improve thermal inkjet perf'ormance on
alkaline papers. The particular surface sizing component
developed for other products was tested on our candidate
paper, and resulted in improved control of the thermal inkjet
ink on the surface ofthe paper. This provided the needed
improvement in print quality to make the paper acceptable.
The final effort in developing the paper was to characterize
the current media, understanding the requirements of pen
plotters and thermal inkjet plotters, and then recreate the
physical characteristics ofthe acid paper in the alkaline
paper. Rigorous testing of the then-current acid paper was
performed to develop the model to present to the paper
manufacturer. Testing included all image and handling characteristics of the paper sheet. These included both media
handling characteristics such as thickness, stiffness, surface
smoothness, surface friction, tear strength, tensile strength,
and moisture and image characteristics such as opacity,
brightness, paper color, and porosity.
The model was presented to the paper manufacturer along
with a plotter test bed. As a result of the early investigation
and the investment in developing a detailed model of the
sheet, the new alkaline opaque bond met all the print quality
and schedule requirements for both pen plotters and the
new DesignJet plotter. Print quality for the DesignJet was
optimized and critical performance parameters such as media
handling, color response, and sheet feeding for pen plotters
were maintained or improved.
Vellum
The vellum presented a different challenge. Developmentphase testing of the DesignJet plotter with the vellum resulted in marginal performance because of the characteristics of the new improved thermal inkjet ink. Thus a new
vellum was necessary to meet the print quality goals. The
DesignJet schedule required a successful vellum within six
months.
{ c o n t r n u eodn p a g e13 )
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DesignJet Plotter User Interface Design: Learning the Hard Way about Human
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The manufacturing ofa translucent 100%cotton vellum results in internal and surface characteristics different from
those ofbond paper. The vellum has an added resin component that fills in the voids between the fibers to impart the
translucency to the sheet. This results in a sheet that has
essentially no porosity compared with the relatively porous
plotter bond. This further reduces the ability of the ink solvents to migrate into the sheet. In addition, some transparentizers, as the resins or oils are called, are not compatible
with the thermal in\iet inks. The project required understanding the thermal in(iet ink chemistry interactions with
various transparentizers and selecting the best transparentizer
for the best print quality on pen and thermal in\iet plotters.
As with the bond paper, extensive testing of the existing
vellum was undertaken to determine the desired physical
characteristics. The data was used to develop a model for
the vellum similar to that for the bond paper. The vellum
manufacturer used this information to develop a vellum
that not only provides excellent print quality on the thermal
in\iet plotter but also has improved characteristics on pen
plotters.
These products, along with the remainder of the media set,
were exhaustively tested under a variety of environmental
conditions on the DesignJet plotter to ensure HewlettPackard quality for our customers.

DesignJet Media Bin
The Designjet plotter provides "unattended plotting.,' This
involves handling multiple output sheets with no user intervention. The user should be able to pick up a finished plot
without the added inconvenience of unrolling and hand-cutting a plot, or picking it up from the floor. We needed to go
beyond the usual catch tray, which could wrinkle or damage
the plot. The DesignJet plotter provides an automatic oneaxis cutter that will trim the plot to the right length after
plotting from a roll. The trimmed sheets are then handled by
an automatic sheet stacking system that won't damage the
plots. This function is provided at a low cost increment.
System Requirements
To define the media stacker requirements, we conducted
user surveys, surveys ofthe media distributors, and focus
group studies. From the collected data, we created a typical
user model and determined the following requirements for
the media stacker:
o It should work with popular media from most manufacturers.
o It should work with media sizes from C size or equivalent
up to E size or equivalent.
r It should work with all media types, including vellum, chart
paper, translucent, and polyester film.
o It should work under a wide range of environmental
conditions.
o It should not exceed the footprint ofthe machine because
of space constraints in the office environment.
r It should have low incremental cost.
r It should stack up to 20 sheets without userintervention.
Because it would have been impractical to test all of the
possible media permutations, we defined a representative

media sample from the most popular manufacturers to be
evaluated and tested.
Design Considerations
Cost, time, and available resources pointed toward a passive
system. This implied that system performance would be
heavily influenced by the behavior and properties of the
media.
We identified the critical properties that would affect a passive system and then proceeded to characterize these properties at extremes of temperature and humidity because the
physical properties of most media types change drzrstically
under different environmental conditions. We also looked at
the inherent properties of roll media, since rolls are the nredia
format used during unattended plotting (cut-sheet mode requires the user to load and remove plots individually, unlike
roll mode, in which plots are automatically cut and stacked).
Media Properties
Gurl-Set.Curl-set is curvature induced in the media because
of internal stresses as it is deformed to wrap arouncl the
core ofthe roll. This induced curvature is nrore pronounced
closer to the core because it is proportional to the radius of
the core and the tension used to wind the media around the
core. We characterized curl-set as a function ofsheet position within the roll, and we also measured curl-set relaxation as a function of time. Curl-set is affected by temperature and humidity, so we tested at extreme environmental
conditions (see Fig. 9). A section of roll media with curl-set
so pronounced that it tends to roll on itself once the sheet is
cut is considered not stackable. We found that the stackable
portion of the media roll varies considerable from roll to
roll, and from media type to media type. It appears that
many media vendors do not have good control over rollwinding tension, which affects curl-set directly, so clifferent
rolls vary from 100%to 6fflo in the percentage oftheir length
that is stackable. The arnount of curl-set relaxation over time
is not enough to make a difference in media perforrnance.
Friction. We measured the friction coefficient of the representative samples to try to determine the optimal slide angle
for this tlpe of stacking system. Fig. 10 shows curyes of tray
depth as a function of slide angle for 44-inch sheets. The
optimum angle is where the depth is a minimum. This angle
vades with the coefficient of friction.
Ink Dry Time. The ink dry time is the time required for the ink
to dry once it is applied to the media. This is an importanr
parameter because we needed to be sure that the ink will be
dry by the time it touches the ramp of the media stacker or
other sheets, so that the plot won't smear.
Stiffness. The rigidity of the sheet as it is feed from the plotter to the stacker affects the geometry required to guide the
media properly. Moisture content affects stiffness to a considerable extent. Some media samples could collapse before
being stacked because of reduced stiffness.
Geometry and Operation
To keep the media stacker bin within the limits of the plotter
footprint, we devised a rarnp that inverts the sheet direction
under the machine.
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The principle of the system is to guide the sheet using a
ramp at a relatively steep angle into a stop. The sheet is then
allowed to form a loop outside the ramp as it is fed, so that
when the sheet is cut, the weight and position of the loop
induce it to fold outward, so that half of the sheet ends up
0ptimumAngles(o):
T'=11"1=21.78in
Coelficienl
of Friction

E30

Tr=22'L=21.18in
T m = 3 1 ' L = 2 0 .i3n1

J
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AngleT, {degrees}
Fig. 10. N{easttretrtcntsof dcpth vcrsus slidc anglc for thc l)esignJet
rnedia stacker.
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inside the bin and the other halfhangs on the outside. Subsequent sheets follow the same path and are stacked on top
ofthe previous sheets (see Fig. 11).
To handle curled media from a roll, we devised a feature
close to the bottom of the bin to serve as a stop for the curling media. If the media is considerably curled, the leading
end of the sheet will tend to curl on itself. When the sheet is
cut, it will collapse into a roll. The stop feature stops the
leading edge before it curls on itself(see Fig. 12).
The parameters that have a first-order effect on stacking are
bin depth, the position of the bin relative to the output gap,
and inclination angle of the ramp. These parameters can be
optimized for a particular media tlpe and length of sheet'
Unfortunately, there are large variations in media propefties
and dimensions. We compromised the geometry of the system so that it would function with the most popular combinations of media type and sheet length, and we provide a
three-level depth adjustment to handle different sheet
lengths.

Fig. 11. Operat,ion
of the DesignJetmetliastacker.
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The HP DesignJetraster inkjet plotter project required contributions in the design ofvector-to-raster conversion and
print engineelectronics.The project was constrainedby
cost and schedule,but the performance of the vector-toraster converter and the inkjet print engine was considered
of prime importance in meeting our user's needs. Our traditional approach to plotter electronics, while meeting cost
and schedule goals, would have fallen short of the required
performance goals. Existing electrostatic vector-to-raster
converters, while meeting performance goals, were too
+5V

expensive for our market. The approach we took was a
fresh look at the requirements of both the vector-to-raster
converter and the Print engine.
Vector-to-Raster Converter
Tlvo m4jor tasks are performed by the vector-to-raster converter. The first is HP-GUZ languageparsing. The second is
conversionofthe parsed objects into the dot patterns
printed on the page. In the DesignJetplotter, these two
tasks are serial and do not occur simultaneously.

ilhltiplexed
Address/IlataBus

+t2V
_1AI

AddressBus
Demultiplexed

RAS

PenFiringParameters

plotter
Fig. l. Electronic biock diagram of the HP DesignJet large-format inkjet drafting
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An early decision was made to include the vector-ro-rasrer
converter in the base machine electronics even though sev_
eral low-cost competitive raster products omit this feature.
The design team felt that a vector-to-raster converter could
be integrated together with the print engine control logic at
a reasonably low incremental cost. The m4ior constraint
placed upon this implementation was that it be of high
enough performance to outpace the print engine in all but
the most complex plots. It was acceptable to slow the print
engine during very complex plots, but only for the affected
carriage scans.

and parallel interfaces built-in to allow the DesignJet plotter
to leverage existing test and repair systems. The built-in
HP-IB port has been replaced with an MIO slot to allow the
DesignJet plotter to use some of the VO options developecl
for the LaserJet IIISi. At introduction both the Hp-IB and
Novell Ethernet were available options.

Memory Expansion
One of the more difficult specifications to set for the Design_
Jet plotter was DRAM memory size. In a pen plotter, each
vector is strobed out as it is received, so plotting can begin
a^ssoon as the first vector is parsed. The DcsignJet plotter
Initial investigations centered on the use of specializccl
parse and store all the incoming vectors berfore making
must
graphics processors. These processors were more than acle_
the first cariage sweep. It is an inconvenient feature ofvecquate for the rasterization of lines, but were far too slow
tor languages that the last vector receiverclmay cross th(,
when parsing HP-GU?. Next, an approach was investigatecl
poftion ofthe page covered by the first carriage scan. This
in which a general-purpose processor performed the parsing
leads to a limitation on plot complexity based on the memand print engine control while a graphics processor did only
ory size available to store parsed vectors. The trade-offis
the ra^sterconversion. The fundamental weakness of this
the cost of memory versus the complexity of the possible
approach is the cost ofusing two processors even though
plotted images. Hewlett-Packard electrostatic plotters solve
only one is required at any point in time.
this storage problem by means of magnetic clisk storage.
The final design is based on a single, high-perfor-rnance,
The drawbacks of a DesignJet implementation of a similar
RISC processor for both print engine control and the two
solution were cost and the difficulty of providing a mechani_
vector-to-raster converter functions. The selection criteria
cal mounting to allow a disk drive to survive the shipping
were cost, a performance benchmark based on an existing
and operating environments expected for the DesignJet plot_
HP-GUZ parser, and an engineering estimation of potential
ter. The chosen solution is industry-standard, Z2-pin single
raster conversion performance. The Intel 80960KA was se_
inline memory modules (SIMMs). This memory is aclded in
lected from the available choices, which included both RISC
the form of lM-by.te or 4M-byte SIMMs, which are available
and CISC microprocessors. Although they were not part of
from HP for a variety of products in the personal computer
the original criteria, two other features of the 80960KA made
and peripheral areas. Tlvo sockets are available untler a panel
it attractive in the DesignJet application. The first of these is
in the rear of the plotter. Addition of two 4M-byte SIMMs
the multiplexed address and data bus, which reduced the
gives a user an additional 8M bytes ofvector storage for com_
pin count on the application-specific integrated circuits
plex plots. The use of SIMMs for memory expansion adds
(ASICs) that were being designed for the product (see
very little cost for users with needs fitting into the standard
"DesignJet ASIC Development" on page l8). The second is
2M-byte RAM and provides a relatively low-cost upgrade
the existence ofthe 80960KB processor, which includes
path for users requiring more.
hardware floating-point capability. If at any time during the
project the need for faster floating-point performance had
Print Engine Control
arisen, the -KA version could have been replaced by the _KB
Print engine control is a much less demanding task than
version without any circuit board changes.
vector-to-raster conversion. Print engine control includes
two-axis servo motor control, front-panel control, keyboard
The remainder of the processor portion of the electronics
scanning, front-panel display update, optical sensor scanning,
consists of 2M bytes of DRAM, lM byte of ROM, VO, and
and thermal inkjet pen service station control.
DRAM memory expansion. A processor support ASIC in this
section provides a DRAM controller, wait state timing for
The servo motor control functions of position decoding and
both RAM and ROM, interrupt control, and 80960 reset
pulse width modulation of the motor voltage were added to
s5'nchronization. This ASIC is described later in this article.
the processor support ASIC. The other functions required
mostly pins with very little logic, so alternatives were inves_
Fig. I is the electronic block diagram ofthe Hp DesignJet
tigated that could implement them more efficiently. The re_
plotter.
sult of this investigation is an approach that surprised most
ofthe design team. A single-chip processor, the Intel g052,
InpuUOutput
was able to perform these functions with a lower production
The DesignJet plotter was originally defined as a plotter
cost
than an ASIC and for a fraction ofthe development cost.
solution for pen plotter users who require greater throughIt also performs all of the real-lime servo conlrol, offloading
put on monochrome plots. This definition suggested incor_
this from the 80960KA.
poration of the three built-in VO ports-RS-2BZ-C,Hp-IB
(IEEE 488, IEC 625), and printer parallel-that are included
The 8052 is designed into the architecture as a slave procesin existing HP plotters. The DesignJet R&D team decided to
sor to the 80960KA. A bidirectional command and mailbox
pursue a more flexible approach. A strategy that had been
port is implemented in the processor support ASIC to allow
adopted for the LaserJet IIISi printer was investigated in
processor-to-processor communication. Through this port
which there is no built-in VO but instead a standardized,
the 8052 is able to retum data to the 80960KA in response to
modular VO slot (MIO) capable of accepting many different
commands or to generate one of several intermpts. Among
types of VO options. After reviews with manufacturing and
these intemrpts is the operating system time slice interrupt.
service representatives it was decided to keep the RS_232
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A vast poftion ofprint engine control is the erlectronicsrequired to suppofi, the thermal inkjet pens. The mosl difficult
function performecl in this area is the mapping from the
image generated in memory by the vcclor-to-raster convert,erto thc series of timing pulses sent to fire the pens'
This ta^skis made clifficult by the fact that the DesignJet
plotter uses twcl 50-nozzlepens that are not accurately
aligned mechanically with each other' The mapping and
alignment con-rpensation are perforrrred by two ASICs, onc
located on the main board and a companion part located on
the circuit board t,hat travels on the pen carriage The two
ASICs are connected by a scrial link that r-uns through the
trailing cable. The pen intt-'rface ASIC on the main board is
initialized with the measured tlistances between the two
pens and is able to select from image memory all thc dot
positions that are coverecl by pcn nozzles at a given carriage
position. As the camiagc scans across the page, this ASICI
sends groups of 100 bits up t,he serial link 1o the carriagc
ASIC at 1/300-inch intervals. The carriage ASIC buffers the
100 bits and creates the timing pattems uscd as inputs 1o tlre
drivcrs that generate the liring wavefornts for the thcnnal
inkjet pens.
Pen Calibration
Offsets between the two pens are mcasured by another set'
of electronics locatecl on the carriage board (see arliclc,
page 24). DesignJct pens arc aligned by drawing a series of
patterns on a page and the'n ttsing an optical sensor 1'onreasure the relal.ionship of patl.ems drawn with one pen to the
patterns tlrawn by the other. These offsets are w-rittcn to the
therrlal inkjet support ASICs as describt-'din the paragraph
abovc. Thc electronicl components of the optical systenr arc
controllctl by an 8051 microprocessor located on the cariage
board. The clecision to use the 8051 on thc carriage is based
on the satnc critcria used to select the 8052 for thc main
board-the 8051 can pelforrn the sensor control functions al
a lower paft cost ant-la much lower developmcnl ctrsl thatt a
special-purposc ASIC. An atldcd fealurc gained by using thc
8051 is that it pro'"'idesthe serial commrtnicat.ionpath to the
8052 on the main boarcl. This communication path is used

both for the optical system and lbr sending pen firing
constants to the ASIC on thc caruiage.

DesignJet ASIC DeveloPment
Often the custom lC design is in the critical path of electronic systems tlevelopment. This was the case for the HP
DesignJet plotter project. Threc ASICs were needcd to provide the necessary functionality and performancc in the
Designlet plotter at a low cost.
The main challcnges werc clear right from the beginning'
The team hacl to clcliver threc working ASICIson schcdule' A
turnaround in any of the ASICs would have meant a serious
schedule slip, since the fully functional ASICs were necded
to start much of the svstern-level tcsl.ing. Thc l.eam also had
to provitle the functionality of these ASICs before the first
silicon became available to enable parallel developnlc'nl of
the printer mechanisms and firrlware. These netlds had to
be met u'ith a limit,ed number of enginecrs and a grven
budget to avoid advcrsely affecting other projects'
Processor SuPPort ASIC
The processor support ASIC interfaces to both the main
processor (80960KA) and the servo processor (8052) and
perforrls various assist functions for each processor' Thc
block diagram of the IC is shown in Fig. 2. The main processor side of l.he processor suppoft ASIC consists oI the
80960KA interface, the DITAM controller' the serial VO interIace, and thc fire pulse controllcr. On thc servo processor
sitle. the IC contains the 8052 lntedace and the motion controllcr. The processor supporl ASIC also provides two
moiles of commrtnication betwcen the processors: a polled,
bitlirectional mailbox and an intermpt-driven, unidirectional
block transler buffcr.
The 80960KA interrfaceassists the processor during burst
mocle ROM ancl DRAM accessesand handlcs thc queueing
ancl prioritizing of the incoming int.ermpts. Thc DRAM controller supporl,s up to 20M bytes of nrenoty of diffcrent sizes

ProcessorSripportlC
80960K4
Bus
Burst
Controls
Interrupts

C a r r i a gPeo s i t i oEnn c o d e r
P a p eP
r o s i t i oEnn c o d e r
Sense
MotorCurrent
AxisPWM
Carriage
PaperAxisPWM
DTR
TxD
RxD

FirePulseto Pen
lC
lnterface
F i g . 2 . I ) r o t t : s s o ts u p l l r . r l 'At S I ( l
l ) l ( xk { l i : r A f a l l l .
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and access tinres. The serial VO interface consists ofa baud
r-ategencrator and a UART (universal asy,nchronous recerver/
transmil.tcr).Thc fire pulse controller generatosa synchroniz_
ing prrlse for t'a<:hcolumn of pen clata.The oulltut is exlrapo_
latecl fi'onr the' r'ani:rgc posil.ion enco<ler(.ounts at one, two.
rtr four linrt's lhc {ir.r1rrcnr.v.
'l'hc
.r,t.i.. <'.r1r'ller decodesthc p'siti.n inf rlrnration fbr
tlx' <'arritrgt'anrl pa;ter axcs. It also gt,neritlcs lhc I)WM
(liLrlscwi<lrlrr''d'latiorr) signals fcrrrlrc clt.rrr.ror rrrivcrs
as
ncctk'tl Iirr scrro control ofthe carriagc anrl paltt,r axcs. A
w a l < . l r r l olgi r r r t ' r ' r r r o n i t o trhs e s c n o k r o l r a n r l r l i s : r b l t ,1sh e
I)wN'I.'lprrrs irr thc c'v'ent'f :,rsr-w' r)r'o(.('ssor
ar.lftur<.rion.
A slal us rcgislcr is also providcd lo log r-:rriotrsrrrolion
<'olrtrol crrrrr r.onrlitions.

pixel data fetched from thc swath nrcmory for eacli
firc se_
quence into a serial bit stream and sends it to lhe carriage
ASIC. The pen interface ASIC ancl the carriagc ASIC c.ontain
idenlical pixel chccksum countcrs to check lhc integrily of
the serial transmission.
The pixel address generator is the heart of t.he pcn inlerl:rce
ASIC. It consists of an SRAM anav for the progriunnr:rblt,
sequencer,a logical column counter, and an acl<lor:Tlu, sc_
quencer is prcloaderl with the pixel adclresscifl.st,tslirr
car.h
pcn nozzle of a fire s(\lltcnco. The offsets conlain llrt,
c.ol_
umn adjusl.ntentrlela.ysfor pen alignment corrt,r.lion (sce
afticlc', page 24). A nrask pattern is tagged onlo (,a(.ll(,n1ry
to aid differenl print nrodes. Thc column count(.r is cilhcr
rncrenronl.eclor dt'r.renrenteddepending on the
ltrinl rlirer.
tion, and ils c.ontcntis added to the pixel adclressoll.st,t
from the seqll('ll(.('rto gcnerate the physical DRAM atldrcss
of cach pixel's clnta.

Pen Interface ASIC
A shrrfilt'r slitge is necded to map lht, row_oricnlr-<l
inrase
rl.l. irrl.llrt'<'.lrr'rn-oriented DeskJet pt'n ..zzlc rlata.In a
rlt'par1rrrt lionr ltrcvious shulfler tlcsigns, thr,
Carriage ASIC
1rcn inlt,rlace
ASI(' uscs a rlcrli<.:rl.ecl
external nrentoty ilrrav lo srore lts
The carriage ASI(' rcsirlcs on lhc printecl circuit boar<l1h:rl
own ('ol)y ol'1hc inrageclataand a prograntnl:rltlcinlcrnal
is mounted on the nroving pen carriage assembly. Ils
ltri_
s('(lu('n('('rarray 1o hold the shuffle pallcnr. .l.hcshulfling is
mary function is to genelatc thc, data and address signals for
tlonc bv coJtying an cnlire swal.h of intagc tlalzt liorn thc sys_
the pcn driver l(ls. The rclative tinring and the ptrlsc wicllhs
t('rl .r('r.ory into its locar me'rory antr fetc.liingthc pixer cral.a
ofthesc signals are carefully controlled to adjust thr,
ltcn_lo_
I,r t'ach pr.' f-rresequenceaccording to thc prclo:rrlcrl shuffle
pen o1Tscts,the bidire'r:tional offsets, the pen_to_pap(,r_ilxrs
Tltis
altproach
I)all('rn.
oflloacls these tasks Iionr thc nrain
deviation crrors, anrl the pen tunt-on energy varialtons.
pr'(x'cssor bus and allows greater flexibility fcrr sultporting
The carriage ASIC contains tlree bus inl.erfacos: the r.arriase
rli{Ii'rcnt pen nozzlc configurations.
proccssor (8052) bus, lhe scrial link Iionr the pen inlcr{acc
Thc pcn interfacc ASIC contains thrce bus interfaccs: the
ASIC, and thr,'pen tlriver IC interface. The block diagrarn of
nrarl l)ro(.('ssor (80960KA) bus, the swath nrcntory interfacc,
thc' IC is shown in Fig. :1.The processor bus is usecl1o ac_
anrl lhe st'rial link lo thc carriage ASIC. Thc block cliagram
cess the tinring control registers. The scrial clata fronr the
of llx' perr interface ASIC is shown in Fig. 3. In the copy
pcn interface ASIC is shifted into a serial_to_parallclconnro<le,thc <lal.aand address path from thc main processor
vefier. A checksum counter ntonitors thc serial input data lo
inlcrlac.e lo thc swat.hmenrory is enabled. The pixel counter
verify the integrity ol the serial link. A parallcl pipeline rcgis_
counts lhe nunrber of pixels to be printed, and its output is
tcr follows the shifl register to pror..iclethe clouble colunrn
us<.clto c:rlculate the plot density and ink use. In the shuffle
buffering. The buffcr outputs are clir.idedinlo four delayecl
rnodc, the palh from the swath mentory to thc serial inter_
pipclinc registers, each of which is delayed by thc value
in
face is enablod. The serial data transmitter asscmbles the
its corresponding delay timc registcr. Each of the four data
PenInterlacelC
DBAM Data

80960KA
Bus
DRAM Address
NIE

FirePulse
FromPlocessor
Support
lC
FIBE
To
I
Carriage
lC | 0ArA
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Pen1 UpperAddress
Pen2 UpperAddress
PenI LowerAddress
Pen2 LowerAddress

Pen1 UpperData

Pen1 LowerData

Pen2 UpperData

Pen2 LowerOata

f'
Fig. 4. CarriageASICblock diagrarn'
multiplexers selects the data to be driven for one half of
each pen.
Design Approach and Tools
in
BehavioralSimulation.The shuffler algorithm implemented
completely
is
a
ASIC
carriage
the
the pen interface ASIC and
new design for any HP product. The shuffle path from the
image data in the system memory to the pen outputs includes many hardware blocks and spans several different
bus interfaces. The need to verify the correctness ofthe
shuffler algorithm at a high level before any hardware dewas
sign was apparent. A behavioral model of the algorithm
graphics
driver
A
*.itt"n in the C programming language'
was added for both the input image data and the pen outputs. A complete graphical animation showed both the
the
image data and the printed data as the pen swept across
observable
was
."r"".,. Any error in the shuffler algorithm
right on the display screen. This high-level verification approach turned out to be very valuable' The shuffler algophase
,ithtn ** completely debugged during the simulation
before any hardware was designed'
EmulatorStrategy.It was decided to build emulators for the
three ASICs despite the substantial amount of additional
resources required. As mentioned earlier, the functionalities
parallel
of the ICs were needed before first silicon to enable
development of the printer mechanisms and the firmware'
The emulators were able to meet this need' If there had
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been a major bug in the first silicon, the emulators could
platform
have continued to provide the necessary hardware
at Ieast for firmware development if not for further mechanical integration and system testing' Another important consideration was that in the absence of a system-level simulator, the emulators combined with the rest of the electronics
funcsupplemented the chip-level simulation in the overall
very
proved
also
tional verification effort. The emulators
encountered
anomalies
diagnosing
useful in isolating and
while integrating the first silicon into the system'
The emulator for each IC presented a unique set of design
requirements. The major problem for the processor support
,qStC was the scheclule because of its late start and complexity. To keep pace with the other two ASICs, much of the
emulator and IC design was done in parallel' The emulators
for both the processor support ASIC and the pen interface
ASIC required fast, hence low-density, PAL (programmable
rearray logic) parts to meet the 16-MHz clock frequency
consisted
emulator
ASIC
support
processor
quirement. The
pen inof f*t PAL., standard logic parts, and a UART' The
logic
the
of
terface ASIC emulator used fast PALs for most
The
sequencer'
pixel
address
and a high-speed SRAM for the
were
IC,
the
of
outside
reside
parts,
which
swath DRAM
problems
also included in the emulator to avoid electrical
carrelated to board interconnects. The requirements of the
a
and
registers
of
number
large
riage ASIC emulator were a
l2MHz
of
frequency
clock
slower
The
small board area.

allowed the use of high-density field_programmable gate
arrays, which offered a large number of flip_flops per part.
VendorSelection.After a preliminary screening of many ASIC
suppliers, several vendors ofboth standard cell and gate
array parts were closely cvaluated. In addition to nonrecur_
ring engineering chargcs, cost per part, and prototype lead
time, also considered were the availability and cost of the
hardware and software toolset, the quality of the technical
support during development, and expected responsiveness
after release to production. We dccictcd that all three ASICs
would use the same vendor and toolset for both technical
and logistical reasons. We chose the CMOSB4standard_cell
technology of the IIP Circuit Technology Group, which offered the LogicArchitect ASIC development toolset, some
of
which is described below in more detail. The venclor also
delivered the UART megacell for the processor support
ASIC and the SRAM array for the pen interface ASIC.
logic Synthesis.A logic synthesis tool was used extensively
for transforming the control logic into the standard cells.
The automation of this laborious task not only saved much
time during the initial mapping of the logic into a combina_
tion ofgates but also reduced the number ofiterations
through the compose-verify-correct loop. The sSarthesistool
was also used to generate the custom registers, decoders,
and multiplexers. This approach was preferred over the use
of TTL macro cells* because it made it possible to imple_
ment only the necessary functions using nrinimum_area cells.
TTL macro cells were used for such blocks as counters,
where they could be modified to provide only the necessary
functions with the minimum-area cells.
The s;rnthesis tool also offered area-versus_delay optimiza_
tion capability, but this was of limited use for most blocks
because the CMOSB4 process is fast relative to the clock
frequencies of 16 MHz and 12 MHz. In many cases, settlng
the area constraint at minimum sufficed. The exceptions
were ln control blocks where both the rising and falling
edges ofthe clock were used, effectively doubling the fre_
quency, and some critical timing path blocks. For these
blocks, the delay constraint was set as needed with some
margin. The worst path delay estimates included in the report files were useful in quickly verifying the timing
margins
at the block level.
liming Analysis. Unlike a functional simulator, which re_
quires a set of test vectors to exercise the circuit to veri$r
the delay timing, a static timing analyzer calculates the de_
lays through the specified paths based on the circuit struc_
ture alone. The static timing analyzer of the LogicArchitect
toolset complemented the functional simulator by rapidly
searching through the circuit delay paths before any test
vectors were written. It was used to identify any unexpected
critical timing paths and to verify the margins in the known
critical timing paths. This tool was especially useful in deter_
mining the margins in input setup times and output delav
times with respect to the clock edges.

great deal of time by allowing the test vectors to
be as_
sembled from the subroutine functions and macros. Distrib_
uting the simulation jobs among various workstations also
helped. Although the blocks were simulated at all levels in
a
bottoms-up order, the emphasis was different at each level.
For example, once a comparator was verified at a low level
with a semiexhaustive set of input combinations, it was not
subjected to another input combinations test at a higher
level. Instead, more time was spent exercising its interaction
with the control logic. At the top level, special care was
taken to set the correct input and output tirning values and
to choose the right types of load and delay moclels. A full set
of top-level test vectors was repeated with the capaclt,ancL,
values extracted from the layout, and a special check of
paths with potential skews was done.
Designfor Testability.Three types of test support circuitry
are
designed into the DesignJet ASICs: scan paths for the auto_
matic generation ofthe stuck-at fault test vectors, a bound_
ary scan path in the carriage ASIC, and pad tristate control
for the board testers. The Hp CMOS34 standard cell method_
ology offers automatic test generation capability for stuck_at
faults. The estimated hardware overhead for providing the
necessary scan paths was about l0%0.The designers ofall
three ASICs decided to support automatic test generatron to
achieve the highest possible faull coveragewitti the nrini_
mum oftest vector generation effort. The scan paths were
created by replacing each flip-flop with a scannable type ancl
providing scan controls. Special controls were designed
for
the flip-flops clocked on the opposite edge ofthe clock, for
bidirectional buses, and for as;mchronous signals. A boundary scan path is implemented in the carriage ASIC to drive
the output pads directly, bypassing the complicated internal
configuration. The tristate control is provided for all pad
drivers on each ASIC to allow the board tester to drive the
IC pins directly.
ASIC Results
The DesignJet ASIC development team clelivered the three
fully functional ASICs on schedule. AII three ASICs were
released to manufacturing without any design changes. The
processor support ASIC, packaged in an g4_pin pLCC (plas_
tic leadless chip carrier), has the equivalent of 11,000 gates
and a die area of 4.96 by 5.90 mm. (One equivalenr gar,erep_
resents four transistors needed to implement a two_input
NANDgate.) The pen interface ASIC, also packaged in an
84-pin PLCC, came in at 4,000 gates and a die area of 4.gZ by
5.56 mm, including the SRAM array. The carriage ASIC,
packaged in a 68-pin pLCC, has a final gate count of 10,000
and a die area of 4.92 by 5.24 mm.

Each ASIC was successfully integrated into the system
within a day of the ar.rival of the first silicon. This was pos_
sible partly because the system was already debugged using
the ASIC emulators. With further code development later, a
few comer-case problems that required minor finnware
workarounds were uncovered. No otherfunctional or electrical problems were found. This proved that our design
FunctionalSimulation.As cxpected, the functional simulation
approaches and the toolset were basically sound, but
took a major chunk of the total IC design time. A test vector
needed improvement in testing the corner cases. Even with
generation interface in the LogicArchitect toolset
saved a
the IC emulators, the corner-case testing was difficult be_
- MostASlcvendorsoifermacrocelrsforwideryusedoff-thesherfrogicpartssuchaslTL
cause the code development continued well past the IC tape
parrs.
Amacro
cel/isacolrecti0n
ofribrary
standard
ceils
andinterc.nnections
thatperforms release. A collaborative
effort by the ASIC and finnware
the sametunctj0nas the conesponding
off-theshelfl0gicpart.
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dedesigners involving their respective toolsets would help
for
design
The
strategy'
verification
functional
better
a
velof,
teanr
design
test;bility allowed quick destaffing of the ASIC
because no additional fault coverage test vectors were
needed after the taPe release.

DesignJet Firmware Development
The use ofthe lntel 80960KA processor in the DesignJet
plotter created several development challenges for the firmware design team' First, hardware to exercise the code
had
would noibe available for several months after coding
diviour
to
processor
a
new
was
begun. Second, the 80960
desion, so we needed to start almost from scratch on our
personvelopment system. Third, we had extremely limited
In
nel iesources and time to pedorm the necessary tasks'
in
the
was
investment
schedule
of
the past, a main source
integration of independently developed code sections and
the correction of timing problems between these indepenmuch
dent sections of code' In addition, we generally spent
of
interface
user
the
redesigning)
time tuning (if not totally
For
target'
the
into
integrated
was
code
the
plotter
once
the
the DesignJet proiect, we needed to minimize this largely
nonproductive use of time. The solution was to build a dethe
velopment environment that was largely independent of
outfrom
designs
algorithm
and
code
leverage
to
hardware,
side groups, and to debug our code at the source level on
both the target and host (simulator) systems' To ease inuse
tegration and help with timing-related bugs, we chose to
system'
operating
full-featured
developed
internally
an
DeveloPment Environment
from
The DesignJet development environment was different
past
past'
On
in
the
used
had
division
our
any environment
prolects, almost all firmware engineers used a target-based
for all development work' Hardware was generally
"*rrtutu. from past projects to run the emulators in an envireused
our
ronment that closely matched the new system' Much of
past work had been done in assembly language' Therefore'
ih" lt"u of emulators was really a method of "source-level"
debugging. On the DesignJet plotter project, our lack of
hardware limited the use of emulators' In addition, there
were no emulators available that interfaced with our HP
9000 Series 300 workstations, which were used for compiling and linking. These restrictions forced us to reconsider
oui past development methods' We decided that our code
should run, as much as possible, on both our target system
and our workstations. Since our coding was to be almost
100%in the C language, we maintained object modules compilcd both for lhe largel and workslation' or hosl' syslems'
Only where there were differences between the two systems
was there any aclditional code to suppoft the host system'
The main difference between the host and target systems
was in the VO and print engine subsystems' The VO subsysdetem was easily modified to accommodate a host-based
velopment system. The main input path was set up such that
when running on the host, input was done from the host file
system rather than a Centronics or RS-232 port" None ofthe
ctde outside of one function "knew" where input was originating. The print engine that ran on the target was almost
identicaltotheprintengineonthehost'Themaindifference
was
was where to send data to print. On the target, hardware
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print enthe destination of completed bands, or swaths, of
gine data. On the host, a simulator was used' We obtained an
i Window-based simulator that we were able to modify for
passed
our use on the DesignJet plotter. The simulator was
opened
instructed,
so
when
and
swaths,
of
bitmap
an array
an X Window on the workstation to display the data' The
simulator had the ability to highlight individual swaths, scale
the bitmap, and zoom in on specifled areas of the bitmap'
This allowed inspection of plotter output at the individual
dot level, something that would have been next to impossible to do accurately on the ta.rget system' The simulator
allowed all development of nontarget-specific code to be
done on the host, especially debugging using cdb and xdb'
l,arge-format plotters require much interaction with the user'
particularly in the areas of front-panel control and media
ioading. The front panel was developed with the aid of a
front-panel simulator that rall on a PC' This important area
the
of the user interface was then designed independently of
hardware and firmware of the plotter' The front-panel simulator was designed such that nonfirmware personnel, such as
finemarketing and user interface experts, could design and
engineer
firmware
a
freed
panel.
This
front
tune their own
to work on other tasks.
great
The medialoading interaction was also subject to a
dedeal of modification. The basic loading algorithms were
mebreadboard
simple
veloped by mechanical engineers on
nonfirmware
allow
controllers
generic
motor
chanics. These
engineers to control motors precisely with simple HP-GL
like instructions from any computer' Tlpically, a mechanical
engineer wrote BASIC programs on an HP 9000 Series 200
computer to develop media-Ioading sequences and algorithms. The generic motor controllers have general-purpose
inputs and outputs, thus allowing the development engineers access to sensors and actuators as desired' Offloading
these types of development actMties allowed the firmware
When
engineers to focus on software engineering problems'
afgoritfrms were basically complete, the mechanical engifirmneers documented their work graphically, allowing the
DesignJet
the
into
algorithm
the
ware engineer to translate
framework.
Code Reuse
A major portion of any printer or plotter is the language subplotter' we
system, in our case HP.,GI'/2. On the DesignJet
We
ciearly did not have the resources to reinvent this wheel'
our
at
were able to use a language subsystem developed
products'
division that had been previously used on several
exbe
proved
to
This
printer'
III
LaserJet
including the
tremely beneficial in several respects' Certainly, the tim6
have
spent integrating this code was much less than would
aspect'
beneficial
most
The
it.
been necessary to rewrite
however, was that far less time was needed in testing bedecause the code had already been thoroughly tested and
high-quality
gave
the
us
bugged in previous products. This
inIanguage subsystenl that we wanted with a minimum of
that
area
A
second
product
team'
our
from
in
time
vesiment
was heavily leveraged was the vector-to-raster converter'
in
The basic high-performance design that had been used
Designthe
for
leveraged
was
HP
from
other raster products
was
Jet plotter. Wrile the original vector-to-raster converter
wriiten in assembly language, we chose to rewrite the code
processor'
in C. The previous products had used a different

so rewriting the code was necessary anyway. Using C, reuse
in future products would be far easier no matter what
processor might be chosen.
Debugger
The lack of emulators on the target system requirecl the
use
of a new tool for our division: the retargetable rcmote cle_
bugger. We found that the GNU debugger, gdb960,
workecl
very well on our system. gdbg60
was cleveloped by bol.h The
Free Software Foundation and Intel for use,on thc g0960.
This source-level debugger uses a simple monrtor on the
t.argetsystem while thc main debugger runs on the hosf,.
Conrmunication for debugging is via RS_232.We moriifierl
the ntonitor code so that we coulci downloacl executable,
modulcs to the target system via our built_in Clentronlcs in_
tcrface. The monitor progrant, NINDt was suppliecl by Intel
and nodified by us for our hardware. The nrodiflrcations
were mininral and were only in those areas of the cocle
that
dealt with scrial VO and downloading. The downloati capability was nrodifiecl because the default method, RS_2j2,
was
too slow. With Centronics clownloading, we were able to
cut
download times from about l0 minutes to about l0 seconds.
Using gdb960,
we were able to resolve problc,ms that ap_
peared only on the target very quickly. The
clebugger func_
tions much the same as the debugger cdb of the Hp_UX,r
operating system. With our remote_reset and login capabilrty, we were able to debug target_executing code from
home
on those nights when long hours were called for. The debug_
ger is completely source-level; that is, breakpoinrs
are set on
C source lines, not particular addresses. Structures ancl
arrays print as such; there is no need to examine memory
addresses and reconstruct the data types ofinlerest. Ifa
bug
manifested itself as a processor fault, the debugger showed
us lhe enlire stack frame and allowed us to move about
within stack frames. This enabled us to find the real source
of a problem, which was often several stack frames up from
the fault itself. In short, debugging on the ta.rget was generally
no more trouble than debugging on the host.
Operating System
At the outset of our design cycle, we determined that
use of
a formal operating system woulcl be beneficial in two ways.
First, it would provide a stable interface for interprocess
communication. This would ease the process of integrating
code that had been developed independently by several
firmware engineers. Second, since the operating system
we
used was a preemptive operating system, timing problems
typical of custom operating systems would be qreailv re_
duced. Rather than invest in melhods and hardi.vareio
de_
bug complex timing problems, we decided to invest in an
operatrng system that would prevent these problems.
While
sounding overly simplistic, this logic turnecl out to be quite
accurate; we had very few timing_related problems. In addi_
tion, when hardware became available, code integration
went
very smoothly. There were very few problems with interface
specifications changing because the operating system
defined
the interface.

The operating system was developed indepenclently using
a
PC-based development board supplied by Intet. When hard_
ware became available, the operating system was fully
de_
bugged and ready to install. The operating system is written
in assembly language, translated from code that runs
on the
HP 9000 Series 300 workstations. This was anothcr major
subsystem for which we leveraged the design. The benefit
of
the operating system running on both the hlst and the
target
is obvious; the underlying code has no knowleclge of its
operating environment.
Firmware Summary
The development proccss of the DesignJet firnrware was
unlike any other project al the San Diego Division. Cocle was
dc'v<tlopedin a largely harclwarc_independent fashion. We
st,roveto eliminate systeln t,intingproblems through the
use
ol'a formal operating syst.cm.This had the additional benefit
of defining a strict, stable interfar:c bctween processes. The
user interfaces ofthe plotter were developed by experts
separate from the firrrrwarc tlcsign team. Dcbuggmg was
ac_
complished using cdb on thc hosl and gdbg60
on thc target.
These debuggers provided sourcelevcl interfaccs that
greatlv enhanced the engineers' productivity.
The language
subsystem consisted ofa reusable code base, and the vec_
tor-to-raster converter subsystcm we proclucecl will be re_
used in future products. We believe that our development
methoclology was a key factor in nteeting our project,s goals.
Conclusion
The DesignJet plotter electronics provide a high-perfomrance
raster plotting system at a very aggressive price. The distribu_
tion and selection ofASICs and processors enabled us to
design a robust, flexible, ancl cost-effective system. This design
not only meets current customer needs, but contains
the
features necessary for leverage into futurc raster products.
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Pen Alignment in a Two-Pen,
Large-Fbrmat, Inhiet Drafting Plotter
to measure
sensor
photodiode
a quad
byusing
arefound
Misalignments
by
corrected
are
errors
Scan-direction
printed
onthemedia.
testpaiterns
ly
algorithmical
arecorrected
errors
Media-direction
t*ing adjustments.
andmechanicallY.
by Robert D. HaselbY

from
Print quality limitations of thermal inkjet printers arise
severalfactors.Thesemayincludewritingsystemresolution'
pen-to-pen alignment in multiple-cartridge printers, and mansystems'
ufacturing tolerances in pen and carriage mounting
in
Also contributing to print quality problems are variations
makes
velocity
drop
of
uncertainty
inkjet drop velocity. The
printing in
it d;fficulf to correct for print quallty errors when
abidirectionalmodewitheithersingle-cartridgeormultipledistance
cartridge printers. Since the drop must travel a finite
resultthe
of
placement
lateral
the
nefore strit<ing the media,
nozzle
speed,
carriage
upon
depends
media
ttre
ing drop on
he"ight, and drop velocity. These factors are repeatable
so that unidirectional printing results in acceptable
printing
""o"gtt
printluality with single-pen printers' Bidirectional
printed
completely
is
of
text
row
the
if
acceptable
is
Lf t"*i
in one scan. This is because there is separation between
as long as
rows of text and misalignments are not noticeable
direction'
swath
a
single
printed
in
each row of text is
plotter
For throughput considerations, the HP DesignJet
multiple-nozzle
printer
DeskJet
HP
two
was designed with
p".r" u.tJr"qrrires bidirectional printing of fully populated
graphic data. Mechanical tolerance studies quickly revealed
Ihe necessity of an alignment scheme for the two DesignJet
pens. Alignments in both the swath scan (carriage motion)
iirection and the media advance direction are required'
not
We determined that one-time factory alignment would
pen mechanical
over
no
control
have
we
since
sufficient,
be
pen in the
tolerances and the tolerances just in installing the
having
goal'
considered
We
quality
print
carriage exceed our
the
but
manually,
pen
alignment
the
adjust
the customer
timeandcustomerinteractionrequiredandthesubjectivity
unof a manual alignment procedure made this alternative
of
system
automated
an
only
acceptable. It seemed that
pen is changed
alignment initiated automatically whenever a
would be acceptable to the average customer'

The correction is applied by changes in timing for scanca"rdirection vertical errors or by physically moving one
horizontal
in
errors
correct
to
tridge relative to the other
swath banding.
for this
An optical sensor with high accuracy is required
larger
are
ifthey
noticeable
are
errors
Printing
technique.
visual
than a isible threshold, which was determined by
print quality studies. Automatic correction of these errors
measuring
requl.es a measurement system that is capable of
threshold'
visual
ofthe
third
one
about
less than
inexA design goal was to make the alignment scheme as
highhigh-accuracy,
a
out
ruled
This
possible.
pensivi as
such
iesolution scan encoder scheme with a single detector
resolution
and
accuracy
as a bar-code sensor. Instead, the
in the scan
had to be in the sensor. This allows the distance
are
which
lines,
two
between
measured
be
to
direction
printed in a test pattern during normal operation' The method
patrequires that the carriage be positioned so that the test
Thus
sensor'
the
of
range
sensing
maximum
tern is within the
of
the maximum range must be larger than the repeatability
the carriage scan-axis positioning system'
drawn
The test pattem for the scan-axis calibration is a line
with both print cartridges in both scan directions' Ideally
this forms a continuous vertical line with no discontinuities
to
visible. The test pattern vertical line is measured relative
by movis
done
This
carriage'
the
moving
without
sensor
the
remains
ing the media under the sensor while the carriage
vertical
pattern
test
the
on
Each area of interest
"tttior,ury.

Automatic Alignment SYstem
plotter
The automatic alignment system for the HP DesignJet
steps:
principal
following
the
on
is based
oPrintingatestpattemonthemediathatissensitivetosome
error mechanism
. Measurin€l the test pattem with a carriage-mounted sensor
. Applying a correction calculated from the measured error'
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Fig. 1. Quad photodiode serrsorcircuit diagram

line is measured by moving the media until the area of inter_
est is under the sensor. Several sensing schemes were con_
sidered before settling on this solution to the alignment
problem.
Quad Sensor
A quad photodiode array is used as the sensor with illumination from a diffuse light-emitting diode. A simple two_lens
optical system images the test pattem onto the quad photo_
diode. Fig. I shows how the quad photodiode is usecl to
measure the position of lines imaged upon it.
For detecting line displacements in a single direction, a dual
photodetector would be sufficient. Ilowever, we were
inter_
ested in both horizontal and vertical sensing. A quad photo_
diocle allows the orientation to be controlled electronically.
Fig. I shows two channels of analog signals that are con_
verted to digital information in an analog_to_cligitalconverter
(ADC). Each channel is generated by taking the difference
of two diagonally opposed elements of the quad photodiode.
By arithmetic addition and subtraction of these two signals,
(A-D) and (B-C), the sensor can be used as either a vertical
or a horizontal differential sensor:
(A-D) - (B-C) = (A+C) - (B+D)
(A-D) + (B-C) = (A+B) - (C+D).
The first equation above shows that subtracting the two
converted analog signals gives a differential detector that is
essentially like a dual photodiode with one element being
segment A and segment C and the other element being seg_
ment B and segment D. This is a dual differential detector
that is sensitive to the horizontal position of the images of a
line in the vertical direction as shown in Fig. l. If the whole
quad is illuminated uniformly except for the image of
the
line, Fig. 2 shows the output after subtraction that results
from horizontally scanning a veftical line image through the
quad photodiode amay. A similar curve would result from
scanning a horizontal line image through the quad sensor
vertically while looking at the sum of the ADC channel
outputs (second equation above).
Error Correction in the Scan Direction
The vertical sensor center region is calibrated each time the
alignment process starts. The short-term stability ofthe sen_
sor is sufficient to allow calibrating it only once for the entire
alignment process. Calibration is automatically accomplished
LinearRegionSlope

Response
o
+
@
I
g

+

+

lmageposition

Fig. 2. Response of the difference between the two quacl scnsor
outputs to the position of a vertical line.
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Fig. 3. Measrrrentt,rrts
for error correctionin the scan(lrre(:llolt.
by first printing a vertical line with one in\iet pen in a uni_
directional print rnode. Each swath prints a vertical line
approximately 0.015 inch wide and steps over one dot col_
umn for each swath printed. This is repeated 26 times to
generate the sensor calibration pattern. The media is
then
rewound so that the carriage-mounted sensor is over the
nominal center of the slightly diagonal vertical line. The line
is scanned across the sensor in the horizontal direction by
advancing the media one swath for each column position
and recording the resultant signals from the sensor. Ifthese
results are plotted against the swath advance a curve like
that shown in Fig. 2 will result.
This data is placed in an array and processed to find the
linear region and the slope of the linear region in counts per
resolution element. A resolution element is defined as the
horizontal distance between adjacent dots; for J00_dpi reso_
lution, a resolution element is l/800 inch. The linear center
region is found by crosscorrelating the data array with a
template that looks like the center portion of the ideal sensor curve. Once the peak ofthe crosscorrelation function is
found, the center point and several points on either side of
the center point are fit using linear regression to find the
slope of the sensor curve. This slope is then used to mea_
sure the difference of all other line segments usecl in the
horizontal calibration of the carriage alignment. Limitations
on this process are mainly because of differences in line
width and contrast ratio, which are caused by drop volume
differences between print cartridges and different directions
of printing.
Fig. 3 depicts a vertical test line drawn with two pens. A line
is first printed in a left-to-right scan direction. This is followed by a swath advance, and then another vertical line is
printed in the right-toleft scan direction. Fig. 3 shows the
resulting eror that would be measured on each segment of
the "vertical" line. These measured errors are used to calcu_
late the drop firing delays for each in\iet pen for each print
direction so that the resulting test line will be continuous,
with no discontinuities between either print cartridges or
swaths. The method of calculating these delays attempts to
drive each line segment to some average position, which is
determined by averaging the individual errors. The correc_
tion delay (or advance) for each pen is calculated by taking
the difference between the measurement for that pen and
the average. This is the basic scheme for all cor:rections in
the swath direction.
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The actual process is somewhat more complex' Each in\iet
pen is divided into two primitives: an upper primil ive
primitive (nozzles 1-25)' Rotainozzles 26-50) and a lower
by dMding each cartridge
corrected
tional errors can be
and calculating delays for
measuring
primitives
and
two
into
each. Thus the actual system uses eight line segments for
final correction instead of the four shown in Fig' 3' To minimize the effects of measurement noise, several lines are
measured and the results averaged. Also, the sensor is affected by nonuniformity of the media' To correct for this, a
printing
background measurement is taken and saved before
subtracted
is
then
data
background
pattern.
This
the test
from the differences measured for the test pattern'
Error Correction in the Media Direction
Pen-to-pen vertical separation errors are corrected algorithmically and mechanically, since in this direction, the cartridges are related mechanically and not by timing' By using
48 ofthe 50 nozzles on each pen and adjusting which 48 to
use on each cartridge, corrections can be made to the nearest halfnozzle. However, this alone is not accurate enough
Endplate
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I

|
Adiustable
0eskJetPen{#1}

for eror correctionin the.mediadirer:tion'
Fig. 5. Measurement
to meet the print quality specification' Therefore, a second,
mechanical means of vertical pen alignment is necessary'
The need for automatic mechanical adjustment of the relapens on the
tive overlap distance between the two DeskJet
DesignJet carriage was evident early in the project' Ideally'
it was desired that the mechanism not require additional
expensive components for actuation' These requirements
are met by a carriage with a movable cam that can be actuated with the motion of the carriage against a retractable
a
cam stop (Fig. 4)- The cam stop is actuated by means of
pen
nozzle
the
controls
that
motor
stepper
the
linkage from
wiper blade. The carriage cam is designed so that about
pen-to-pen
5 cm of carriage motion is required to adjust the
with the
along
motion,
This
spacing by about three nozzles.
pen,
each
on
nozzles
of
appropriate
selection
algorithmic
aliows the DesignJet plotter to correct for up to 14 nozzles
of manufacturing tolerance.
print
The resolution of the media drive axis of the DesignJet
gearing
per
The
inch'
mechanism is nominally 12'500 counts
is set up so that, nominally, the worm gear rotates two revoIutions for each swath of media advance' This significantly
reduces cyclical gear errors' since the gear errors have a
periodicity that corresponds to one rotation ofthe worm
gear. The high resolution and high repeatability of the media
axis controller allow an altemative error measurement
scheme to be applied to the media axis'

MotorUsedto Actuate
StePPer
the RettactableCamStoP
tn
Fig. 4. Print cartridge aligllment nlechanism for error correction
the rnedia directiolt.
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To measure errors in the media axis direction, two horizonas
tal, short, nonoverlapping lines are drawn on the media'
a
5)
draws
Fig'
pen
(#2
in
shown in Fig. 5. The fixed inkjet
(#1
pen
inkjet
The
a{iustable
l.
nozzle
with
horizontal line
lines
in Fig. 5) drar+'s a horizontal line with nozzle 50' These
of
the
positioning
are long enough so that scan-direction
times
carriage is not critical. This pattem is repeated several
gives a
This
swath'
each
between
advance
with a one-nozzle
wider Iine and a larger signal when these lines are later
posiscanned. The media is then rewound and the carriage
drawn
line
the
through
is
scanned
tioned so that the sensor
by nozzle I of cartridge #2. The rewind distance is large
enough so that an affay of values can be stored that conin
tains the entrre sensor response, which is like that shown
correlaby
processed
is
then
array
Fig. 2. The resultant data
sention and linear regression to solve for the center of the
is
sor. The media advance distance used for the data scan
the
units
of
the
allows
one nozzle pitch (0.00333 inch). This
be
nozzles'
to
regression
linear
in
the
independent variable
the
The slope of the best-fit linear line through the center of

sensorresponseis used to solve for the nozzleand fraction
of anozzle where the linear line crossesthe mean of the
data array. This processis repeatedfor the line from nozzle
50 ofin\iet pen #1. The difference betweenthe rneasure_
ments ofnozzle 1 ofcartridge #2 and nozzleb0ofcartridge
#1 is used to calculatehow much to a{iust the pen_ro_pen
spacingon the carriage.The a{iustment value is used in an
algorithm that decideswhich 48 nozzlesto use on each ink_
jet pen. The a{iustment remainder is used to calculate
the
final position of the a{iustable carriagecam. Aft,erthis cal_
culation, the carriageand the retractableca.rnstop are used
to position the cam to correct the remainingerror.
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DesignJet Plotter Chassis Design: A
Concurrent Engineering Challenge
rodsusedinprevious
slider
prestraightened
oftheexpensive
lnstead
chassis
theDesignJet
forthepencarriage,
toformtheguideway
designs
bya
andheldinplace
assembly
during
usesrodsthatarestraightened
process,
and
assembly
components,
Tr'.chassis
rigidstructur..
low-cost
concurrently'
hadto bedeveloped
tooling
assembly
by fimothy A. Longust

Like an automobile, the HP DesignJet large-format drafting
plotter has a chassis, which serves as the forurdation to which
chassis
all ofthe other parts are attached. The DesignJet
to
pen
carriage
for
the
guideway
precision
provides
a
also
move back and forth over the media'
comThe DesignJet chassis is mgged and made of low-cost
precise. The concept of integrating
yet
very
it
is
ponents,
-rugg"dnes"
and precision is an approach that departs from
priirion. chassis solutions. Instead of purchasing precision
^components
and assembling them in a relatively random
and
manner, this approach uses nonprecision components
manner'
assembles them in a precise. syslematic
result
The DesignJet chassis concept became a reality as a
concurrent
involved
that
of a significant engineering effort

iterations of component design, assembly tool design, and
assembly process develoPment'
System Bequirements
The design of the chassis was largely driven by the requirepens that
ment foryood print quality. The two HP DeskJet
pen
consistent
very
a
require
plotter
uses
the DesignJet
quality' The
print
good
achieve
to
media
the
above
height
guideway for the pen carriage needs to be straight or true
across a 36-inch span. It is expected to remain true even
to
when subjected to external vibrations' It is not allowed
pen
heights'
the
disturbing
thereby
oscillate,
The chassis also needs to be very rigid since it is the backto
bone of the entire product, and it needs to be rugged
SliderRods
(Guidewayl

"Legs"
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Fig. l. ChassisassemblYof t,he
I IP DcsignJct large-format drafting plotter.

withstand shock loads and to be immune to vibration and
thermal cycling. These characteristics are required to be
sustained throughout the life of the procluct and to be
achieved at minimum cost.
Design Concept
Fig. I shows the final DesignJet chassis configuration. It
uses two slider rods to form the precision guideway for the
pen carriage. The hefty beam and two endplates fornt
a rigid
structure to serve as the backbone for the product. Several
suppoft brackets are used to connecl, the rods to the struc_
ture. Each of these components is assembled using screws.
Previous chassis concepts use expensive prestraightened
slider rods for the guideway and other expensive structural
components to mount them. The DesignJet plotter chassis
concept uses nonprestraightened slider rocls for the guide_
way and a low-cost structure that simply holds the slider
rods straight.
In the DesignJet plotter the straight guicleway is achievecl by
deforming the long rods into a straight position, building and
connecting a rigid structure onto the rods, and then releas_
ing the rods. Although the rods want to spring back to their
original free-state condition of being bowed and./or twisted,
they are held tightly in place by the rigid structure. Rods
that are bowed as much as 0.020 inch initialty can be held
straight to within 0.006 inch once assembled.
This concept represents a significant improvement in per_
formance and cost overprevious chassis concepts. It
achieves twice the guideway straightness ofany previous
solution. It also represents a significant cost savings in the
manufacturing of the components.
The challenge ofthe DesignJet plotter chassis concept was
to derive a system of components that coulcl securely hold
the slider rods at the lowest possible cost. This system has
to withstand the mechanical loads caused by the strain in
the slider rods as well as the loads from shock. The system
of support brackets and the rigid structure serve this pur_
pose. However, assembly of these components is not
straightforward.
Early in the development it was discovered that there are
considerable interactions between the components as they
are screwed together. The interactions depend on how the
individual components are attached to each other and the
order in which they are assembled. In several cases individ_
ual components act together as groups to behave differentlv
than predicted.
Because of these complex interactions of the components
within the chassis, the assembly process and assembly tool_
ing became as critically important as the component designs.
All three areas required simultaneous development. This
concurrent engineering effort is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Component Design
The mounting of the slider rods was carefully studied. Hav_
ing intermediate supports allowed the diameter of the rods
to be significantly reduced. Without the two center supports

Component
Design
Assembly
Tool0esign

Process
Development

Fig. 2. The DesignJctchassisrlevcloprru,nt
pror:essr(,(lulr(,(l(.oll(,urrcnt (:onlponent
design,proc:ess
ck,vckrltnrenl,
irrtrlasscnrbly
looiirrg
rlcsierr.
each rod would have had to be approximately four inches in
solid diameter to meet the straightness and vibration re_
quirernents. Of course, some equivalent tubular cross
sec_
tion ofthe rods could have been used, but not without considerable cost. Intermediate supports seemed to be a good
trade-off to minimize slider rod material and weight and adcl
considerable rigidity to the rods, making the entire chassis
assembly less susceptible to external vibrations.
The design ofthe support brackets was rigorously analyzecl
to find the lowest-cost method of rigidly holding the slider
rods in all directions. It was believed that by taking advan_
tage of geometry sheet metal could be used for all of the
suppoft brackets. Normally, sheet metal is considered very
weak for structural applications because it is so thin. How_
ever, all ofthe sheet-metal brackets in the DesignJet chassis
are designed to take mechanical advantage ofthe slender_
ness ratios ofsectional geometries, that is, they are rigid in
some directions while being flexible in others. Some of the
brackets are made more rigid by forming flanges to stiffen
sections. Some brackets are made more flexible by adding
relatively large open areas to allow the bracket to twist or
flatten as it is assembled. All of the suppofi brackets ulti_
mately work together as a system to provide the overall
cost-effective solution for supporting the rods.
A summary of the individual components is shown in Fig. B.
This chart shows each component, the primary function it
serves, the manufacturing process used to make it, and the
advantages ofthe selected manufacturing process. A con_
certed effort was made to match the design requirements to
the manufacturhg process to provide a cost_efficient solution
for each component.
For performance reasons the slider rods are made of plated
steel. For cost reasons, the beam is made of aluminum. Since
these components are made of dissimilar materials and both
span the 36 inches between the endplates, there is a thermal
expansion issue that needed to be resolved. In the final solu_
tion, "legs" were added within the endplates beneath the
slider rod mounts. These Iegs flex elastically under the ther_
mal loads that develop after a temperature change, without
affecting the overall strenglh ofthe chassis. this tnermal
expansion design feature had negligible effect on the cost of
the endplates.
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Ioads to more sensitive areas. The final solution uses a mlmmum number of fasteners to optimize flexibility and
strength.
Assembly Tooling Design
Specialized assembly tooling is required to bend and hold
the rods in a nearly perfectly straight position and allow the
rigid structure to be built around them' This tooling is required to hold each of the components in its proper position
and allow access for fasteners and driving tools'

Fig. 3. DesignJetptotter chassiscomponents,functions,and
manufacturingProcesses.

Process DeveloPment
The initial goal of process development was to develop a
basic understanding of how to achieve the performance
goals. Later, firll characterization of the chassis assembly
would be done under dynamic and environmental conditions'
protoDevelopment of an assembly process began after a
type assembly tool was created. Each component was studi"A ittainiOnatly to determine whether it performed in the
desired manner. Interfaces between components were monitored to determine whether adequate friction developed to
prevent components from slipping relative to each other'
Ho*"rr"t, continued testing showed that the way in which
the components axe fixtured during assembly affects the
resultant friction between interfaces after assembly' Issues
Iike this, along with complex component geometries, made
continued theoretical modeling difficult' Empirical testing
was required.
Empirical testing included marry tests using actual componenl materials and geometries. After careful studies, considerable insight was gained to discover which components
and interfaces were most significant to overall performance'
Particular groups ofthese components were tested separately
from the assembly. Forces and deflections (stiffnesses)
were measured to optimize each group's performance' After
achieving a fundamental understanding of the chassis assembly in a slatic situation, process development progressed to
dlrramic conditions.
In shock, components within the rigid structure slipped relative to each other. Fastener tightening torques were increased to gain more clamp load at many interfaces' However, in some applications, the maximum recommended
loads for fasteners were found to be insufficient' Instead of
increasing the size of the fasteners, it was found to be more
cost-effective to pretap some of the holes instead of allowing them to be self-tapped by the fasteners' By reducing the
drive load required to seat the fasteners, more clamp load
became available to prevent relative component slippage'
To prevent component slippage further, it was believed that
additional fasteners between the m4jor components of the
chassis assembly would be better. However, after testing,
this idea proved to weaken the shock resistance of the assembly. The additional fasteners reduced the flexibility
within the chassis assembly and thereby transmitted shock
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The assembly tooling uses a prog.rammable sequencer that
precisely controls the order in which components are
ioaded, the order in which the fasteners are tightened, and
the tightening torques that the fasteners receive' Deviations
in the assembly sequence are minimized'
Other important design parameters for the assembly tooling
include operator friendliness, ergonomic considerations,
and assemblY time.
Since each chassis is assembled using the specialized assembly tooling, each assembly is considered factory calibrated. This implies that the chassis assembly is not serviceable by service personnel or the customer' Tamper-proof
recesses in the heads of all machine screws are used to serve
or
as a reminder that these screws should never be loosened
monitored
carefully
was
a
This
factory.
removed outside the
aspect of the design.
The Concurrent Challenge
With component design, process development, and assembly
tooling design occurring simultaneously, the entire development effort was very challenging. Interrelationships between
two areas frequently caused ripple effects in the third'
probEarly testing of the assembly process showed major
their
and
lems. For example, accessibility of the fasteners
assembly
of
the
locations
driving tools into the necessary
forced significant design changes in the components and
assemblY tool.
Providing locating features and clamping areas for repeatable component loading into the assembly tool also added
complexlty to both the components and the assembly tool'
These features were iterated several times'
Conversely, limitations of assembly tool and operator ergoprocess'
nomics forced many modifications to the assembly
Later testing demonstrated that small changes in the assembly order oithe clamping order greatly affected the finished
chassis assembly's overall performance' Assembly order
was iterated many times to optimize performance'
To cope with the volatile atmosphere of three moving ta'rgets coupled together, several techniques were used to
make this development effort a success'
The first technique \Masto adopt a philosophy of maximizing
design flexibility from the very beginning of the develop^"ti. Thi. philosophy translated into an attempt to limit
each component to serving a single function' It was believed
that single-purpose functionality would make design iterations somewhat easier to predict than they would be if the
functions of components were allowed to be consolidated'
Overall, this philosophy proved extremely valuable'

The second technique was to involve experts early in the
development. Experts in manufacturing helped select the
best processes for the components. Expert tool designers
were involved very early and agreed to the goals and ex_
Industrial
design
objectives
combined
withphysical
consrraints
made
it a difficult pectations of the assembly tooling. Expert production opertaskt0 manufacture
theendcovers
fortheDesignJet
plotter.
Theoeep_coreo
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The third technique was to avoid making several changes at
wouto
bestmeetourneeds.
once. Investigations moved slowly and methodically from
one
area to another, resolving one issue at a time. The ex_
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DesignJet Plotter Mechanical
Architecture Development Process
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by David M. Petersen and Chuong Ta

The mechanical design team for the HP DesignJet largeformat drafting plotter used a mechanical architecture deprovelopment process that proved to be very effective' The
cess emphasized designer communication early in the
product development cycle and resulted in an architecture
lhut ** never changed after it was initially defined' The
development teams for follow-on products based on the
DesignJet architecture have found the configuration to be
highly leveragable.
The mechanical architecture development is the first and
last chance to make major design approach decisions about
product geometry without causing project schedule delay' In
the beginning of a project, very little effort has been invested in the detailed design, so it is easy to accommodate
the design needs of other subsystems. However, thoroughly
anticipating these design needs at this time is not easy' The
DesignJet team used an architecture development process
designed to make the needs of each subsystem visible so
that they could be accommodated by other subsystems and
competing needs could be balanced to the benefit ofthe
overall product. The process emphasizes communication of
design requirements and facilitates early feedback about
design concePts.
History
Historically, mechanical architecture development for one
of HP's large-format plotters was done by only one or two
people. It began by assuming a design for seryomechanisms
io piovide pen and paper movement. Ideas were collected
about manufacturing processes that could be used to create
a stmctural chassis to support the servo mechanics'
Taking one low-cost pen plotter as an example, friction rollers and a belt-driven carriage were chosen for the paper and
pen servo mechanics. An aluminum extmsion was selected as
itre primary structural element for the chassis, and injectionmolded side panels, on which the servo mechanics were

mounted, were bolted to each end of the extn.rsion' Once the
basic architecture had been established, the other members
of the mechanical team designed their subsystems to mount
printed
on this chassis. Some of these subsystems included
paper
for
fans
vacuum
circuit boards, cosmetic enclosures,
guideways'
pen-axis
for
ground
rods
flatness, and
The penalties ofthis approach to architectural development
became apparent when trying to integrate the subsystems'
The connection features for each subsystem were olten not
anticipated when the chassis structure was deflned' This
typically resulted in the addition of awloarard, bulky, and
costly parts, which were used only to mount other subsystems. Additional constraints were encountered as independent subsystems competed to be located near accurate
chassis surfaces. Electrical ground paths were not integrated and unexpected structural resonances occurred' The
i4iection-molded side panels of the low-cost pen plotter'
which were initially conceived of as flat plates, grew into
two of the largest and most complex plastic parts that our
division has ever built. These caused several months of
product development schedule delay.
The low-cost pen plotter design was a new platform for
large-format plotters and was subsequently used as the basis
foitwo other plotters. Although these products successfully
achieved the established design goals, the mechanical architecture approach negatively affected the development
products'
schedule time and the production cost of all three
The primary factor that causes this type of approach is the
*g"tt"y felt by the product development tearn to produce the
first integrated hardware. Pressure to meet schedules can be
extreme and the first integrated prototype is the key checkpoint showing that the product development is progressing'
Teamwork is another signifrcant factor' Lack of cooperation
or working synergy between the design engineers and between the engineers and engineering management can

BeginDetailDesignol
FirstInlegratedPrototype

Fig.l.PhasesoftheDesignJetplottermechanicalarchitecturedevelopmentprocesS
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encourage compartmentalization of designs and responsi_
bilities. The result can be the assignment of the entire architecture job to one or two individuals and a nonoptimum
mechanical product architecture.
Mechanical Design Team Selection
The DesignJet project began with a strong belief that team_
work can have a profound affect on development time, so a
conscious effort was put into selecting design team mem_
bers who would work synergistically with one anothcr. De_
signers were chosen whose technical skills and working
strengths complemented each othcr to ensure a solid techni_
cal team background. Pcrsonality compatibility was addrcssed by soliciting the inputs of existing team members
about subsequent candidates for the tean.r.The selection
was limited to engineers who were not entrenchecl in other
projects. A specific team personality was not the goal of
careful team selection, but rather it was aimed at creating a
team that was balanced in technical skills and compatible in
interpersonal relations.

r
.
r
o

Architecture Development Process
The DesignJet mechanical architecture development occurred during the investigation phase that preceded the de_
tailed design of the first prototype. Fig. I shows four distinct
phases within this investigation period:
The prearchitecture phase is used to identify ancl resolve
issues needed before the architecture process can begin.
The architecture phase is the core process in which the
integration of subsystem geometry occurs.
The postarchitecture phase allows time for resolving difficult
integration issues.
The architecture convergence phase brings together the
final vision of the integrated mechanical designs before the
detailed hardware design ofthe first prototype begins.
PrearchitecturePhase.Four mechanical engineers staffed the
prearchitecture effort, which lasted about three months for
the DesignJet plotter. The goal of this phase is to complete
enough of the product definition and resolve the critical risk
issues so that the architecture development will be realistic.
The DesignJet product definition, including a use model,
was 90% complete at this time. The fundamental feasibility
issues were already understood or investigated during this
phase. These included plot throughput, pen Wpe and number,
paper cockle, and ink-to-media compatibility.
The most significant issue studied was print quality. An extensive tolerance analysis of print quality errors was performed. A model of the plotter mechanics and electronics as
they would affect print quality had to be assumed. Error
budgets were assigned to each ofthe subsystems. print quality acceptance sutveys using graphic plots generated on Hp
DeskJet printers were performed to define acceptable error
limits. The tolerance analysis was frequently updated during
the investigation phase as the architectural concept matured. The error budgets became critical design goals for
each subsystem.

Several design solutions were defined that became the starting points for the architecture geometry. An accurate paper
drive system using a 2.5-inch-diameter elastomer-covered
tube and pinch wheels to move the paper was developed
and tested. Tests on this main drive roller were performed

with paper to characterize cockle (wet paper bubbling) and
paper drive accuracy. The ability ofvendor processes to meet
the tightly toleranced runout specifications was studied. A
pen alignment scheme to measure and a{iust the location of
the two pens was developed. This required inventing a system
to measure the ink location on the paper and an a{iustment
system to reposition the pens relative to each other.
At the end of the prearchitecture phase a complete list was
generated of mechanical subsystems and subsystem design
objectives. Among these subsystems were thc pen carriage,
pen carriage guideway, automatic media cutter, product
stand, meclia stacking bin, procluct cosmetic enclosure, and
pen service station. Also included was electrical hardware
such as printed circuit boards, cooling fans, power switches,
interconnect cables, various sensors, ancl the user interface
front panel-these were the required subsystems iclentified
by the electrical engineering team. The design objectives
were relatcd to both product performance and project tle_
velopment goals. Some of the product performance goals for
the structural chassis included stiffness requirements to
resist functional vibration and shock, an ability to tolerate
temperature changes, and a pen carriage guideway straight_
ness requirement that was part of the error budget from the
print quality tolerance analysis. Some ofthe project development goals were concemed with product cost, design time,
and design risk or the potential for unforeseen problems in a
design choice.
Architecture Phase.The goal ofthe DesignJet mechanical
architecture development was to choose each subsystem
design approach to best meet the needs of the overall prod_
uct and not just the independent needs of each subsystem.
To achieve this goal, the DesignJet mechanical architecture
team met in an isolated room for three weeks to conceive
the product architecture. The assembled engineers included
four mechanical designers, two manufacturing support experts, and one mechanical lead to act as facilitator. We stayed
at the company site to have daily access to information and
engineering tools, but felt that isolation was necessarv to
speed and focus the architecture phase.
Prepared with the design goals for each subsystern, we
picked the paper drive system as the first to develop. Architecturally, it is the largest and most central part of the print
mechanism. It was also one of the high-risk designs that had
already been prototyped in the prearchitecture phase to
determine its performance requirements. We began by presenting the design goals for the paper drive. Then various
possible geometries were suggested, resulting in half a
dozen alternatives. The merits and issues of each were discussed by all the architects present. The engineers who
knew the most about the paper drive defended the design
that they favored most and gradually the process converged
on several choices with differing advantages and issues.
During the discussions, all architects gained a clear lcrowledge of the design needs of the paper drive. They each offered their own insights about the options being discussed,
along with concerns on how a geometry might affect
another design. These insights were absorbed by the one
architect who would later be owner of this design.
Next, the structural chassis was the topic of a similar process. It generated a greatervariety ofgeometries than the
paper drive had. For this large, tightly toleranced, and
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potentially costly subsystem, several afternoons were spent
gathering cost-versus-tolerance data about different manufacturing processes. CAD sketches ofthe different options
were created to allow a common conceptualization within
the group. Finally, several options were voted as superior'
The pen-axis drive system was next, followed by the pen
service station, pen alignment, electronics enclosure, stand,
and on through the subsystems until all had gone through
the process, resulting in one or occasionally two suggestions
for configurations. As we progressed through the subsystems the architecture team's understanding of the importance ofinterrelated design goals increased. Each architect
began to own the design goals for all the subsystems' When
sound ideas were presented they were reinforced by the
team. If a marginal design idea was being pushed too hard,
the others on the team would identify the concerns in
enough detail to allow the advocates to rebut them or at
Ieast to realize the risks. As a result, each design included in
the architecture process was subjected to significant scrutiny by the entire team and the design choices made reflected their combined knowledge and insight. In most
cases, the final selection of the design approach was not
democratic, but was Ieft to the architect who would be responsible for doing the design. It is essential that the design
owner fully support and believe that the design approach
selection is appropriate within the context ofthe subsystem
and overall product goals.
Occasionally during the three-week architecture phase it
was necessary to stop the meetings and perform tests or
gather data. Some design ideas were well-liked, but contained unknowns that were too risky to delay investigating'
For the architecture phase, each subsystem was given to one
or two architects who were responsible for keeping track of
and sketching the various concepts. The responsible engineer
either owned the design later or transferred it to a designer
who joined the team late in the investigation phase'
By the end ofthe architecture phase, all subsystems had
been conceptually integrated into the plotter design' Each
was understood in enough detail that 9fflo of the parts and
processes were known. Simple two-dimensional assembly
layouts were created. The process and the resulting architecture were presented to the other involved departments
for review. Inputs and concems were received from service
engineering, customer assurance, marketing, industrial design, other support areas, and lab management (who were
quite relieved to see some design output).
PostarchitecturePhase.The issues and parallel paths identified
in the architecture phase were the focus of the postarchitecture phase. 2.5 months was spent investigating detailed feasibility. Testbeds were designed and testing was performed
for user media loading, media cutter design, the structural
chassis, media stacking, and electronics cooling' These tests
allowed the final selection of design approaches to be made'
Towards the end of this period the design team more than
doubled in size as design ownership was distributed'
Architecture GonvergencePhase.T\arofinal weeks were spent
in the isolated room to bring together the decisions on alternate design paths and complete the final vision of the mechanical architecture. This time all the designers including
the original architects were present. Engineers from the
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electrical engineering team whose inputs had been previously
solicited were included in these meetings' The plotter subsystems were all reviewed. A detailed plotter Iayout reflecting inputs from each designer was available. Minor issues
were resolved and the detailed design ofthe first integrated
prototype was readY to begin.
Results
The DesignJet mechanical architecture development process proved to be very successful. This process reduced the
total product development cycle time, although primarily
after the first prototype design, build, and test cycle was
completed. The overall product program beat the original
schedule to manufacturing release by one month. We never
changed the architecture although we tried unsuccessfully
to change some areas after the first prototype was built' In
one instance, it was decided that the media loading design
could be made easier to use. Some time was spent studying
possible architecture changes to improve this area, but the
conclusion was that the original choice was still the best for
the overall system.
Communication between the designers was excellent all
through the development indicating an understanding of the
needs of adjacent subsystems. Arbitration of conflicting
design objectives by engineering management rarely was
needed. The team members'responsiveness to requests for
help from other designers on difficult design areas was
impressive.
For most of the designs, costs were lower than expected'
The opposite usually occurs as architectural mistakes are
encountered that require costly redesign. We met the zeroweek availability goal which allows customers to purchase
the plotter off-the-shelf on the introduction date. During the
production ramp-up period, the production line was operational 68% of the time, an improvement of 10tr/oabove the
previous tlivisional best. Six months after the start of production, the production support engineering staff had been
reduced to half the typical number.
Our belief is that the effectiveness of this architecture process comes from two communication mechanisms' The common understanding of the product requirements each architect gains by participating in the development discussions of
each subsystem gives that person the data needed to balance the clesign goals between subsystems to the benefit of
the whole product. Also, exposing each subsystem to design
input and critique by all the architects and others before the
design begins prepares the designer with many insights into
the design while there is still time to react to them'
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The lines drawn on an Hp DraftMaster plotter, Hp's high_end
large-format pen plotter, compare favorably in precision and
smoothness with those drawn by a human. The graphical
output appears to be essentially perfect to the unaided eye. I
The maximum specified pen speed of I l0 cm,/s and the max_
imum acceleration of bb.b m,/s2have been unsurpassed for
over a decade. Although raster printing devices are faster,
pen plotters are less costly and are able to satisfy the need
for high line quality and multicolor large-format drawings.
To a large extent the value of a drafting plotter is a function
of how quickly it can produce drawings of adequate quality,
thereby maximizing the daily productivity of the user. There_
fore, we saw an opportunity to provide a superior value in
pen plotting by reducing the time invested by the user in
operating the HP DraftMaster plotter.
HP DraftMaster
Plus plotter
The HP DraftMaster Plus plotter incorporates three types of
improvements that enhance the user's productivity:
. Improved reliability, high enough for unattencled operation
. Improved media handling
o A friendlier user interface.
These improvements have been made without increasing the
cost of the product.
The most common customer complaints about pen plotters
have always concerned reliability, mainly pens running out
of ink, drying out, or clogging. The Sureplot drawing system
is designed to provide a major improvement in the reliability
of the drawing system, so that the plotter consistently gener_
ates plots without defects, and without requiring constant or
frequent monitoring of the pens by the user.

This article focuses on the design of the Sureplot clrawing
system. The media handling system and the user interface
are discussed in the articles on pages 42 and 4g, respectively.
Common Pen Problems
Liquid ink pens based on capillary-action ink feed are usually
used for final-quality plots and give excellent line quality.
However, they require careful handling by the user. Liquid
ink pens dry out quickly if they are not capped properly
when not in use. A1so, commonly used fine-width pens, say
0.25 mm, can experience insufficient ink flow after plotting
a certain distance. This is because the relatively high velocity between the pen and the page abrades the paper fibers,
which obstruct the end of the pen capillary ultimateiy re_
sulting in the clogging of the pen so that it quits writing. This
failure mechanism depends on multiple parameters: the
thickness of the pen, the tlpe of media used, and the plot_
ting speed and force. Another common occurrence is for
one of the pens in the multistall carousel to mn out of ink,
becoming the cause of an unsatisfactory drawing.
When a pen fails in any of these ways, lines that should have
been drawn are missing, and the entire drawing has to be
plotted again with a considerable waste of time. The alterna_
tive is for the user to monitor the correct writing of the
pens, resulting in a significant investment of time.

Media handling is improved by roll feed, an automatic media
cutter, and a new media tray. Users can retrieve their draw_
ings at their convenience without individually loading every
page before plotting or unwinding a takeup spool and cutting
plots manually a-{terwards.

SurePlot Drawing System
The SurePlot drawing system includes Sureplot pens, a non_
contact color optical line sensor, a pen distance monitor,
and extra pens. SurePlot drafting pens have ceramic tips for
clog-free plotting and regulators to make them leak-free.
The optical line sensor allows the plotter to detect the most
common pen failures: ink out, dry out, and clogging. The pen
distance monitor detects when a pen is in danger of running
out of ink on a drawing, based on the lower bound for the
Iife ofthe pen. Failed pens and pens nearing the end oftheir
lives are automatically replaced.

The enhanced user interface offers a redesigned front panel
and simplified selection of pens, settings, and drawing qual_
ity. Immediate action keys and direct menu access keys give
fast access to the functions most commonly used. The information appears in a larger, more easily readable vacuum
fluorescent display.

The system verifies the writing ofthe pen on the page by
periodically sensing linesjust placed on the page to verifu
that the print contrast is adequate for the given pen. The
system previously learns the print contrast for a good pen of
each type, thickness, and color. Ifthe print contrast is unsatisfactory the defective pen is replaced and the plot is either
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restarted from the beginning or retraced from the last good
verification, or the plotter halts to allow the user to select
the appropriate corrective action.
An improvement of 40 times in the number of drawings not
meeting user requirements has been measured for plotters
using the SurePlot drawing system over plotters without it'
At the 90% confidence level, 998 out of 1000 drawings meet
user needs.
Optical Color Line Sensor
The design objectives for the line detection sensor for the
HP 759X Series DraftMaster Plus plotters were:
r Low cost. The design should not cost more than the existing
digitizer.
. Small size. The line sensor package should fit into a space
measuring I bY I bY 0.5 inch.
o Low weight. The moving part of the line sensor must weigh
less than 4 grams.
. Depth of focus. The line sensor must work over a 3'0-mm
range.
. Pen colors. The Iine sensor must detect black, blue, red,
green, violet, aqua, and brown. We wanted yellow and
orange but were not willing to pay the added cost to include
them.
. Media. The sensor must work with chart paper, vellum,
polyester, translucent media, and tracing paper'
' Check with pen. The sensor must focus past the end of the
pen tip but not be so low as to touch the platen when the
paper feeler is touching the bottom of the pen groove' This
objective means that the pen does not have to be stowed
while sensing lines.
r Lighting. The plotter must work under normal office lighting
conditions (lights offllights on) or in ambient light up to
1000 lux.
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The cost obiective and space limitations proved formidable
No sensors existed that met these aggressive requirements'
This made it necessary to develop a custom sensor' The resulting sensor meets all of the design objectives and saves
tooling costs by using off-the-shelf parts. Assembly costs
were kept low by considering the part assembly from the

0biect
Plane
Sensor
Assembly

--__\

DetailA

_

PIus plotter
Fig. 1. Noncontact optical line sensor mountccl in the HP DraftMaster
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PCR = (Vw-V^i.)/Vw
Vw = ImRVp6 = IpR;Q(W) + I^R.(l
r 0.5xw
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where R* and Ri are the reflectivities of the media and ink,
respectively.

start and talking to the vendors at each step of the design
process.

I

Mathematical Model
A simple mathematical model was used in the development
of the line sensor. Other scanning sensors focus the emitter
light and the detector at the same spot and therefore are
very sensitive to changes in height. The basic configuration
chosen for the HP DraftMaster plus line detection system
achieves a large depth of field by having the emitter illumi_
nate a wide area and focusing only the detector at a point.
This design removes the sensitivity to changes in height.
Fig. I shows the sensor design. The LED emits light with an
intensity of I, The intensity incident upon the media, I^, is
directly proportional to I, and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between the LED and the media. The
light I- is reflected by the media or ink into the optics,
where the lens refocuses the light from the media (object
plane) to the detector (image plane). A simple relationship
relates the image distance 51,the object distance So, and the
focal length f:

t

d

I

;L

-{X1

X1

DetectorFunction

w

r3

"nj-

LensFunction

t*d

I

n+
/t\

,l\.

f+-r---+l

[ine Function

xl Xa
[ens-Detector
FuIction

Sensor0utpul

l/Si+l/So=1/f.
The depth of focus for a single lens with a focal length f is a
maximum at 51= $o = 2f. This was chosen as the operating
point for the HP DraftMaster Plus design.
The variable used to determine whether or not a line is pres_
ent is the print contrast ratio, or pCR. The pCR is the ratio
of the drop in light intensity at the detector resulting from

Input

System

0utput

Fig. 2. Mathematical model for the optical line sensor
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Fig. 3. Red LED and red ink absorbance spcctra and detector
sensitivity for the noncontact optical line sensor.The shaded area
is a measute of the light energY
absorbed by the ink.

Area= LightEnergy

(nm)
Wavelength
This analysis demonstrates in equation form how Ri, R.,
and Xy influence the PCR. For example, the absorptivity of
the ink is not so important as the difference between R* and
R1.This implies that some consideration must be given to
the fact that media with different reflectivities will produce
different PCRs for the same ink. For this reason a white
strip lies directly beneath the sensor to boost the PCR for
transparent media with very low reflectivities'
As long as the sensor has not been saturated (too much
light), the PCR calculation is independent of intensity I*'
This independence was verified by measuring V1ryand Vp1
with the room lights on and off.
Light Source Selection for Color Detection
An important consideration, omitted in the above analysis, is
the spectral characteristics of the LED, ink, media, and detector. It was tacitly assumed that the reflectivity of the ink,
Ri, is the average reflectivity of the ink weighted over the
spectral sensitivities ofthe LED and the detector:
Ri :

I
Ri(1.)lv().)la().)d)..
I
Jn

Therefore, the PCR can be maximized by minimizing R1' Because inks are normally characterized by their aborptivity
rather than their reflectMty, minimizing R1implies that the
absorptivity Ai needs to be maximized. Thus, a light source
should be selected that emits light at wavelengths where the

absorptivity of the ink is a maximum. Halogen light sources
are very good candidates because oftheir broad emission
spectra but are not used in this application because they get
hot and require much more current than LEDs. Blue LEDs
are good candidates to detect yellow lines but they are costly'
emit very low-intensity light, and would have problems detecting blue lines. Red LEDs have the highest-intensity output but they have a known problem sensing red ink' HP's
high-intensity green LEDs were chosen for their low cost,
low current, and emission spectmm centered in the visible
spectmm. Green LEDs are also capable of sensing green
lines because it is difflcult to design an ink that absorbs blue
light and red light but reflects green light. Fig. 3 shows the
spectrum of a red LED compared to the absorption spectmm of red ink. Fig. 4 shows a similar comparison for a
green LED/green ink combination. The shaded area represents the value of the above integral and is much larger for
the green LED/green ink combination'
Figs. 5 and 6 show the results ofsensing different colors of
lines with red and green LEDs, respectively' Note the low
signal produced by a red LED over a red line, whereas the
green LED gives a good signal over a green line'
Detector
The detector has two distinguishing characteristics not
found in most other detectors' One is its small size (0'25 mm

VisibleRegion
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Fig. 4. Grecn LED and green ink
absorbance spcctra and detector
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tical line sensor.
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by 0.25 mm), and the other is a two-stage amplifier integrated on the same IC. The small detector size helps keep
the spot size small, which is helpful for detecting small lines,
while the two-stage amplifier boosts the signal before EMI
can obscure it. This is important because the detector signal
is sent across a 2-meter unshielded flex cable to the proces_
sor printed circuit board. Fig. 7 shows the detector circuit.

operation and applications that users would be likelv to
apply.

Sensor Assembly
Fig. 8 shows the line detection sensor assembly process. All
parts are either snapped or press-fit together, thus eliminat_
ing messy, unreliable gluing processes and reducing the
need for expensive assembly tooling. Excluding the wave
solder pass (which is done in batch mode), it takes approxi_
mately 20 seconds to assemble the six parts that make up
the sensor.
Testing the SurePlot System
Since the degree of attention needed to obtain usable draw_
ings and the quality of the output are highly dependent on
the operating conditions, we spent some time before begin_
ning the tests of the SurePlot drawing system attempting to
understand or model all of the possible real-life modes of

We split the problem into three aspects: drawing contents,
modes ofoperation, and required output quality. To keep the
volume of tests required from becoming unreasonable, we
synthesized in a single drawing the average graphic contents
of a set of customer-representative drawings. We called the
resultant drawing the average user plot, or AUp, (see page
36). Our knowledge of pen plotter customers, accumulated
through continuing focus group sessions, customer visits,
experience, and other means, allowed us to assume reason_
able values for the components of the operating modes: roll
feed versus cut sheet, different pen/media combinations,
time between plots, workload, applications, and so on.
Finally, we set up the criteria to be able to evaluate the qual_
ity of the output obtained and recognize a failure situation.
In some scenarios users are expecting high-quality output,
so only high-quality plots were counted as acceptable. In
other situations, draft-quality plots meet customer needs
and are usable, so in these cases draft-qualiff plots as well
as high-quality plots were counted as acceptable. In any

2-Meter
FlexCable
to Processor
Board

Photodiode

t
ltiEril
Vref= 0'5V

Fig. 7. Electrical circuit of the
line detection sensor. The photodiode and the two-stage amplifier
are integrated on the same IC.
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case, a drawing with a missing vector was considered a failure unless it was recovered (only the HP DraftMaster Plus
plotter was able to do this)'
Test DescriPtion
To measure whether and by how much the HP DraftMaster
Plus plotter is able to produce more usable plots with less
user attention than another pen plotter, we had both an HP
DraftMaster RX plotter and an HP DraftMaster RX Plus plotter plotting the AUP eight hours a day during two weeks of
accelerated testing in all targeted modes of operation' The
tests consumed ten rolls of media and 20 SurePlot and
fibertip pens.
The fairly stable and known behavior ofthe SurePlot pens
allowed us to accelerate the testing. These pens were used
in a separate plotter until most of their ink capacity had been
spent, and were put into the HP DraftMaster Plus plotter
nearthe end oftheir life. These pens produced all ofthe HP
DraftMaster Plus failure situations recorded. This technique
permitted us to extrapolate the results of the 270 drawings
plotted to be equivalent to 1500 plots, which represent 150
days of work on the basis of 10 plots per day.
During the test, we collected data on the number and duration of the user interventions necessary to keep the plotters
working properly in the selected operating mode, artd examined every drawing produced by both machines to classify
them as final plots, draft plots, or plots with missing vectors'
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Results
Figs. 9 and 10 show results ofthese tests. The qualitative
conclusion is that the SurePlot drawing system allows the
HP DraftMaster Plus plotter to deliver a higher percentage
of valid plots than its predecessor while requiring only half
as much of the oPerator's time.
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Quantitative metrics are highly dependenl, on the operating
mode. From the user's point of view, the question to answer
is "How many good drawings can I obtain from a grven
batch?" To communicate that, we looked for a statistically
representative quality index, a single figure that would rep_
resent the level of output quality that a customer would ex_
perience through the operating life of the plotter. We
con_
cluded that the most appropriate index for extrapolating our
test data to the life of the plotter was the AeL, or acceptable
quality level, defined in a U.S. military standard as ..a nomi_
nal value expressed in terms ofper cent defective specified
for a given group ofdefects ofa product" (see page BZ).
The AQL results are shown in Fig. 11. The Hp DraftMaster
Plus plotter had an AeL of 0.2 defects per 100 drawings,
compared to an AQL of 8 for the DraftMaster. These results
had a confidence level of gD/o.This can be interpreted to
mean that 90% of HP DraftMaster plus plotter users, using
recommended pens and media, will find that 9gg out of 1000
drawings will meet their needs, compared to g2 out of 100
drawings for the DraftMaster. This represents an improve_
ment of 40 times in the percentage of unacceptable drawings
over the original DraftMaster plotter.

Fig. 11. Itr the drawing reliability tests, the Surcplot. drawlng
sysren.t
lowered the AQL (ar:ccpt,atrlc,
quality level) by a fact.orof 40.

Summary
The development ofa noncontact color optical sensor that
verifies the writing of the pens on the actual drawing greatly
improves the drawing reliability of a pen plotter. The system
operates on an extremely wide range of media, pens, and
graphic pattern contents based on its ability to learn
the
right print contrast. This added functionality does not add
cost to the product, since it replaces an existing accuracy
calibration sensor. The system can detect errors on the actual
traces and recover automatically. On the basis of the AUp
and the test results, g0o/oof Hp DraftMaster plus users will
find that 998 out of 1000 drawings will meet their needs.
This represents an improvement of 40 times in the percent_
age of unacceptable drawings over plotters without the new
sensor.
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Plus
One of the main user needs driving the HP DraftMaster
plotter development was to reduce the requirement for opproderator attention to the plotter without increasing the
cutting
media
uct price. It was very clear that ar automatic
cut
device that allowed the user to obtain drawings already
offeatures
set
part
ofa
an
essential
was
size
to the desired
designed to satisfy this user need' With an automatic cutter'
for
the cost ofthe product could be substantially lowered
device
cutting
of
a
existence
the
since
some customers
could eliminate the need to buy a takeup spool'

the constraints imposed by the product itself' the next step
was to determine the cutter design configuration that would
be best able to satisfy the various requirements' From an
analysis of different possible cutting systems in the light of
these requirements, it was apparent that the best solution
was a cutter based on the classical rotating and linear blade
approach. Instead ofbeing driven by dedicated motors, such
a system takes advantage ofthe plotter's existing drawing
driving system.

A breadboard prototlpe with design parameter adjustment
capabilities was built to determine appropriate values of the
Determining Customer Needs
following design Parameters:
the
To help define the objectives for the cutter development,
r Rotating blade diameter (see Fig. 2)'
(QFD)
was
deplo;'rnent
quality
function
called
. Inner rotating blade cone angle (see Fig' 2)'
technique
used to analyze customer needs and wants' QFD helped to
o Cutting speed.
to
identify the feature set the automatic cutter should have
r Rotating blade sharPness.
satisfiz customelr exPectations.
o Side force. This is the contact force between the rotating
blade and the linear blade, which is produced by the
The first step was to collect customer needs by means of
compression sPring (see Fig. 3).
focus groups. After analyzing this data, customer needs
.
Depth of penetration. This is the amount of overlap between
were classified into groups, each ofwhich represented an
the rotating blade and the linear blade (see Fig' 2)'
overall customer concern such as reliability or performance'
r Shear angle. This is the angle between the rotating blade
The next step was to define the design characteristics that
perimeter and the vertical faces of the linear blade (see
quality
would address the customer needs. To translate cut
Fig.2).I
painto quantiflable terms we defined a set of measurable
cut
set
to
with
rameters. These parameters were used not only
Using experimental design techniques,z we were able
competing
pararneters
with
these
quality goals but also to make comparisons
very few iterations to determine that all of
products. The definitions of these cut quality pararneters
weie important, but only three of them were critical, since
on
presented
pararneare
them
measuring
for
procedures
the
and
cut quality was very sensitive to them' These three
blade
page 46. Design characteristics were analyzed based on custers are depth ofpenetration, shear angle, and rotating
relatheir
to
determine
measured
to
were
and experiments
io*".."tpo.tses
inner cone angle. Their acceptable values
analyof
this
basis
the
On
needs.
customer
tionships to the
be within the following ranges:
o Depth of penetration: >0.1 mm to 0'5 mm
sis, we built the relationship matrix shown in Fig' 1, which
indicates how much each design characteristic affects each . Shear angle: >0 to 15 minutes
customer need. Looking at the relationship matrix we could e Rotating blade inner cone angle: >0 to 15 minutes'
see the features that would meet the customer needs'
With regard to sharpness, the rotating blade edge can be
that
was
using
from
QFD
One of the most important benefits
made blunt as Iong as the contact surfaces between this
all
across
development
for
concurrent
means
it provided the
blade and the linear blade are two sharp points' This is also
R&D, quality, and manufacturing' As
functions-marketing,
good for safetY and economy'
result of this coordination, design changes were minimal,
parameter'
Although media type is a very important quality
which helped us to meet our schedule'
be adshould
pa'rameters
other
the
all
goal
that
was
the
quallf as independent of media type as
justed
cut
make
to
Mechanical SYstem Design
possible. For this reason' no plotter media tlpe ranges were
Having defined the user needs, the cut quality paxameters'
established.
and
the basic design goals, the present state oftechnology,
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DesignGharacteristics
Customer
Requirements

1

Reliability

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.1

3

o Reliability
Perlormance
o C u tO u a l i V
o N oM e d t aT e a r

SS

o Clean
Cut

ss

o S q u a rE
e dges

WWS

o Straaght
Cut

J

J

SM

MM

o Throughput
o O u i c kC u t
e M e d i aH a n d l i n g
o AccurateSize

WWS

o NoMediaWaste

W

o MediaType
o C u tA l lM e d i aT y p e s
Usability
. Maintenance
o B e p l a c e m eFnr te q u e n c y
o E a s yt o R e p l a c e
. HumanFactors
o 0utet
o Safe0
0esignCharacteristics:
l . M e a nN u m b eorf C u t sB e f o r e
F a i l u r{eM C B F }
2.Cut0ualityParameters:
2 . 1 ,S t r a i g h t n e s s
2.2.Waviness
2.3.Perpendicular
Deformatjon
2 . 4 .P a r a l l e l i s m
2 . 5 .P e r p e n d i c u l a r i t y
2 . 6 .A c c u r a c y
2.7.EdgeEffect

Belationship:
S:Strong
M :M e d i u m
W:Weak

3.Cutllme
4 .M e a nN u m b eorf C u t st o B e p l a c e m e{ M
n tC T B I
5 .R e p l a c e m el inmt e
6.MediaTypes
7 .H PC l a s 8
s 2 E n v i r o n m e nRt a
e lq u r r e m e n r s

Cutter Operation
The cutter'systemconsistsoftwo basic subsystemdevices:
the slitting device and the engagementand driving device
(seeFig. 3).
The cutter carriagestays in a rest or parking position on
the
left end of the pen carriage guide arm while the pen c€uriage
is being operatedduring plotting (see Fig. 4). Whenthe plot
has been completed,the paper is movedlo ihe position
where the cut is desired.The engagementand Oriving
ae_
vice, a swiveling lever with a hook on the end, is activated
by meansof a voice coil, causingthe pen carriageto grab
the cutter can'iagefrom its parking position an;drive
it
along the pen caxriageguide arm. The paper is cut by
the
slitting mechanismconsistingof the rotaiing blade and
the
linear blade.

Fig. l. Relationshipmatrix for
the DraftMasterplus plotter au_
tomatrcmedia cLrttingsystem.
The rotating blade contains a press_fitted O_ring
that is held
against the media by the leaf springs. Friction between
the
O-ring and the media causes the rotating blade
to rotate
while contacting the linear blade at two points (the
leading
point is the cutting point).
After the cutting operation, the paper is moved
out of the
cutter path to avoid contact with the rotating blade.
The pen
carriage moves back to the left end of the guide
arm and
the cutter can'iage is disengaged, leaving it in the parking
position. The pen carriage can then be used
for a new plot.
The voice coil that activates the engagement and
driving
device is the same voice coil that moves the drafting pens
up
and down.
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Low fricshaft that are induced by the compression spring'
could
which
media,
the
on
forces
tangential
tion reduces
produce buckling and nonstraight cuts'

PenCarriage
GuideArm

to ensure high
The geometry of the rotating blade is designed
is conical so
cut q:uality. The side that faces the linear blade
two points'
at
is
only
blades
that ihe contact between the two
thart
rather
media
the
of
shearing
This ensures near-perfect

/
lnnerConeAngle
RotatingBlade

tearing.
410 steel
For durability, the rotating blade is made of AISI
material also
This
C'
Rockwell
63
of
hardness
a
to
tempered
cost' The
offers high corrosion resistance and reasonable
the number
minimize
possible
to
blade diameter is as large as
is miniforce
spring
compression
the
per
and
cut,
of turns
of the blade
sharpening
precise
Since
wear.
reduce
to
mized
is not required, no grinding is required in its fabrication'
which lowers its cost.

Platen

H."
-/t

Depthol Penetration

lf\LinearB,ade

ShearAngle

which is a classiFig. 2, Designparametcrdefinitionsfor the cutter'
cal rotating antl linear blaciedesig,n'
Slitting Device
of the cutter
As shown in Fig. 3, the slitting device consists
blade' It
linear
the
and
the roiating blade assembly,
advan"urtiug",
taking
pen
carriage'
the
as
guide
arm
uses the same
The cutting
arm'
the
underneath
cavity
existing
of
an
tage
the cut
sp"eedis fast enough to complete the cut before
motion'
sheet of media begins its falling

spring-loaded
The O-ring is pressed against the media by the
force makes
this
from
resulting
shaft assembly. The friction
translates'
cutter
the
while
rotate
blade
the rotating
Engagement and Driving Mechanism
virtually the
Since the DraftMaster plotters can draw along
to develop
necessary
was
it
pen
carriage,
entire path ofthe
the way clear
leave
would
that
mechanism
u.,
"ngig"^"nt
mechanism
for the plotter to draw. The existing voice-coil

on the
The life of the slitting mechanism depends mainly
to
subject
are
blade
this
parts
of
rotating blade because the
of
because
acetal
of
made
is
hub
blade
The
the molt wear'
wear resislance
its low frict,ion and high wear resistance' Its
against the
forces
allows it to withstand the high reaction

/,"^,^

quality because
The O-ring is important for obtaining high cut
on the
depends
penetration
of
the blade overlap or depth
surto
the
adhere
to
needs
It
section'
torus
its
diameter of
forces on
faces on which it rolls' while avoiding tangential
objectives
the media. It is made of a rubber that meets these
dust'
media
and
media
the
by
caused
and is resistant to wear

Guide

Carriage
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Engagementand
0riving 0evice

Slitting
0evice
Pen
Carriage

/

Platen

Plotter
Chassis

Fig. 4. The parkingpositionof
the cutter is at the left enclof the
pen carriageguidearm.

that moves the pens up and down was easily controllable
and turned out to be the best candidate for driving the engagement mechanism. This avoids the need for additional
solenoids or motors.

The MCTR specifies the mean number of cuts a cutter car_
riage assembly is able to perform before it has to be replaced
because of an uncorrectable failure.

The upper 3 mm of voice-coil travel was not used for any
drawing purposes. The HP ME30 three-dimensional mechanical design system was used to find the maximum possible
angle of rotation for the rotating engagement lever given just
3 mm of vertical drive motion. Changes in the firmware
were made to ensure that the pen carriage does not invade
the upper 3 mm of vertical travel during normal plotting.

According to our user model, a DraftMaster plus plotter will
perform about 67,000 cuts during its l0-year life when used
in an environment with a high and continuous workload.
Consequently, the reliability goal for the cutter system was
set at an MCBF (mean cuts before failure) greater than
67,000 cuts. The MCBF specifies the mean number of cuts
the cutter system is able to make before its first failure. The
MCBF does not include failures that can be corrected by
replacing the cutter carriage assembly.

The pivot axis of the rotating engagement lever is parallel to
the horizontal direction ofmotion ofthe pen carriage. Thus
the inertia forces caused by acceleration of the pen carriage
are orthogonal to the lever motion and do not induce any
swiveling motion that could disturb the pen carriage and
infl uence drawing quality.
Reliability Testing
The cutter carriage assembly is designed as a consumable
part. It has to be replaced when the cut quality becomes
unacceptable because ofcutter degradation. At the beginning of the project a 5000-cut life was set as a reliability goal
for the cutter carriage assembly. This was specified as an
MCTR (mean cuts to replacement) greater than 5000 cuts.

A nonaccelerated life test was developed to verify the reliability of the cutter system over its lifetime. This test was
performed on three pilot-mn units with stable parts, avoid_
ing the usual difficulties of prototype testing. The units un_
der test cut HP media continuously at ambient conditions
for two months at arate of 1590 cuts per day per unit. To
simulate customer use, three media types were used in the
test in the same proportion as an average user: approximately 50% paper, 3fflo polyester, and 20Zovellum. To shorlen
the test time, strips of media were cut as narrow as possible.
Such narrow strips could not fall offon their own, so a set of
pressurized air nozzles was installed to blow the strips out
of the cutter path.
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Definitions and Measurement Procedures for cut Quality Parameters
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Periodically, the cutter carriage assembly, Iinear blade, pen
carriage guide arm, and engagement and driving mechanism
were visually inspected for wear. Cut quality degradation was
controlled by measuring cut waviness. Cutter carriage assemblies were replaced with new ones when their performance
became unacceptable.
At the end of the test each of the three units had accumulated 67,000 cuts. Fourteen kilometers of media had been
cut into 200,000 strips. The test did not identify any major
problem. Only two risk areas were identified and corrective
actions were taken to address them.
Cutter carriage assemblies replaced after 1b,000 cuts
showed flattened O-rings and some wear on the plastic
frame. Cut quality began to degrade when a cutter carriage
assembly had performed 10,000 cuts.
On the basis of these results it was concluded that the cutter
system meets the MCTR and MCBF specifications.

One of the risk areas we were concemed about was the possible degradation of the coating on the pen carriage guide
arm caused by the friction ofthe cutter carriage. This degradation could result in poor cosmetics and even corrosion
under unfavorable environmental conditions.
An accelerated test simulating very intensive use was developed to understand this failure mode. This test consisted of
moving the cutter carriage assembly and pen carriage back
and forth at high speed along a small span of the pen carriage guide arm without cutting any media. The coating
flaked off only in the areas where the cutter carriage assembly and the pen carriage bearing wheels had rolled. No coating degradation appeared in the areas wherejust one of
them had rolled. This test proved that some deterioration of
the pen carriage guide arm cosmetics might show up at the
half-life of the product when used very intensively. This led
to a change of cutter carriage material, which completely
eliminated this problem in subsequent tests.
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o The cutting device can be retrofit to plotters manufactured
without cutting devices.
. The only maintenance needed consists in replacing the entire slitting device with a new one. This is done when the
user obseryes a degradation in performance or when the
plotter warns that it should be replaced (the plotter cor.mts
This experience taught us that development tools such as
the number of cuts performed). The elastic support system,
QFD are very helpful if used with discretion. It is important
which keeps the slitting device in equilibrium between the
to assess the Iimits within which these tools can be of great
compression and leaf springs, makes it easy (by means of a
value to the definition ofthe product and beyond which
supplied insertion tool or even directly with the fingers) to
their contribution may be diminished or even become a drag
sepa"rate and raise the rotating blade away from the linear
on the development efforts.
blade to take the cutter out and install a new one.

Conclusions
Concurrent development and testing of this system in the
development phases, treating it as if it were in production,
was key to obtaining a product whose characteristics and
performance can satisfy user needs.

The result of this project is a cutting system with the
following advantages:
. Independent motors and driving means for the cutter are
not required, making it simpler, more reliable, and more
economical.
r The cutting mechanism of rotating and linear blades offers
simplicity, reliabitity, and low cost and provides high-quality
cuts on different types of media with no need of any mechanism to hold the media. It also provides high durability
because it is self-sharPening.
r The cutting system adds little weight to the pen carriage
during its normal operation as a drafting device, allowing it
to accelerate and stop rapidly and have all ofthe inherent
advantages of a low-inertia design. Thus the same pen caxriage can perform both drafting and paper cutting functions
while maintaining the original plotter performance.
. The same driving means is used for engaging and disengaging the cutter carriage and for raising and lowering the pens
without hampering drawing performance or restricting the
paper sizes that can be used.
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Reengineering of a User Interface for
a Drafting Plotter
Anexisting
userinterface
hasbeensuccessfully
reengineered
andplotter
u s a b i l iet yn h a n ce
b ydse l e cti nco
g ,mb ining,
andadapting
softwar e
prototype
techn
iques
andstandard
software
deve
lopment
methodolog
ies.
by Jordi Gonzalez, Jaume dyats Ardite,

and Carles Castellsague

HP's large-forrnat pen plotter family has been evolving for
the last ten years, mainly by introducing new models that
enhanced the functionality and performance ofprevious
products. Wrile adding more features and providing better
performance, new models have usually required more contplex and less intuitive user interaction. To facilitate thc use
of the new functionality of the HP DraftMaster Plus plotter,
it was decided to redesign the plotter's user interf'ace.

pique

The reengineering of the user interface was successfully accomplished by applying and adapting a combination of software developmcnt mcthodologics and prototype techniques.
The key steps in the evaluation, design, and development of
the new user interface were:
. Development of a user interface software prototlpe for early
evaluation and usabilitv enhancement

ut]tS
p
@w€3
K&WW@
w6e@&3

Fig. 1. (left) Thc old HP DraftMaster plotter front panel. (center) TWo ofttre software prototype options tested. (right) The final Hp DraftMaster Plus plotter front panel. h the final design, fbur keys are reseled for menu navigation and option selection. The most frequently
used options arc assigned special keys.
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r Detailed specification, both graphical and textual, of the
user interface menu options, dialogues, and messages
o Design ofthe user interface for easy localization (translation) of all displayed text
. Use of best practices for design and development: structured analysis, structured design, system testing, design
walkthroughs, and code inspections.
User Bequirements
Improvement of the HP Dra-ftMaster user interface was identified as a priority as a result of focus groups and customer
surveys. The major customer complaint was the readability
ofthe LCD display, especially from different angles. The
readability was worst under light conditions that created
reflections and shadows. Another area for improvement was
the basic user interaction required for menu navigation,
function selection, and option setup. Another mqior limitation was the number of characters allocated to describe
each menu option, especially for some languages, such as
Gerrnan and Spanish.
The readability problem was easily addressed by replacing
the LCD display with a light-emitting display technology to
provide good readability even in poor light conditions.
Among the several different display technologies considered, the liest combination of cost and features was offered
by a vacuum fluorescent display ryFD). To eliminate reflections, the display is covered by dark plastic. The display
window has been enlarged to facilitate readability from
different angles and greater distances.
To enhance the usability ofthe front panel, a broader understanding of how users interact with a peripheral was requiretl. Aspects offront-panel design that had to be considered included the layout, type of keys, number of keys,
Iabeling ofkeys, localization, and aesthetics. Usability aspects
included menu selection, option setup, operation feedback,
and others.
Our approach to investigating and defining the most appropriate user interface was to use a software prototype
tool to build and test different types of front panels.
Rapid Prototyping
The study began with the definition of numerous and highly
diverse types of user interfaces. Key people from various
disciplines were involved in the definition process: R&D,
marketing, quality, product suppoft, and industrial design.
Software prototypes ofthe different front-panel layouts
were generated easily and rapidly using an HP software tool
called LogicArchitect. The prototypes allowed people to try
different options in a very efficient marlner. Very soon the
range of options under consideration was narrowed to a
small number.
The use of software front-panel protot)'pes proved to be a
very useful and powerful tool with multiple advantages. First,
it was useful as a communication tool to describe a pafticuIar front-panel alternative. Software prototlpes were easily
and rapidly sent back an$ forth between the U.S.A' and Spain
through a computer link. Second, as a testing tool, software
prototyping allowed the quality department to evaluate concepts early in the investigation phase. This made it possible
to dcsign the user interface test suite sooner' The prototype
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also served as a reference for checking the correctness of
the user interface implementation. Third, consensus about
which user interface to choose was achieved much sooner
with software prototyping, since the advantages and disadvantages of each option were easy to demonstrate. Fourth,
the prototype allowed the manual writer to start writing
much earlier and helped make the manual more accurate
because the writer was able to interact with the prototype.
Fifth, the prototype speeded development because the software engineers were able to reuse some of the data structures and texts from the soltware prototlpe. Finally, the main
advantage was that it was easy to demonstrate the usability
ofthe chosen front-panel option before development.
Fig. I shows the old HP DraftMaster front panel, two of the
software prototlpe options tested, and the final front panel.
Risk Assessment
The initial plan was to develop the new user interface in the
following pen plotter project. The early consensus on the
type of user interface to develop encouraged us to consider
advancing its development.
Before committing to the development of the new user interface an estimation of the risk of adding new functionality
late in the project was required. This risk assessment was
based on estimates of the precision of the current proiect
schedule and the defect removal effort for the project. The
conclusion was that the project could be done on schedule,
but there would be little margin for error. Therefore, the user
interface development had to be done in one cycle with very
little time for rework.
The methods used to evaluate the precision of the schedule
and the defect removal effort were the keys to a good risk
assessment and are explained in more detail in the following
sections.
Precision of the Proiect Schedule.The precision of the project
schedule is a measure that can be derived from the project
delay over time: the greater the project delay the less accurate the project schedule.
Planned project progress can be measured as the number of
planned test cases. A test case is a set oftests done to validate a certain unit of functionality. Actual project progress
can be defined as the number oftest cases completed up to
a given time. The assumption is that a test case is performed
as soon as the associated functionality is available for testing. By observing the planned test cases and the actually
completed test cases over time one can quantify the project
delay and the precision of the project schedule. If a test case
finds the functionality under test to be invalid, that test case
is considered open until the defects are fixed. Open test
cases are not counted as completed. This is because extra
time is required to fix the defects, resulting in an extra delay
in the project schedule.
The number of planned test cases, the number of test cases
actually performed, and the number of completed test cases
(actual minus open) can be plotted as functions of time as
shown in Fig. 2. Project delay can then be estimated as the
difference in time between the date a cefiain percentage of
thc test cases are actually completed and the planned
completion date. The projection of this difference over time
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Rework Effort Estimation. The defect removal effort at the
point when we were about to undertake the development of
the new user interface was estimated as:
Rework effort =

(Number of defects) x (Average time to
fix a defect).

The average time to fix a defect varies from person to person. It is also related to the laboratory's software development environment. An estimate can be based on the laboratory's defect history by computing the average time it has
taken to fix a defect in the past. However, the defect tracking records in the short history of our lab were not sufficient
to give an accurate average, so we took the approach of
doing our best team estimation. This resulted in an estimate
of 2.5 hours per defect, not including test time.
Several statistical techniques are available for forecasting
the number of defects. The one that worked best for this
project is based on the defect density per test case in each
of the system regression tests. The same metric has been
used as a project progress measure and as a software stabilization measure. The key benefit of this technique is that it
gives a good estimate of the number of defects earlv in the
proJect.
At the time we assessed the number of defects there were
parts of the code that were undergoing the third regression,
while others were still in the first. We found that the number
of defects per test case and per regression was very close to
a straight line, except for the first regression, where the
straightJine pattern appeared after 20o/oof the test cases
were executed (Fig. 3). Therefore, we established three
conditions for estimating the number of defects:
r At least 2U/oof the first regression is executed.
r At least 10/o ofthe second regression is executed.
. At least 5 regressions are estimated to be required, based on
past project experience.
To evaluate the total number of defects we extrapolated the
defects to be found in the first regression at l\U/o completion,
and the same for the second. The the ratio of the numbers of
defects in the first and second regressions was calculated.
Values for the third, fourth, and fifth regressions could then

TestCases

100oh

Fig. 3. Nrtrnber
of del'ects
founclasa Ilrnctionof losl cast,s
cxccrrr(,(l
arrrlllrc.rrrunbcr
ofregressions.
Thetop t.urvr.slurwsthc tolalrlcfcc:ts
fourrdlirr thc project.
be determined. The result was that at 20% execution of the
first regression, we estimated 96 defects. The actual value at
the end of the project was I l0 defects for the entire project.
On the basis of the estimated 96 defects and 2.b hours to fix
each defect, the required rework effort was estimated to be
1.5 engineer-months.
Using these techniques we were able also to forecast the
number of defects that would be found in the next month.
To do this we used our regression test plan ancl the straightline relationship between test cases, regressions, and the
number of defects. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Graphical and Textual Specification
As a software good practice, we decided to do as much formal specification as possible of all new software functionality before the design and code development phases. The
challenge was to describe the general operation of the user
interface formally. To achieve this objective a special graphical syntax, combined with text, was designed as an easy and
intuitive way to describe a generic menu-driven user interface. The main objective was to have a working document,
the DraftMaster Plus IJser Interface Intetnal ReJerence
Specification (IRS), which would be easy to review and
update for all the different functional areas involved in the
user interface development: marketing, quality, R&D, product support, industrial design, and manual writing. The user
interface IRS document had to describe the static aspects
ofthe user interface (menu hierarchy, list ofoptions, buttons, etc.) as well as the dy'namic and interactive aspects
(dialogues, event sequences, option setups).

o
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Fig. 4. Number of defects found versus time
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The user interface physical display is one of the basic objects used to describethe user interface. It is represented
graphically as a rectangle with shadowed edges-A frontpanel button is represented by drawing an outline of its real
shape with an icon on top of it for identification. Another
elementused in the user interface description is the screen,
defined as the text being displayed at a particular instant in
the user interface display.A screenis describedgraphically
by a rectangular display s5rmbolwith the particular text in it'
Particular menu options, messages,and option setup
screensare graphically representedas screenele.ments.
The description of a series of user interactions is captured
as a dialogue.A dialogueis a sequenceof eventsmainly
driven by the user-for example, the setup of an option such
as baud rate or the number of copies.To set up a particular
menu option, the user goesthrough a sequenceof screens,
making selections,setting values,and pressingbuttons. DiaIoguesare describedgraphicallyas screensconnectedby
arrows that define a time sequence.In a dialogue, the transition from one screento another can be triggeredby the
user's pressing a particular key. This is captured graphically
as two screens connected by arrows, with the button graph
in between.An example of such a description from the user
interface IRS is shown in Fig. 5.
There is a limit on the amount of detail this graphic representation can describe effectively. Details and complementary
information are better describedas text.
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Analysis and Design MethodologY
Working on a tight schedule, there is little time to redesign
previous designs. Things have to be done right the first time
to minimize the time to market. With this in mind, we decided
to use structured analysis and design practices' The structured analysis, based on data flow diagrams,r allowed a tearn
of software engineers to work efficiently. The goal was to
minimize the interaction among the engineers while limiting
the the analysis to a reasonable level of detail.

60
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C: Carousel/Pen
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DefaultPenSpeeds:

Misunderstanding or incompleteness of an IRS results in
software defects. As a result, code and tests have to be reworked. In this project, the detailed specifications minimized this effect and saved a significant amount of time.
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cursorposition.
Current
ValueP is ilashing.

P: Pennumber(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,All)

This notation allowed an excellent review of the user interface requirements before the design phase, and facilitated a
broad consensus among the different functional areas. The
detailed speciflcations in the user interface IRS also proved
to be very useful for system test development. All of the
menus and options were glouped into 25 equivalence classes
according to the number and kind of buttons to be pressed
to reach them, and one menu or option of each class was
chosen and fully tested. Status and error messages were
tested in the same way, grouping them in classes according
to priority, and t€sting all possible combinations of messages
belonging to different classes.

Fig 5. Specification example,
with the full graphical and textual
description, of the pen speed
menu and related dialogues. The
combination of graphics, text,
and tables proved to be a simPle
and effective way to describe the
d;mamic behavior of lhe user interface menus and dialogues. The
display, with the current text
message,is represented as a rectangle with shadowed edges. A
user event, such as the Pressing
of a key, is represented bY the
key icon. Arrows connect the
screen sequence to the user act i o n t h a t t r j g g e r e dt h e e v e n t .S p e cial display effects, such as flashing characters or cursor Position,
are also graphically represented.
Lists of values for specific options
are represettlecl by variallle names
with possible values fully detailed
in a key box.

event manager,messagehandler, menu handler, and display
manager.The user interface event manager takes care of all
kinds of events,including plotter system,keyboard,and
timing.

Fig. 6. Context diagramof the user interfacemanager.It communicateswith the plotter systemthroughevents.Eventsare eithermessagesto display,commandsto execute,requestsfor responsedata,
or notificationsof plotter state changes.'lhe user interface manager
interactswith the outsideworld throughbuttonsanclsensors,a
displayfor menusand messages,
and an alarm beeper.
To get a high-level picture ofthe user interface we drew a
context diagram and a data flow diagram. The context diagram (Fig. 6) shows the interaction ofthe user interface
with the plotter system through events and with the outside
world through sensors and buttons, the display, and an
alarm beeper.
The plotter system is the plotter itself and includes many
submodules that can interact with the user inter{ace: VO,
plot management, graphics engine, media handler, vector
manager, pen handler, and so on. These modules interact
with the user interface manager to noti$r or warn the user
through messages or alarms, show the status of the plotter,
show current menu values, set new parameters, and execute
user interface commands.
The data flow diagram ofthe user interface manager (FiS. Z)
shows the main procedures in this module: user interface

The menu handler navigatesalong the menu tree and
executesthe menus at the tree leaves.It receivesthe menu
events,including keyboard events(a button pressedby the
user), data supplied from the plotter, timer events(like an
inactivity timeout), and special menustriggered by the plotter from the graphicsengine.The menu tree is stored in the
menus data structure. The root is the status menu, which
shows plotter status,such as ready,busy,paused,paper out,
and so on. From the status menu, six main menusare available, four ofthem directly availablefrom buttons. These
have severalsubmenus.At the tree leavesare the menu dialogues-customized menus that can show, toggle,and set
parametersor simply trigger with or without confirmation of
user interface commands.The user interface allows the
nesting over the menu tree of specialmenus triggeredfrom
the graphicsengine,such as the digitize menu, and several
direct menusfor easyaccessto the cancel, selectpen,
pause,and other often-usedmenus.Fig. I shows the user
interface key layout.
The messagehandler displaysand removesmessages.The
messagescome from the user interface event manager
(from the plotter) or are internally generatedby the menu
handler (to notify or warn the user). The messagesdata
structure holds all the messages,classifiedby classand
priority. Messagesofdifferent classesand priorities can be
nested.Each classhas an associatedmenu behavior.Informative repetitive messagesare displayed until any key is
pressed,and are redisplayedafter an inactivity timeout. Error messagesfrom the graphics,VO, and other submodules
are displayed until any key is pressed. Informative timeout
messagesare shown for a few secondsto inform or warrl
the user.User action requestmessagesrequire the user to
pressthe Enterbutton to confirm. Progressstatus messages

DisplayOueue

Screen
Menus

fime Notification

Plotter-to-Ul
Events

Display
Messages

Ul-to-PlotterEvents

Messages

Beeper
Messages

Fig. 7. Data flow diagram of the
user interface manager. There are
four procedures. The user interface event manager looks for
events from the plotter system,
thc keyboard, or the sensors. It
also watches for timing events.
The message handler manages
messages coming from the plotter
or from the user interface on a
priority basis. The menu handler
navigate along the menu tree and
executes the menu dialogues at
the menu leaves. The display
manager manages the display
queue and displays the menus and
messageson a priority basis.
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axeshown while a critical action is being performed. Critical
error messagesindicate failures.
The display manager controls the vacuum fluorescent display. It managesthe display queue and displays the menu
choices.It also sets some ofthe display options, such as
flashing, character set, and brightness.
Data Structures
The next step in the user interface design was the design of
the data stmctures, which are mainly composedof menus,
messages,and words. Static data structures were specially
designedfor easylocalizationto support the six targeted
Ianguages:English, FYench,German,Spanish,Italian, and
Japanese.From experience,we clearly understoodthe need
for an automated procedure to allow further refinement and
correction of all the texts and their translations.
Fig. 8 shows the building processfor the menus and messagesdata structures. Fig. 9 shows the text data structures.
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Fig. 9. Text data structures. Messages are indexed by their identifiers. Each entry contains an index to a class priority table to select
the appropriate behavior. Another index points to the screen table'
For the selected language, there are two indexes to the first and
second lines of the Inessageforming a screen. A screen can have
parameter fietrls, specified by the symbols @, &, !, $. The size of a
parameter field is specified by repeating the same symbol. When the
message is formatted, the parameter values or localized words from
the dictionary are substituted for the parameter fields. A similar
process is applied to the menus, which are stored in the fp-menu-tree
data structure, which has indexes to the fp-screensstructllre'

===

In each case, the English
rarneters

were specified,

version was built first. Some pasuch as narne, type (menu, mes-

sage, word), menu linkage (for menus), and message class
and priority (for messages). There was a field for the English text and another for adding the translation to a single
language. This file was sent to the five translators, who had
to fill in the translations field.
We created a tool called the data stmcture builder for automatically building all the data structures from the six files.
The tool produces a C include file with all the menu and
message structures. When changes had to be made, we just
edited the six source files and reran the data stmcture
builder again.

Fig. 8. The building process for the menus and messages data structures. The input files are six files with the six localized menu
screens, messages, and words. The program ctab filters and merges
these files. The output is a C include file with the needed data structures. In the input files, there are menu screens that hold the menu
displays used in menu tree navigation, formatted menu screens for
the menu dialogues, message screens specifying message classes
and priorities, and localized words for the dictionary to be formatted
ln some menu screens.
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The last step in the design phase was a walkthrough to detect
design defects. This walkthrough proved to be very useful. It
showed some inconsistencies, but primarily it highlighted a
major implementation issue: how to implement the menu
dialogues. This issue is covered in the next section.
Implementation
When it carne to implementation, there were some inherited
constraints that made the reengineering of the user interface
more difficult. Most of the code had been written more than
ten years earlier when low-level languages were more the
rule than the exception. The software system architecture

was intermpt-driven and had no operating system for task
scheduling and dispatching. The new user interface was
constrained to exist in this environment. The plotter system
mns as a background process and the user interface is triggered at an intem.rpt level by a periodic intermpt event. The
user interface manager and the plotter system communicate
through queues as shown in Fig. 10.
The plotter system was too hard to model, so wc decided
instead to have a clear, well-specified inl,erface to the user
interface queues and then surgically rentove the old user
interface references and add the new ones.
The user interface manager is schcduled through a pcriotlicr
intenupt. It is basically a state machine wil,h states, input
events, and outputs. When activated, it checks for an tvent
(button press, timing, or plotter) and handles the ntenus or
messages depending on its state and the t_.vent.
Another limitation, because of the lack of an operating system, is that the dialogues (menu leaves) were designed as
independent tasks. They are called upon entering a dialogue
menu and they end when the user operation is completed.
They are implemented in the user interface manager at the
interrupt. level. Therefore, we had to design a small operating system subset just to put the menu dialogues to sleep
when waiting for events and wake them up at the next interrupt. We supplied a local stack so the user interface manager would be better isolated from the rest of the system
and could more freely build its own display screens.
The last important issue was how to suppoft the design
team of three engineers so that they could work efficiently
on the sarne set of modules and within the schedule constraints. We succeeded thanks to a well-established software
management control system for supporting parallel development. This system is based on RCS and includes some scripts
to better automate the generation of code releases. It also
suppofted our intensive use of code merges. The data structure builder already mentioned made it easy to update the
menus and messages.
Results
The HP DraftMaster Plus user interface reengineering project met its planned introduction date and its main project
objectives. The number of software defects was very low
compared to previous projects in this lab.
Plotter-to-Ul
Events
andData:

The project took 6.5 months. One month was spent in selection of the best proposal. Three months were invested in the
definition of the IRS and the system tests-a measure of the
amount of specification effort. The final 2.b months were
spent on coding and testing.
The project complexity, measured by the amount of new C
code written, was 15 KNCSS (thousands of noncomment
source statemcnts).
The number of defects related to the front panel found beforc introduction was il7. To detcrminc the quality of the
specification and coding activity, the defects werc cla^ssified
as specification defects (13%), coding and design defects
(84%), or hardwarc defects (:3%).The specilication category
includes such defects as rnisunderstandings between team
members, side effects of specifications, incomplcte specifications, and wrong specifications. The low percentage of
these defects is a clear improventent over previous projects,
indicating l,hat the specifications were clear enough that
cvery tcam member was able to understand the expected
product behavior.
Defects found in new and old modified code wer.e:
o New code: 38%
o Old code: 62%0.
The quantity of code written in the old assembly language
was much smaller than the quantity of new code, proving
again that the modification of old patched code is much
harderthan writing brand new code. The prerelease defect
density in the new C code was 2.5 defects/KNCSS. This is a
significant improvement over previous experience in our
lab. At introduction, there were no open defects in the user
interface.
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schedule the execution of a particular function or procedure. The
user interface mana€{er can also send a request for data maintained
by the plotter system. The plotter system interacts with the user
int,erface rnanager by means of messages and update events.
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A Multiprocessor HP-UX OPerating
System for HP 9000 ComPuters
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by Douglas V. Larson and Kyle A. Polychronis

The kernel of the HP-UX* operating system has been modified to support PA-RISC multiple-processor systems in a
symmetrical manner (PA-RISC is Hewlett-Packard's reduced
instruction set computer architecture). In a symmetrical
multiprocessor system, any processor can run any taskuser or kernel-on the system. The first release of this product, HP-UX 8.06, supports up to four processors with the
HP 9000 Model 870 hardware.t Although the current system
is implemented for up to four processors, there is no fundamental design limitation on the number of processors that
can be supported.
The Model 870 multiprocessor HP-UX systems represent a
significant technical milestone for HP for several reasons.
First, the hardware, which is used by both the HP 9000
Model 870 and the HP 3000 Series 980 computer systems, is
the first multiple-processor implementation of HP's PA-RISC
architecture. Multiprocessor systems are an important technical direction for the industry because they offer the most
cost-effective means of improving the performance of a
given platform. Adding a processor board to a system is an
extremely effective way of adding power.
Second, the Model 870 multiprocessor system raises HP-UX
online transaction processing (OLTP) performance to a new
level. In fact, at the time of the Model 870's introduction' it
had the best performance in the industry for UNlX*-system
computers running the TPC-A benchmark (Tfansaction Processing Performance Council Benchmark A). We had to
solve a myriad of difficult technical problems at both the
operating system level and the database manager level to

memory model. Each processor has its own cache (see Fig.
1). Perhaps the most important characteristic of the PARISC multiprocessor design for software is the automatic
maintenance of consistency in the system caches. Although
cache coherency is transparent to soffware, the costs of
cache coherency may be signifrcant. Another PA-RISC multiprocessor concept is that of a nronarch processor- At
power-up, the processors arbitrate to determine a monarch,
which subsequently performs the boot process.
In a Model 870 multiprocessor system, up to four Model 870
CPU boards can be inserted into the chassis (see Fig. 2)'
where they interface to the system memory bus (SMB).
From the SMB, a bus converter connects to the MidBus and
the HP CIO channel adapters for VO cards (see Fig. 1). All
processor clocks and the SMB clock run as;'nchronously
with respect to each other. This necessitates software resynchronization to provide a consistent system-wide clock to
the software.
As mentioned above, cache consistency is maintained automatically by hardware in the PA-RISC multiprocessor architecture. However, in the Model 870 mu-ltiprocessor system
the overhead to maintain cache consistency is high. For example, a cache miss on one processor when the same cache
line is dirty in another processor's cache results in a worstcase (typically 170-cycle) miss penalty, which is far greater
than the typically 70-cycle penalty for a uniprocessor cache

achieve this performance.
Finally, we advanced the state of the art of multiprocessor
UNlX-system computers by effectively harnessing the power
of multiple high-performance RISC processors. Previous
UNlX-system multiprocessor machines have featured relatively low-powered microprocessors. Using a processor with
the capacity of the Model 870 with its fast, large caches is a
fundamentally harder multiprocessor problem; adding a
single Model 870 processor is equivalent to adding half a
dozen Intel 80386s, for examPle.
llardware
PA-RISC Multiprocessor
The PA-RISC architecture includes specification for multiprocessor systems with a tightly-coupled shared main
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Fig. 1. HP 9000 Model 870 multiprocessor hardware,
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miss. This condition is exacerbatedwhen data is shared
betweenprocessorson a Model 870 multiprocessorsystem.
The cachemiss rate can go up dramatically,resulting in a
dramatic decreasein the system'sthroughput. Working to
minimize cacheeffects has dominatedthe Model 870 multiprocessortuning effort.
Another challengingsituation was the speedof the processor relative to the SMB memory bandwidth availablein the
Model 870 chassis.With the Model 870,we placed an extremely powedul 1990-vintageprocessorinto a chassisthat
was designedin 1983.
Implementation Strategy
Our multiprocessorimplementationof HP-UX8.06needed
to meet the following requirements:
o Support symmetricalmultiprocessor execution for up to
four processors.
r Be transparentto user-levelcode (source and object).
. Provide industryJeadingperformancemnning the industrystandardTPC-A,TPC-B,and multiprocessor SPECmark
benchmarks.
. Support all features of HP-UX 8.0 (except C2 security and
disklessclusters,which would have addedsignificantly to
the schedule).
o Run the same kernel on uniprocessorand multiprocessor
systems,but have negligible overheadon uniprocessors.
The HP-UX operatingsystemis multitasking and supports
mnning numerousprocessesat any one time. In a uniprocessorsystem,only one processis executingat any given
moment, and the consistencyof HP-UX kernel global data
stnrctures is ensuredbecauseprocessesrunning in the kernel are allowed either to run to completion or to run until
they voluntarily give up the processor.In either case,the
global data structures are consistentat the time another
processis scheduled,so there is no need to use semaphores
or other concurrency control mechanismsthat are seenon
other multitasking operating systems.(Ihe only explicit data
structure protection is between the kernel and intermpt
serviceroutines.)
In a multiprocessor system,however,this uniprocessorassumption is shattered.For adequatemultiprocessorsystem
performance,it is essentialthat multiple processeson different processorsexecutesimultaneouslyin the kernel. In this
multiprocessor scenario,kernel data structures are being

The single greatest technical problem in adapting HP-UX for
multiprocessor operation was adding the kernel data structure protection needed to allow simultaneous execution of
processors in the kemel. This was achieved by adding semaphore and spinlock primitives to HP-UX, and using these
primitives to synchronize accesses to global data structures.
Every module in HP-UX was affected by these changes.
Another area of the kernel requiring significant modifications was the scheduler. Instead ofjust scheduling for a
single processot the scheduler must now manage the computing resources of multiple processors. Also, lowJevel operating system code such as TLB miss handlers and powerfail recovery procedures required extensive modification for
multiprocessor operation.
Once the multiprocessor system was operating, a tremendous effort was required to tune the system to meet our performance objectives. In our vieq the key challenge of multiprocessor system performance is tuning the system for the
characteristics of the target hardware. Because of the numerous combinations ofprocessor speeds, bus speeds, and
cache configurations that are possible in multiprocessor
systems, it is a virtually impossible task to develop a multi
processor kernel that will perform well for everybody
without a significant amount of tailoring.
Prototype Refinement
Our development strategy was to start with a coarsely semaphored prototype multiprocessor HP-UX system and successively refine it to address observed performance bottlenecks. For example, concurrency could be added where
needed to relieve spinlock and semaphore contention.
Our starting point was a single-semaphore system, which
essentially emulates the uniprocessor situation by only allowing one processor in the kernel at a time. This was useful
for bringing up early multiprocessor prototype hardware,
but has obvious performance limitations.
Our first concurrent multiprocessor kernel involved only
four "empire" semaphores (file system, virtuat memory process management, and VO), together with a handful of spinlocks. While the semaphoring here was very coarse, it provided the basis for measurement, analysis, and further
rounds of tuning.
Our tuning efforts since the initial four-empire system have
led to a significant division of the virtual memory empire,
with a lesser division of the file system empire, to add more
concurrency to the system. However, we found that the bulk
of our tuning cycles were devoted to reducing overhead
resulting from cache effects on the Model 870 PA-RISC
multiprocessor hardware.
The conventional wisdom for multiprocessor systems has
been to add as much concurrency as possible up front (finegrained semaphoring) and use this as the basis for tuning.
This approach would have been disastrous on the Model 870
multiprocessor hardware because of the high cost of locking
resulting from cache effects. This would have led to a high
level of rework to address the real perforrnance problems.
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However, because of cache effects associated with ldcw on
the Model 870, the cost of an ldcw instruction is extremely
high, and we realized a significant multiprocessor performance improvement (approximately 2U/o)by using an algorithm relying only on loads and stores for mutual exclusion.

Blocking semaphores are used to control access to regions
of code that are associated with a set of data structures.
With a blocking semaphore, a processor attempting to acquire a semaphore already held by another processor will
put its current process to sleep and switch to another task.
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There are three types of blocking semaphores:
Alpha semaphores. These semaphores are relinquished
when a process goes to sleep, so the data structures
protected must be consistent whenever sleep is called.
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Fig. 3 shows the decision process for choosing the appropriate protection mechanism for kernel data structures.
Successive reflnement of prototypes including adding concurrency where needed is the most pragmatic approach to
retrofitting an originally uniprocessor system such as HP-UX
for multiprocessor operation. Given the complicated interactions involved with HP-UX running on a multiprocessor
system (cache effects, semaphore contention, etc.), it was
impossible to predict precisely what modifications were
needed for best system performance; experimentation with
the multiprocessor technolos/ was essential.
Concurrency Control Primitives
The heart of concurrency control within our multiprocessor
system is the spinlock. HP-UX kernel primitives have been
added to obtain and release spinlocks. If a processor attempts to obtain a spinlock that is held by another processor, it will busy-wait until the lock becomes available.t
Spinlocks are used to control access to data structures that
will be held for a relatively short period of time. In such
cases, a blocking semaphore doesn't make sense because
the overhead of a context switch is likely to be longer than
the time a processor will need to busy-wait for the lock.
Spinlocks must be used during intenrupt service routines,
when context switching is impossible. Spinlocks are also at
the heart of our blocking semaphore calls to control access
to the semaphore data structures.

Race Condition and Deadlock Avoidance
Converting a uniprocessor operating system to a multiprocessor operating system adds two new classes of software
problems: interprocessor race conditions and interprocessor
deadlock conditions. Also, existing intraprocessor race and
deadlock conditions become much more likely to occur.
A race condition occurs whenever data that should be protected by a lock (a spinlock or semaphore) is accessed without the appropriate lock being held. The thing that makes
race conditions hard to notice is that almost every time code
with race conditions is executed, it works with no problem.
However, occasionally it will fail, and it usually fails in a
drastic and difficult-to-diagnose way (e.g., a system crash).
To attack the problem of race conditions we developed a
tool that we called SDTA (semaphore data trap analysis).
Fundamentally, we gave the tool (which was built into the

The conventional method for supporting spinlocks is to take
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Fig.3. Decision process lbr choosing protcction nLechanisrnsfor
kernel data structures.

kernel as a driver) a list of data structures and the corresponding locks protecting each of these structures. Then we
used a feature ofthe PA-RISC architecture that allowed us
to trap whenever one of these data structures was accessed.
Upon trapping, SDTA tested to see if the appropriate lock
was held, and if not, an error message was logged. In a continually changing development environment such as ours,
with many people working on the code, this is a strong
regression testing tool.
Deadlock conditions occur whenever it is possible for each
of two processors to be waiting for the other processor to
release a lock so that it can acquire it. In this state they will
wait indefinitely for each other (see Fig. 4). More complicated cases with three or more processes are also possible.
We chose to solve this problem by instituting a simple, wellknown deadlock avoidance algorithm. This algorithm requires that all the locks in the kernel be taken in a particular
order. We implemented this by giving each lock an order (an
integer), and then enforcing the rule by testing within the
semaphore code to ensure that whenever a semaphore was
taken, no higher-order semaphore was already held. By enforcing the acquisition of locks in lock order, the cycles that
lead to deadlock can never occur. This enforcement is done
through a series of assertions within the semaphore code.
Assertions in the code are statements of the form:
ASSERT(<condition
thatshould
betrue>,"statement
of problem");
The programmer decides what conditions must always be
true at a particular point in the code and puts the assertion'
in. Ifthe condition is violated then an error condition is
noted. Assertions can be turned off at compile time, and
because of their impact on performance we do not ship the
product with the assertions turned on. Testing with the
assertions turned on and compiled allows us to detect problems early. Because assertions affect timing and could potentially cause other problems, we also test with assertions
turned off. In HP-UX 8.06 there are well over 1000 assefiions,
over 200 of which are multiprocessor-specific. Different sets
of assertions can be turned on and off at will.
Processor Scheduling
In our early multiprocessor prototypes, a single nm queue
was maintained, and the highest-priority process was assigned to the first processor available. This is the spirit of a
symmetrical multiprocessor implementation: any task can
execute on any processor. However, we soon recognized
that cache effects made the cost of migrating a process between processors significant. A process builds up a cache
context on a processor, and if the process is migrated, that
context needs to be rebuilt completely on another processor. The situation is worse if dirty cache lines are associated

Fig. 4. Processor deadlock

with the original processor when a process migrates because this causes the worst-case cache miss overhead when
those lines are reaccessed by the new processor.
To address this situation, we implemented a new design
with a run queue for each processor, and we added heuristics to control the migration of processes between processors to minimize cache effects from process migration. Controlled migration is necessary to allow load balancing, but
processes should stay on the same processor whenever
possible. This can be viewed as heu?istic processo,t'affittity.
For certain applications, our heuristics are inadequate for
optimally assigning processes to processors. For these
cases, we have implemented erpl'ic it p?'ocessot' afJin,ity
with an interface to allow applications to make process-toprocessor assignments. In our performance tuning, we have
been able to achieve a l0Vo-to-20o/o
improvement in TPC-B
performance by explicitly assigning processes from the
application level through a proprietary processor affinity
interface.
We are not widely promoting explicit processor affinity as
an available feature ofthe product because our interface is
nonstandard. We plan to move to a standard interface for
processor affinity as soon as one emerges. Until then, our
proprietary interface is being documented through the field
organization for use in customer situations where explicit
affinity is necessary for adequate performance. The heuristic processor affinity with automatic load balancing will
perform well for most workloads.
Interrupt Handling
All interrupts are directed to the monarch processor. If the
monarch processor holds the VO semaphore, or if the VO
semaphore is free, then the monarch will acquire the VO
semaphore if necessary and handle the intermpt. If the VO
semaphore is held by another processor, then the monarch
will forward the interrupt to the processor holding the VO
semaphore.
This implementation is somewhat asymmetrical, but we
have shown through experimentation that this is superior in
performance to the s;rmmetrical implementation of broadcasting the interrupt to all processors and having the
processors arbitrate to determine who handles it.
UO Drivers
There are many VO drivers in HP-UX, and significant modifications to all of them for multiprocessor operation would
have greatly added to the expense and risk of HP-UX 8.06.
Because of this, we provide unipT'ocessor emulation for
drivers. This allows existing VO drivers to be incorporated
into the multiprocessor system with few if any changes.
Uniprocessor emulation is possible because a single semaphore is used for all VO, and spl (the call used to raise the
intemrpt level) is supported in multiprocessor HP-UX. However, there are performance penalties for this, because all
VO is single-threaded and because spl calls in the multiprocessor system are expensive because of contention for the
underlying spinlock. Contention from these sources has
been dealt with in the tuning of HP-UX 8.06 for certain
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commonly-used VO drivers. For example, the HP-FL disk
driver has been broken away from the VO semaphore to
allow it to run concurrently with other I/O, and we have
reduced the spl calls where possible in other key drivers.
Boot Process
Multiprocessor
At system power-on, the monarch processor is booton
strapped. IPL (initial program loader) will load HPUXB0OT
the monarch, and the monarch will then load the HP-UX
kernel. When control is transferred to the kernel, the system
is still using only the monarch processor. Kernel initialization is performed on the monatch, and the last step in kernel
initialization is to activate the other processors on the system
and put the system into multiprocessor operation.
Uniprocessor Overhead
A requirement for multiprocessor HP-UX was the need for
an extremely low multiprocessor overhead on uniprocessor
systems. This is because the majority of HP's computer sales
are derived from uniprocessor systems. To achieve a negligible level of multiprocessor overhead on uniprocessor systems, we have added special-case code for uniprocessors in
key places, and we "back-patch" most multiprocessor semaphore primitive calls at boot time to eliminate locking overhead on uniprocessor systems. In other words, the system
automatically modifies itself at boot time to specialize itself
for uniprocessor or multiprocessor operation. As a measure
of our success, HP-UX 8.06 on a Model 870 uniprocessor
system outperforms HP-UX 8.0 on the same machine because ofnegligible multiprocessor overhead on the uniprocessor coupled with performance improvements that improve
both uniprocessor and multiprocessor operation.
One consequence of our success in reducing uniprocessor
degradation by effectively creating a uniprocessor-only system at mn time is that our multiprocessor improvement ratios over uniprocessors are reduced. The ratios would look
much better if our multiprocessor kemel were run unmodified on a uniprocessor for the basis measurement, which is
conunon industry practice.
Performance
As mentioned previously, our development approach was
based on the successive refinement ofa series ofprototypes. This was especially necessary for Model 870 multiprocessor performance tuning because the complex interactions between many hardware and software components
resulted in unpredictable performance results beyond the
current set of modifications.

We relied primarily on kernel profiling to analyze system
performance. The profiling was done while mnning a variety
of industry-standard and proprietary benchmarks. Through
the profiling, we saw where the system overhead was
excessive.
A change that we made from previous HP-UX system profiling is what we call time-based profiling. In the past, HP-UX
profiling was based on instruction counts, but this hides the
high overhead ofmultiprocessor cache effects. For example,
a load and clear word (ldcw) instruction is many times more
costly than most other instructions, but stil accounts for
only one instmction in an instruction-count profiling system.
With time-based profiling, the actual time spent in routines
is measured, including time costs for cache effects.
The profiling output was organized according to procedure
calls, and ordered according to the cumulative time spent in
these routines. In this way, the costly routines were highlighted, and we investigated them further to analyze why
they were consuming excessive processor bandwidth and
what steps could be taken to optimize them.
Other tools that we used for evaluating performance included instmmentation that we added to measure semaphore and spinlock contention, and measurements by
AWAX, a proprietary tool that supports accurate Iowlevel
measurements and logic analysis.
We iterated through the tuning cycle approximately six
times during multiprocessor HP-UX development. Each
cycle took approximately eight weeks, with the first four
weeks devoted to analyzing system performance and quickly
prototyping a set ofcandidate changes, and the next four
weeks spent doing detailed design, performing code reviews, and running regression tests. Careful attention to
quality while integrating performance modifications with the
system allowed us to continue performance tuning well into
the system test phase and practically up to release.
Benchmark Performance
Table I summarizes the performance of the HP 9000 Model
870 multiprocessor system with one to four processors for
the TPC-A and SPEC Aggregate Throughput benchmarks.
TPC-A is an industry-standard OLTP benchmark that rates
systems in transactions per second, and SPEC Aggregate
Throughput is an industry-standard benchmark for measuring
system throughput under an artificial workload.

TableI
Perlormance
HP9000Model870Multiprocessor

Our performance tuning was an iterative process as follows:

Model
Model Model
870/100 8101200 870/300

L Measure and analyze the current system.
2. Propose a candidate set ofmodifications.
3. Perform a quick implementation of these modifications on
an experimenlal syslem.
4. Evaluate the performance ofthe experimental system and
choose the modifications to put into the production system.
5. Perform detailed design and review on the selected modifications and integrate them into the main body of multiprocessor kernel source code.
6. Go to step l.
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TPC-A

74.5

lll.2

SPECAggregate
Throughput

35.4

67.3

Model
870/400

not
measured

173.2

95.3

127.7

The multipliers for multiprocessor systems over a uniprocessor base are very dependent on the system workload.
For compute-bound processing, we observe better results.
In fact, you can run four copies of a Spice simulation in parallel on a Model 870/400 in the same time it takes to mn a
single copy. The reason for this is that on compute-bound

jobs such as Spice, there is no data sharing between jobs
and little time is spent in the kernel, so there is little multiprocessor contention for resources and no appreciable
cache coherency thrashing.
For this reason, it is no surprise that the SPEC Aggregate
Throughput benchmark, which is fairly computationally
intensive, shows better multiprocessor multipliers than
TPC-A, which is more VO intensive and spends a lot more
time in the kernel. For a Model 870/400, the performance
multiplier with respect to a uniprocessor is ll.6 for the SPEC
benchmark but only 2.3 for TPC-A.
Another factor tending to reduce the Model 870's multiprocessor multipliers is the self-modification of the FIP-LIX8.06
kernel on uniprocessor systems, as described previously.
The multiprocessor HP-UX uniprocessor mode transparently produces a kemel with virtually no multiprocessor
overhead, which significantly reduces thc denominator in
the multiplier calculations. This is a dcparturc from common
practice, which is to compute multipliers with respect to
unmodified multiprocessor code running on a uniprocessor.
Finally, performance effects caused by applications cannot
be ignored. In our tuning for TPC-A, a considerable amount
of effort went into working with the database management
system developers to reduce the multiprocessor contention
generated by that level of software. Database systems typically manage their own sets of locks, which can be a great
source of contention on multiprocessor systems.
Application Portability
Multiprocessor HP-UX is transparent to applications in that
the system call interface has not changed, but there are
some pitfalls that application developers need to anticipate.
In particular, applications involving a set of cooperating
processes are vulnerable to problems in a multiprocessor
environment that their developers should anticipate. It is
dangerous to assume that such applications will work correctly on a multiprocessor system without regression testing. Although nothing needs to be modified (or even recompiled) to run on the multiprocessor Model 870, some
profound problems may be experienced.
For an application consisting of multiple processes, the
timing characteristics will be radically different on a multiprocessor machine. The progress ofexecution through individual processes will be greatly affected by the ability of
processes to execute concurrently on different processors.
The consequence of this is that timing problems may be exposed that were never seen on uniprocessors, although they
were always possible. We have already seen this firsthand in
moving complicated, multiple-process system tests over to
multiprocessor systems. Careful regression testing on the
multiprocessor system is essential to screen for timing
hazards.
Applications making use of real-time priorities (rtprio) need
to take special cat:e in moving to the multiprocessor system.
On a uniprocessor, it is fair to assume that nothing else will
run while the highest-priority real-time process is running.
However, on a multiprocessor system another process may
be running in parallel with the real-time process.

Ifa set ofcooperating processes share a resource, for example a segment of shared memory then care must be taken to
check whether competition for this resource negates the
computing power available from the additional processors.
On a uniprocessor, this is not a problem because only one
process can be executing at any time. However, on a multiprocessor system, it is possible to have effectively only one
processor because the others are waiting on the shared
resource.
The unit of scheduling in our initial multiprocessor implementation is the process. Thus, there is no concurrency
within a given program, and a single instance of a program
will not run faster on the multiprocessor system. The benefit
of multiprocessor operation lies in increasing system throughput. AJthough more t,otal MIPS (millions of instructions per
second) are available, those MIPS are not all available to a
single program.
Summary
The HP 9000 Model 870 multiprocessor systems are a significant technical milestone for HP. These systems take HP's
high-end HP-UX system performance to a new level, with
industryJeading OLTP performance at the time of their
release. These multiprocessor capabilities were added to
the HP-UX system without penalizing its uniprocessor
performance.
The multiprocessor capabilities are transparent to existing
applications. However, the behavior of applications on a
multiprocessor system may be different, and regression testing should be performed by customers moving their programs
to the multiprocessor system.
Tfansforming uniprocessor HP-UX to a multiprocessor operating system was the largest set of modifications to the
HP-UX system since its introduction. This project demanded
new tools for analyzing systems and new designs to address
the special characteristics of the Model 870 multiprocessor
systems over more conventional multiprocessor systems.
The development strategy ofsuccessive refinement ofa sequence of prototypes allowed us to focus our efforts on the
areas of greatest return. The availability of many intermediate systems during the course of development allowed
greater in-house exposure to the system before release and
resulted in a higher-quality system.
The HP-UX multiprocessor kernel for the 9000/870 is also a
suitable base for future multiprocessor systems with more
and higher-performance processors.
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A state-of-the-art integrated circuit can consist of millions of
transistors in a thin small chip of semiconductor material. A
prominent part of every chip is an array of terminal pads,
which include the circuit's inputs and outputs and connections to the power supplies and the system's grounds. The
number of terminal pads in an IC is often quite large, and as
a rule, the more complex the chip, the more terminals it has'
Some recent ICs have more than 500, and future chips are
projected to contain up to a thousand terminal pads.
In part because oftheir large numbers, and in part for electrical considerations, a chip's terminal pads must be very
small. Larger pads cause the chip to be bigger than it needs
to be based on functionality, and bigger chip sizes mean
higher cost. At the present time, terminal pads are typically
designed as 75-to-125-micrometer squares on a 150-to-250micrometer pitch, and the trend is toward smaller pads and
narrower pitches.
IC Assembly
Complex as it may be, a single chip rarely makes a complete
system. Normally, a number of integrated circuits (along
with other components) must be assembled together to
form a useful electronic apparatus. The most straightforward way to do this is to mount the ICs as made (i.e., in chip
form) onto a substrate that provides connections to their
terminal pads-a concept known as hybrid or multichip
module technology. However "natural," this approach has
so far been limited to a few special applications for various
technical and logistical reasons.
Technical lssues.For the interconnection substrate to accommodate the direct mounting of the chips, it must have
conductor features comparable in size to the chips'terminal
pads. While generally available, such substrates are significantly more expensive than standard printed circuit boards.
The approach also requires the systems' manufacturers to
adopt precision chip-to-substrate bonding techniques vastly
different from the traditional soldering processes used for
the rest of the system, and to take responsibility for the mechanical and environmental protection of the chip during
handling, assembly, and service. Understandably, few users
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are willing to make the investments and bear the additional
cost except when there is a compelling need.
Logistical lssues. A major difficulty in using ICs in chip form
stems from the practical impossibility of performing atspeed test and burn-in on bare chips. Without such testing,
the system manufacturer mns the risk of including substandard or faulty chips in multichip assemblies. The inevitable
result is to scrap whole assemblies (including many good
chips) or to expend resources on lengthy diagnosis and rework. Another important logistical hurdle is the reluctance
of IC suppliers to provide their products in chip form, since
that may reveal their product yields and cost structures,
and would complicate accountability for product quality.
Finally, the approach blurs the distinction between component and equipment reliability that can be neatly drawn in
the altemative packaged approach.
It is no accident, therefore, that chip-on-substrate assembly
technologies have taken hold only in vertically integrated
companies, where logistical barriers cart be overcome more
easily. Even then, most applications are mandated by performance or weight considerations that cannot be satisfied by
the altemative approach of using packaged ICs.
This alternative approach to building electronic systems,
which is much more prevalent, consists in attaching prepackagecl components to printed circuit boards by means of
Multilayer

(a)

(b)

Heal

Bond
wire

Fig. |. schcmatic rerpresentationsof package r:ategorles.(a) Basic
pack:rge.(b) Iligtrlorforntance packagc.

solder. For an IC to be usable in such a technology, the chip
needs to be enclosed in a package, which is expectcd to:
. Serve as a space transfornter between the I(l temrinal pads
and the geomctries characterist,icof printed circuit board
technology and solder-bascd attachment methods
. Provirie-mechanir.al ancl environmental protection 1o lhe
senticondu<rtorchip during handling, assenrbly,:rnd scrwi<.c
. Allow the full testing and burn-in of the ICs bv the chip
vendor, lhereby c,lcarly Iixing the responsibililv and
accounlatrility f or qrrality and failures.
Tltc low ('osl an(l nralurily of ltrinlcrl <.irr.uillroar<ls:urtl lhc
safely and convt nit'nc.c of using ltackagc<lr.liilrs hitvc rt'sulteclin thc overwheluringtlonrinanct'of lhis :rsst'urblya1tproach (at lcast lbr now) ovcr l.lrt'dirccl chilr-ou-subslralc
asst'rnbly 1cr:lrni<;ut's.
Categories of IC Packages
Sonrc I(l packagcs ntay be belter than olht'rs in oll(, or lnor(,
aspccts, bul nrosl of thent satislat:lorily perfomt the lhree
basic functions oLrtlineclabovt'. There arc, howevcr, applications in whic'h b:rsic pcrfonnanr.c is not. sulficient and the
pa<'kagc must nlct't ce(ain t'lt <1.ricalancl thennal conditions.
Nanrely, in high-frcquency (or high-spccd) applications the
pack:rge should present an at'lequateelectrical environment,
and when the chip dissipates a substantial antount oI heat
the package should providc a good conduil for that heal to a

heat sink. We will call packages capable of satisfying these
additional requircments "high-per{ormance" packages, and
the ones that cannot, "basic" packages. Fig. I illustrates thc
two categorics of IC packages.
Basic Packages.A typi<.albasic package is shown schemal.ically in Fig. la. I1.consists oI a nrctal lead frame patterned to
ntatch the r:hip's pads in the center and the print,ed <.ircuit
lroard's conductors on t.heoutsidt:. The chip's lernrinal pads
are :rll:r<'hcdto thc lead franre by finc wires, and the whokt
stmcturc is enclosed in zrnurldt'd plaslic t-ncapsulant.Exanrpk's ol'1his arrangeul('nt art' tht' dual inline package (DIP),
the plastic quatl fla1 pack (PQFP),an<lthe't.hinslint-oullint'
1la<'kagt.(TSOI'), among olht'rs. Basi<.packagt'salso exist in
which the plastic'rtroklingis relllar.cdwilh <.eranri<.
casing lo
ensurc hernreticity.
High-PerlormancePackages.A schentatic.representat.ionof a
lypical highlcrfornrancc packagt is shown in F-ig.lb. In this
calegory ol packages a bettcr elecl.rical environmcnl. is
iichievctl through the use of a ntultilaycr subsl.ratc containing power ancl ground planes as well as stripline and/or
nricrostrip t.ransmissionlines for signal propagation. The
chip is wire-bonded to the substrate and covered with a
nretal lid. The most prominent exantple of this approach is
lltr' pin-grirlarray (PGA).
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Fig. 2. Signal environmcnt.
(a) Structrtre of a typical signal
path bertu'ccntwo packageclICs.
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Electrical Performance
The choice of a package for an integrated circuit depends
on the electrical and thermal conditions under which the
chip is expected to operate. In other words, the package
must satisff a set of electrical and thermal requirements
formulated for the application at hand.
The electrical operating conditions of an integrated circuit
can be viewed as consisting of two distinct environments:
one for signals and another for power. The requirements for
these environments are substantially different.
Signal Environment
The signal's electrical environment is the arrangement of
conductors and dielectric materials through which signals
travel to and from the chip. Flg.2a illustrates a typical signal
path between two packaged ICs mounted on a conunon
printed circuit board. Electrically, each segment of this path
represents a transmission line with certain characteristic
impedance 26 and time delay t6 as shown in the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 2b. Also shown in Fig. 2b are parasitic parameters such as the inductances of the bond wires and package
pins.
The transmission-line behavior of any section of this circuit
manifests itself only when the time delay t6 in that section is
comparable to the signal's switching time t". If the delay in a
certain segment is significantly shorter than the signal's
switching time, that segment behaves as a lumped-parameter
element. For example, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2c illustrates a situation in which the package's delay t6n is much
shorter than the switching time, while the board's delay t65
is not.

Basic Package.At the opposite end ofthe scale from the
ideal is the basic package whose signal environment is represented by the schematic diagram of Fig. 3b. Here the leads
are not of controlled impedance and each possesses substantial inductance and capacitance. The parasitic inductance includes the inductances ofthe leads and the bond
wires, and the parasitic capacitance to ground is uncontrolled and depends on other structures. Relatively strong
inductive and capacitive coupling (M and C" respectively on
the diagram) exist between the leads. Tlpical values of
these parameters are shown in Table I for a 240-lead PQFP.

TableI
P0FP
in a 240-Lead
TypicalSignalEnvironment
Unit

Value

Lead self-inductance

nH

17.50

Mutual inductance (M)
with nearest neighbor
with third neighbor

nH
nH

tt.t2
8.7r

Coupling capacitance (C")
with nearest neighbor
with third neighbor

pF
pF

0.96
0.16

ohms

0.r27

Parameter

Lead resistance

Waveform Degradation. To illustrate the significance of lead
inductance for the signal environment, consider, for example, the condition shown in Fig. 4a, where a PQFP is connected to a matched 50-ohm transmission line. Ignoring (for
simplicity) the capacitance between the leads, the circuit
can be viewed as a low-pass filter with a time constant
r = IJR = (2 x 17.5 nH)/50 ohms = 0.7 ns.

At appropriately low switching speeds all of the components
of the signal path can be viewed as Iumped reactances, resulting in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2d. In this case the
electrical process behaves like the simple charging of a capacitor; hence the commonly used terms "charging" and
"discharging" ofthe signal line.
ldeal Package.For signal rise and fall times shorter than
about 1 ns most commonly available packages must be
treated using the transmission-line model. An "ideal" package for such conditions should conduct the signals between
the chip and the interconnection substrate with minimal
propagation delay, low attenuation, minimal reflections,
little degradation of the waveform, and weak coupling
with other signals. In terms of physical attributes, these
requirements translate (respectively) to the following:
. Insulating materials with low dielectric constants
r Conductors with low sheet resistances
. Impedance control and matching with the printed circuit
board's electrical environment
o No (or negligible) parasitic inductances or capacitances
o Low mutual inductance and coupling capacitance between
lines.
The equivalent circuit of such an ideal package is shown in
Fig. 3a. Understandably, this is a technical abstraction that
does not exist in reality. It is shown here to illustrate how
real packages deviate from it.
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(c)

Fig. 3. Signal environnients in various packagcs. (a) Ideal. (b) Basic
(c) High performance.

2.5r
= 1.75ns

I

In reality, power circuits look more like Fig. 5b. For a basic
package, the inductance represents the power lead and the
ground lead including any bond wires. High-performance
packages, such as PGAs, have power and ground planes and
their parasitic inductances can be significantly lower, consisting mainly of bond-wire and pin inductances. However,
multilayer ceramic packages typically have thin conductors
with relatively high sheet resistance. Table III lists some typical power-circuit parameters of basic and high-perforrnance
packages.

Fig. 4. Signaldegradationin a basicpackage.(a) Equivalentcircuit.
(b) Effective delay.
In approximate terms, switching can be considered complete after about 2.5 time constants as shown in Fig. 4b.
Therefore, it can be seen that the presence ofparasitic
inductances in the signal environment has resulted in an
effective time delay of almost 1.75 ns.
High-PerformancePackage.Somewhere between the ideal
and the basic lies the category of high-performance packages. The signal environment in these packages is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3c. Here, the lead does represent a
controlled-impedance transmission line, but one that imposes a relatively long time delay and causes finite resistive
losses. In addition, the line includes a parasitic uncompensated inductance representing the parts outside the multilayer substrate (in the case of the PGA, for example, that
would be the wire bonds and the pins). The use of multiple
conductor layers in high-performance packages can help
reduce parasitic electrical coupling between signal lines
compared to basic packages. However, such coupling is still
fairly significant because the wires and pins are unshielded.
Table II lists the electrical parameters of a 408-pin ceramic
PGA as a representative example of high-performance
packages.

Tablell
PGAPackage
Geramic
in a 408-Pin
TypicalSignalEnvironment
Unit

Value

Time delay in longestlead

ns

0.39

Uncompensatedlead inductance

nH

2-7

Parameter

Mutual inductance
with nearesl neighbor

nH

3.2-4.7

Coupling capacitance
with nearest neighbor

pF

0.5-0.7

LongestJead resistance

ohms

3.0

Power Environment
The package's power environment is the structure of conductors, insulators, and passive components involved in
supplying the required voltages and currents to the chip
within the package. An "ideal" package does not impede the
delivery of electrical power from the power supply to the
chip, and maintains constant potentials at the power supply
terminals at all times regardless of the current being drawn
by the chip. A schematic representation of this abstraction
is shown in Fig. 5a.

Tablelll
in SelectedPackages
Parameters
TypicalPower-Circuit
Parameter

BasicPackage High-Perfomance
(PGAI
(POFP)
Package

Power line
inductance \

17.53nH

2-7nH

Ground
inductance Lt

17.53nH

2-7nH

Power circuit
resistance

0.25ohm

0.2ohm

Inductive Effects. Inductances in the power circuit cause instability of the potentials at the power and ground terminals
of the chip. Consider, for example, the simplified case
shown in Fig. 6a. When the circuit switches from logic low
to logic high its output line charges through the package's
power lead (with inductance \), and in the process draws a
charging current that reaches its maximum value i" in a time
interval t". Similarly, when the device switches in the opposite direction the output line discharges through the ground
lead (with inductance Lg), sinking into the ground a discharge current that reaches its maximum value i,1in a time
interval t6.
In both cases the parasitic inductances develop voltages
that counteract the change in current. The magnitudes of
these voltages are determined by the general relationship
V = L(di/dt) and their polarities are as shown on the schematic of Fig. 6a. As a result, during low-to-high switching,
the potential of the chip's power terminal drops from its
steady-state value V" to a temporary low V. =V" - h(iclt").
Similarly, during high-to-low switching the potential of the
chip's ground terminal rises to a temporary high V6 = Vt +
Ls(id/td. The first of the two phenomena is commonly
known as power supply droop and the second as ground
bounce. These potential swings couple directly into other
lines connected to the same source.
SimultaneousSwitching. In practical circuits more than one
driver will be connected to common power and ground
leads. Fig. 6b illustrates a tlpical case in which four drivers
Ip
Power I

i;;;1F

(a)

tr-r
GhiP

l --{

7ntf. I

Power J-

suppryT

T

chiP

a-rrni-{
h

{b}

Fig. 5. Powcr environntent. (a) Itleal. (b) Real
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l*,'f*1.

prevent them. The phenomenon (or technique, if implemented by design) is known as capacitive blpassing or decoupling. However, bypass capacitances help neutralize the
effects ofupstream inductances only. Therefore, in a wirebonded PGA the wire inductance is not remedied bv the
power-plane capacitance.
DCVoltageDrop.Newer chip technologies often use lower
supply voltages and higher currents. Some state-of-thc-art
chips draw in excess of20 amperes. For such chips, the rcsistance of the conductors in the power-supply circuit a<.quires pafticular irnportance since the voltagc drop in the
package can bc large enough to interfere wit,h lhe operation
of thc chip. Ceramic PGAs have thin conduc'tors made of
tungsten with fairly high sheet resistances.

(a)

Electrical Performance Specifications
Even the-bricf and simplified disc.ussionprcsented here
leads to thc conclusion that packages cannol. bc easily specified for a ccrtain operational parametcr such as clock frequency. The ability ofa package to operate at that frequency
will dcpend on many factors, such as the number of VO lines
pcr power (and ground) lead, the driver current, the capacitance of the output lines, and other factors. It is tluite possible, however, to point out the set of paramete'rs that define
a package electrically. Although these parameters cannot
directly predict the package's performance in a given system, they can certainly be used to differentiate packages in
terms of electrical performance. For the signal environment,
these parameters are:
r Impedance control
o Minimal uncompensated inductances
r Short delay time, that is, low dielectric constants and./or
short lines
o Low conductor resistance
o Low mutual inductances and coupling capacitances.
(b)

Fig. 6. Powerenvironmentphenomena.(a) Indur:tiveeffects.(b)
Simultaneous
switching.
are served by one power connection and one ground connection. If all four drivers switch simultaneously, the currents involved and the resulting noise will be four times as
great as in the case just discussed. To illustrate the magni
tude ofthe issue consider a basic package with lead inductances of 15 nH each. If the four drivers switch simultaneously from low to high in 0.5 ns drawing 20 mA each, the
potential of the chip's power terminal would drop by
(15xlQ-01x 4 x (20x10 3) x t/(0.bxt0-\ =z.4volts. During
high-to-low switching the chip's ground terrninal potential
will rise in a similar manner. Any other line connected to the
same source or the same ground will temporarily experience a change of potential that may be sufficient to cause
false switching.
High-performance packages feature lower power and ground
inductances, thus expanding their range ofswitching speed,
driver current, or number of VO lines per power or ground
terminal. Another advantage is the presence of significant
capacitances between power and ground planes. Just as
inductance impedes instant changes in current and develops
an EMF to counteract them, capacitance impedes instant
changes in voltage, and supplies the necessary current to
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For the power environment, the relevant parameters are:
. Low power-circuit inductance
. Low power-circuit resistance
. High capacitance between power and ground connections.
Everything else being equal, the closer a package comes to
meeting these criteria, the better its electrical performance
will be in any system.
Thermal Performance
Every chip generates a certain amount of heat as part of its
normal operation. Depending on the technology (MOS, bipolar, etc.), the chip's operating frequency, and a number of
other factors, the thermal power produced can vary from a
fraction of a watt to over 30 watts. Unless that heat is
constantly removed, the chip's temperature can rise beyond
the acceptable limit for proper opcration and reliability.
For low-power ICs, the natural processes of conduction,
convection, and radiation are often sufficient to dissipate
the heat into the surrounding structures and environment.
For chips that generate more than a few watts, special provisions must be made for the adequate removal of the heat
produced. Specifically, a constantly replenishing coolant
(such as forced air) is employed, and a heat sink is attached
to the IC to facilitate effective heat transfer from the chip to
the cooling medium.

An ideal package would be one that allows the unimpeded
flow ofheat from the chip to the environment or to the heat
sink. In reality, packages always present a certain thermal
resistance to the heat flow. Fig. 7a illustrates a typical IC
cooling arrangement in which the heat produced by the chip
is conducted through the package to the heat sink where it
is removed by the flowing air. T;, T", and Tu are the temperatures ofthe chip (iunction), the package surface (case), and
the air, respectively. A simplified schematic of the thermal
path is shown in Fig. 7b, where Q denotes the thermal power
and 0o and 0, are the thermal resistances of the package and
the heat sink, respectively. The variables and parameters of
the system are connected by the following relationships:
\-Tu=Q(0o+0").
Tj-Tc=Qop.
Ts-Tu=Q0".
These relationships show that, given a certain power Q and
air temperature To, the total thermal resistance 0n+0r defines the chip's temperature. Conversely, given a certain
allowable chip temperature T1 and air temperature Tu, the
thermal resistance determines how much power can be
safely dissipated by the chip. From either perspective, the
thermal resistance of the package is its principal thermal
parameter, and the lower it is the better.
As an example, consider a l2-watt IC cooled by air that has
been preheated (by other components) to Tu = 50'C. Ifthe
maximum allowable junction temperature T1 is 110"C, the
total thermal resistance should not exceed 5'C,AM(from the
A practical heat sink may have
equation: 0n+0" = (\ - f;lq)
a thermal resistance of about 3'CAV at reasonable air velocities, say I m,/s.Accordingly, the package's thermal resistance
must be below 2'CAV to satisfy the requirement. Table IV
lists the therrnal resistances of some t1pical packages.

in most packages the junction-to-case thermal resistance is
fairlv constant.

TablelV
Packages
of Selected
Resistances
Thermal

ep('c/w)

PackageType
Basic
Dual inline
Plastic quad flat pack

30
28

High-performance
Ceramic pin grid array
Ceramic PGA with thenlral via holes
Ceramic PGA with metal heat spreader

trI .,)

0.45

Thermal requirements for packages vary widely. Bipolar
silicon and MOS GaAs devices dissipate much more heat
than CMOS silicon chips. Heat generation also rises steadily
with increasing clock frequency. Ensuring the proper thermal environment for the chip is cmcial, since operating at
higher temperatures will dcgrade the chip's electrical performance and lvill accelerate the failure mechanisms, which
are normally exponential functions of temperature.
and Serviceability
Manufacturability
Although the performance of a package is its principal attribute, other factors play important roles in the design and
selection process. Prominent among those are cost, reliability,
manufacturability, and serwiceability. Cost and reliability are
straightforward, easily quantifiable parameters. Manufacturability and serviceability require some elaboration, and towards that end a brief overview of printed circuit assembly
methods may be helpful.

When the packaged ICs, along with other components such
as connectors, passive parts, and so on, arc mounted on a
printed circuit board, the result is a printed circuit assembly,
The values in Table [V are the thermal resistances of the
which is the main building block of most electronic equippackages when attached to heat sinks (but not including the
ment. The design and fabrication of printed circuit assemblies
thermal resistances of the heat sinks themselves)' If a packis carried out in one of three waYs:
age is operated without a heat sink, its thernal resistance
r Through-Hole Technology (THT). This traditional approach
will be significantly higher.
involves inserting thc components' leads into holes in the
printed circuit board before perforn-ring the soldering operaIn most cases the thermal conditions are much more complex than the simplihed picture outlined above' Secondary
tion. The mounting holes, passing all the way through the
and
housing,
leads,
the
paths
the
exist through
thermal
board, waste much of the area available for interconnections
in the board's inner layers, thus complicating its routability
other paths. This results in a multibranch equivalent circuit,
and limilingits density
but the general approach remains the same. Thermal resistances can also be stronq functions ofthe air flow. However,

Air,Tu

Ta

rl'"
'li;
Chip,Ti

T;
{b)

'l'r
pit al
Fig. 7. l(: i;oolitig. (a)
ilrrilngcttlollt. (b) Ficlrlivaleltt
tircttit.
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. Surface Mount Technologr (SMT). This more modem approach is based on soldering the components to pads on the
surface of the printed circuit board, thus freeing more of the
area of the inner layers for routing. It also allows doublesided assembly for even greater packing density. The current
trend is toward a greater proliferation of SMT.
o Mixed Assembly. Most basic packages are available in SMTcompatible versions, but high-perforrnance packages and
some other components are still predominantly of the
through-hole variety. As a result, some high-performance
printed circuit assemblies, such as in computer applications, must use a mixed THTISMT assembly process, which
puts conflicting demands on the construction, metallurgy,
and thickness ofthe printed circuit board and on the
parameters of the soldering process.
Not all printed circuit assembly designs are equally suitecl
for efficient, easy, and economical manufacturing. If a
manufacturability index is formulated for printed circuit
assemblies, it should include the following factors:
. Number of Processes. Lower score for products requiring
more than one attachment method-for example, solder
reflow and wave soldering.
o Process Window. Higher score for wider process window.
. Component Pretestability. Higher score for the ability to test
all components fully before assembly.
o In-Process Testing. Higher score for the ability to test a
complex assembly at intermediate points during the
fabrication process.
r Ease of Rework. Higher score for easier diagnosis and rework, particularly of the more expensive components, and
for multiple chances to rework.
. Product-Specific Fixturing. Lower score for the need to
change production fixturing for different products.
When a hardware failure occurs in an installed system, it is
typically diagnosed to the board level, and the culprit board is
replaced and retumed to the factory for diagnosis and repair.
In much the same way as for manufacturability, a seryiceability index can be developed to judge various packaging
options. It should be based on the following factors:
o Component Replaceability. Higher score for easily removable
parts. In addition to reducing the time and cost of physical
repair, readily demountable parts facilitate diagnosis and
access to other components.
o Component Testability after Removal. Higher score if the
components remain intact and testable after removal. This
eliminates unnecessary scrap, helps provide meaningful
feedback to component suppliers, and helps build a
database for effective troubleshooting.
o On-Site Repairability. Limiting on-site repair to the board
level necessitates stocking a variety of expensive printed
circuit assemblies in service centers around the world. The
ability to diagnose and easily replace a bad component at
the customer's site can produce sizable savings.
Compatibility of IC packages with advanced assembly methods (namely with SMT) and with manufacturability and serviceability criteria are becoming increasingly important.
While basic packages generally meet the manufacturability
requirements, and to a lesser degree the serviceability criteria, high-perf'orrnance packages do not score high on either
account.
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PGAs, for example, require mixed assembly, manual insertion, and application-specific fixturing. A printed circuit assembly that contains PGA packages carmot be reworked
more than once or twice, and the rework process is tedious
and messy and requires highly skilled technicians. Rework
time estimates vary from 45 minutes to two hours per package, and the packages are ruined and untestable after removal. In addition, certain future reliability hazards are
often inflicted on the rest of the assembly as a result of the
rework and repair process.
Package Fundamentals Summary
Basic packages are simple and inexpensive. They meet most
of the manufacturability and serviceability requirements, but
electrically and thermally they are suitable only for nondemanding applications. Conventional high-performance packages, such as PGAs, provide significantly better electrical and
thermal environments. However, they are fairly expensive and
fail to meet most manufacturability and serviceability requirements. Their electrical performance is likely to become
inadequate as signal rise and fall times drop below 1 ns.

Demountable TAB
Having defined the principal criteria used to evaluate singlechip IC packages for digital applications, and having reviewed the state ofthe art, we now proceed to describe a
new technology that has been developed in response to the
shortcomings of existing solutions. The technology is based
on tape automated bonding (TAB).
Tbpe Automated Bonding (TAB)
TAB was originally conceived as a way to avoid wire bonding by attaching the lead frame directly to the chip. Since
conventional, self-supporting lead frames could not be
made with features fine enough to mate directly with the
chip's pads, the method uses thinner lead frames laminated
on a supporting dielectric film. The latter is typically fabricated in tape form with sprocket holes for automated
manipulation; hence the term tape automated bonding.
Fig. 8a presents an example of a chip mounted on a TAB
frame, used to replace the wire bonds in a standard package. The TAB frame's inner leads are bonded to the chip,
while the outer leads are attached to the package's conventional lead frame. TAB can also be used for direct attachment to the printed circuit board as shown in Fig. 8b, in
which case the method is known as TAB on board ruOB).
TAB Advantages
TAB (specifically TOB) offers the advantages of lower cost,
lighter weight, and lower-profrle assembly. Therefore, it is
used widely in consumer products and low-cost technical
applications. It has also turned out to be an attractive option for computer applications, for reasons of cost and
performance.
The performance advantage consists in TOB's suitability for
denser chip VO geometries and finer printed circuit board
features, and in its smaller footprint and lower electrical
parasitics. When TAB frames are made with two conductor

Package
Pin
(a)

TOB packages are even more difficult to rework or repair
than PGAs, especially at higher lead counts when the outerlead pitch is very small. The task becomes even harder when
the chip is attached to a heat spreader. Some laborious,
barely acceptable techniques do exist, but they invariably
entail the destmction of the chip antl some damage to the
board. \pically, such methods can be used only once on
any specific TAB site. None of these methods was sufficiently practical to find acceptance in the industry. At the
present time it is fair to say that TOB packages are basically
not reworkable.
Therefore, despite TAB's advantages ofhigher electrical
performance and lower cost compared with other packaging
methods, its proliferation in the industry has been extremely
slow and mostly limited to low-cost consumer products.
Obviously, to potential users in the computer and instmment
industries thc issues ofhigh startup cost and the difficulty of
rework and repair have been sufficient to outweigh TAB's
benefits.

(bl
Fig. 8. Tapeautomatcdbonding (TAB) structures.(a) TAB in package.(b) TAB on board(TOB).
layers the signal leads can be designed as controlledimpedance microstrip lines, as will be shown later. The thick
copper conductors (0.5 to 1 oz/ftz) and the low dielectric
constant of the polyimide insulator (3.4) account for low
losses and short electrical length, respectively. Additional
advantages are found in TAB's shorter design and fabrication cycles compared to other high-performance packages
(e.g., PGAs), and in its preassembly testability, an important
feature not found in other chip-on-board assembly
approaches.
TAB Drawbacks
On the other hand, TAB has some shortcomings, chief
among which are entry barriers, such as high startup cost,
and the difficulty of rework and repair.
The startup cost barrier affects both the chip supplier and
the equipment manufacturer. For the chip maker, getting
into TAB entails substantial startup investments in specialized wafer-bumping and inner-lead bonding facilities. The
industry-standard inner-lead bonding (ILB) process requires
"bumping" the chip's VO pads, that is, growing miniature
gold bumps to which the TAB inner leads will be bonded.
This is a fairly expensive process that requires special expertise and a large initial investment. Since bumping is done
at the wafer level, the per-chip cost increases steeply at low
wafer-sort yield (typical for advanced chips).
For the system manufacturer, the outer-lead bonding (OLB)
processes also require expensive equipment with inherently
application-specific tooling and relatively low throughput.
For example, an outer-lead bonder with a throughput less
than 10,000TAB sites a month costs more than U.S.$600,000,
requires a lead-form and excise module costing about
U.S.$100,000,and requires a thermode costing over
U.S.$10,000 for every TAB geometry in use. Most important,
however, TAB represents a radical change in the board assenrbly culture, a change that requires significant physical,
logistical, and behavioral modifications on the shop floor.

Demountable TAB
Our solution to this problem is a version of TAB that, while
maintaining the advantages of better performance and Iower
cost, does not require expensive facilities and is easy to demount for rework and repair. This solution was developed
at HP's IC Business Division R&D center. It is called
detnountable 714-8,or DTAB.
The demountable TAB idea is fairly simple. It is based on
using a TAB structure that differs from the standard implementation in two ways. First, the expensive, bumped, innerlead bonding operation is replaced with a simple bumpless
process.l'2 Second, the soldered outerlead connections are
replaced with separable pressure contacts.
Bumpless ILB lowers the TAB entry barrier for the chip
maker by obviating the need for capital-intensive waferbumping facilities. Similarly, the solderless outer-lead connections allow the user to adopt TAB without the associated
investments and profound changes in the assembly culture.
Demountability also completely removes the other major
drawback of conventional TAB, that is, the difficulty of
repair and rework.
DTAB Structure
Fig. 9 illustrates the basic structure of the DTAB package.
As received by the user, it consists of two parts: the package
proper, and a spring/stiffener. The spring/stiffener is
mounted on the opposite side of the printed circuit board
to enhance its stiffness and to provide the spring action
necessary for the pressure contact.
The package contains four protruding alignment bosses, and
the printed circuit board has a set of matching holes. Mounting the package on the board consists merely of inserting
the bosses into the holes and attaching the spring/stiffener
on the backside of the board. The stmcture is self-aligned
and one ofthe pin/hole pairs is offset so the package can be
inserted only in the correct orientation.
The main element of the package is the TAB frame, which
carries the IC. It is oriented so that its circuit side faces the
printed circuit board while the back of the IC is attached to
a heat spreader which doubles as a mechanical clamp. The
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Advantages ofDTAB
DTAB not only avoids TAB's drawbacks while maintaining
its advantages, but also adds a number ofvaluable features
of its own. In product development, DTAB removes many of
the constraints imposed on the printed circuit assembly deHeal
sign by mixed-assembly requirements. Easy demountability
Spreader/
facilitates debugging in the breadboard phase. In manufacClamp
turing, it provides preassembly testability, unlimited reworkability, and ease oftroubleshooting. DTAB does not upset
established printed circuit assembly practices and fits easily
into existing production lines. Another potential advantage
is the possibility of having the printed circuit assembly without VLSI chips fabricated where manufacturing costs are
lowest, then adding the DTAB-packaged VLSI chips just
before shipment of the end product.

,:fiilY,
Fig. 9. Structureof the demountable
TAts(I)TAB) package.
TAB frame and the printed circuit board contain gold-plated
pads which come into contact with each other when the
package is mounted onto the printed circuit board. The
spring/stiffener, together with an elastomeric planarizer
backing the TAB frame, form a composite spring system
designed to ensure that the outer-lead contacts are made
and maintained under various operating conditions.
An example of a DTAB package with 432 leads is shown in
Fig. 10. The outer-lead contacts on the TAB tape are arranged in an area array configuration, an arrangement that
packs a large number of contacts into a relatively small area
without requiring a fine-pitch printed circuit board technology or overly tight tolerances on the holes. For example,
this 432lead package has a footprintl cm (2 in) on a side,
and the required printed circuit board can be made using a
technology as coarse as 200-micrometer (0.008-inch) lines
and spaces with standard hole tolerances. In this design, a
misregistration of 250 micrometers (0.010 inch) can be tolerated without danger of losing continuity or shorting to
neighboring contact pads.

Alignment
Boss
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In product support, the readily demountable DTAB package
makes it easy to diagnose and repair faulty printed circuit
assemblies. It makes troubleshooting and servicing the
equipment possible at the chip level at the customer's site,
which may eliminate the need to stock expensive subassemblies at many service centers around the world. Another
major advantage is the possibility of field upgrades on the
chip level.
The Cost ofDTAB
DTAB's benefits do not come without cost. The concept imposes two special requirements on the printed circuit board:
a noble finish on the traces, and four alignment holes on each
site. The impact of these requirements varies depending on
the specific application.
Trace Metallurgy.For the pressure contact to be reliable, the
printed circuit board's copper traces must be coated with
gold over a nickel barrier. The minimum gold thickness that
has been characterized for reliable operation is 0.127 micrometers (5 microinches). The recommended thickness of the
nickel barrier is 2.54 micrometers (100 microinches) or
greater.

Spring/Stiffener

Fig. 10. 432lead DTAB package

The importance of t.estability in manufacturing cannot be
overstated and deserves more elaboration. Testability is one
ofthe main advantages ofTAB in general. However, to accommodate test pads for all the leads in the conventional
technology, the TAB frame must be made much larger than
it otherwise needs to be. An expensive fixture is used to
access those pads, and the resulting electrical environment
is so inferior to the actual system that the test coverage is
often quite poor. It is also extremely difficult to cool a chip
on TAB adequately during test and burn-in ifthat is required.
In contrast, DTAB needs no test pads on the tape. The test
fixture can be a simple DTAB site on a printed circuit board
identical to the one on which the package will eventually be
mounted. Cooling is handled in exactly the same way as in
the assembled product.

Alignment Holes.The alignment holes add to the cost of the
printed circuit board in two ways. First, they use up some
board area which might otherwise have been used for routing. This is a minor issue, and its effect on cost is negligible.
Secondly, the required tolerances on hole size and placement are +50 and +125 micrometers (0.002 and 0.005 inch),
respectively. While printed circuit board shops will normally
provide a placement tolerance of about 100 micrometers,

meeting the size tolerance may require that the holes remain
unplated. Therefore, they should either bc drilled separately
at the end (post-drilling) or "tented" to prevent side-wall
plating. Either option implies some additional cost.

O

Mechanical Considerations
In general, three principal elements in the concept and the
design of DTAB can be credited for its successful operation.
Thcse are a flexible contact element, a composite, controlledrelaxation spring system, and sealed contacts.

o

o

*

Flexible ContactElement.In theory, when two rigid bodies are
brought into contact, only three points on each are actually
touching.s However, when one of the two elements is flexible, as is the case in DTAB, the contact area is larger, the
resistance is loweq and the electrical connection is more
reliable.
Controlled-RelaxationSpring. Previous designs for pressure
contact systems used an elastomeric spring to provide the
contact force. The effects of time and temperature cause
elastomeric materials to relax and lose up to 60% of the original stress, and accordingly, retain less than halfofthe initial
force. They also have difficulty maintaining the contact pressure during thermal cycling, because of hysteresis. DTAB
uses a composite spring system in which the loss of stress is
minimal. The composite spring system is described in more
detail later.
ContactShielding.A major failure mode in pressure contacts
is the corrosion ofthe contact surfaces in chemically aggressive environments. In DTAB, the contacts are virtually
sealed and the circulation of corrosive agents around the
contacts is all but climinated.
Fig. 11 shows a cross section ofthe package. The heat
spreader/clamp is made of a copper-molybdenum-copper
Iaminate and the alignment frame is of molded plastic. The
controlled-relaxation composite spring system consists of
the elastomeric planarizer backing the TAB frame in series
with the nonrelaxing metal spring/stiffener on the opposite
side of the printed circuit board.

0.165
inch

-T

Lead
Count

284

q5z

E

inch
0.185

Package
Size

1 . 5l n c h e s
Square
2 lnches
Square

Fig, 12. DTAB package dimensions.

the 272-pinPGA and the 408-pinPGAare 5.33cm (2.1in)
squareand 5.84cm (2.3 in) square,respectively.
Composite Spring
Fig. 13 illustrates the effect of the compositespring. Fig. 13a
shows qualitativelyhow an elastomericspring relaxes (i.e.,
Iosesstressat a given strain) with time. Dependingon the
temperature,the relaxation tlpically tapers off at about40o/o
to 6070of the initial stress.In the compositespring,the metal
spring compensatesfor the relaxation of the elastomerso

,L

Fig. 12 shows the basic dimensions of the DTAB package.
The first two members of the package family are DTAB-284
(replacing the 272-pin PGA), and DTAB-432 (replacing the
408-pin PGA). DTAB-284 and DTAB-432 are 3.75 cm (1.5 in)
square and 5 cm (2 in) square, respectively. In comparison,
H e aS
t i n k{ 0 p t i o n a l )

L

HeatSpreader/
Clamp

!il

Alignment
Frame

{c}

{b)

[[

Fig. 13. Spring relaxation. (a) lllastomer only. (b)_Compostte spring
(elastorner with metal spring) (c) Schematic represcntation of the
conlpositc spring.

Fig. 11. Olrss section of thc I)TAB package.
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which corresponds to a specific mechanical stress in the
system.

Relaxed i
Elastomer\
a

Equilibrium
Stress

I

Metal
Spring

I

I

Torat
Strain

F-

Electrical Considerations
The main electrical structure in the DTAB package is the
TAB frame. Depending on the required performance, a
single-metal or a double-metal tape may be used. The singlemetal version, whose cross section is shown in Fig. 15a, is
considerably less expensive but offers limited high-frequency
capabilities (similar to basic packages). In the double-metal
structure (Fig. 15b) each lead, together with the common
ground plane, forms a microstrip transmission line with a
characteristic impedance of about 50 ohms. Such a stmcture
represents a much better electrical environment for highfrequency signal propagation than the singlc-metal version.

Fig. 14. Operationof a cornposilcspring.
that the overall loss offorce is considcrably reduced, as
shown in Fig. l3b.
A simplified mathematical description of the phenomenon
can be obtained by analyzing the scries connection oftwo
linear springs with spring constants k1 and k2 (Fig. 13c).
Assume that one of the springs, sa5zkr, is a relaxing tlpe
with force retention rr, that is, 11is the fraction ofthe origi
nal force remaining in that spring after relaxation under
constant strain. Assume also that the other spring is nonrelaxing with force retention 12 = L It can be shown that the
overall force retention R in the composite system is:
K,-

1+-

K.

R : r -, - - - + .
r.+-

K..

^1

Therefore, by adjusting the ratio ofstiffnesses k2lk1, one can
control the loss of stress in the composite system. Force
retention R can be increased by reducing the ratio k2lk1.
The physics of the composite spring is illustrated by Fig. 14.
The diagram represents a graphical method of finding equilibrium stresses and strains in the composite system. The
stress/strain curves of the two springs are plotted with one
of them mirrored around the stress axis. When the curves
are spaced apart by an amount equal to the total system
strain, the intersection point corresponds to the equilibrium
stress. Conversely, if the stress is known and the curves are
placed such that they intersect at that stress, the distance
between them on the abscissa shows the total strain. The
segments of the abscissa enclosed between the intersection
point and the origins correspond to the component strains.
When the elastomeric spring relaxes, its stiffness is reduced,
and its stress/strain curve shifts to the position represented
by the dashed line in Fig. 14. The equilibrium stress drops
from point (a) to point (b). Ifthe system consisted ofan
elastomeric-only spring, the stress would have dropped to
the lower point (c) instead. In addition to illustrating the
physics of the composite spring, this graphical method can
be used for the accurate analysis of real nonlinear systems.
(Further discussion of the composite spring can be found in
reference 4.)

DC Parameters
The nrain dc parameters of the DTA-B package are the resistances and the current-carrying capabilitics of the leads and
the contacl,s.
lead Resistance.The width of the signal lead (50 micrometers or 0.002 inch) is chosen to form a 50-ohm microstrip
line with the ground plane and the polyimide insulator. The
total lead resistance is proportional to the lead length,
which is a function of the package size and of the position of
the lead on the TAB frame. With the typical l-oz^/ftz copper
on the signal side the lead resistance values are 0.06 to 0.15
ohm for DTAB-284 and 0.07 to 0.17 ohm for DTAB-432.
Contact Resistance. Difficult to calculate, the contact resistance has been empirically defined. Based on tens ofthousands of measurements, the observed values are typically
about 0.8 milliohm and do not exceed 2.0 milliohms.
Current-CarryingGapability.This parameter, although of great
interest, is hard to specify, mainly because of the lack of
definition of what it means for the case at hand. At the time
of this writing, both the 0.002-inch lead and the individual
contact point have been proven able to sustain indefinitely a
dc current of at least 0.3A without change in resistance or
appearance. This, however, is only a data point rather than a
limit or a specification.
AC Parameters
As discussed earlier, for a package not to degrade the performance ofthe chip it houses, the package should provide
a clean environment for signal propagation and unimpeded
access by the chip to the power supply. A clean electrical
environment means a transmission line of uniform known
characteristic impedance, with minimal parasitics and
losses, free from coupling with other signal lines. Unimpeded
access to the power supply means low-impedance power
leads with minimal series inductances to cause Ldi,/dt
potential bounce.

d*'"'L, #
)lnsulator

Leads
Gopper

\*

Ground
Plane

Assembly of the DTAB package on the printed circuit board
consists of torquing the the fasteners with a certain moment,

(al

{b}

Fig. 15. TAB cross sections. (a) Single-metal. (b) Double-metal.
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Signal Environment.The signal propagation environment in
DTAB is shown in Fig. 16a. Tivo signal leads are drawn to
illustrate coupling effects. A microstrip line is formed by
each lead, the underlying ground plane, and the dielectric
sandwiched between them. The equivalent circuit of the
signal propagation environment is presented in Fig. 16b. The
small parasitic inductance of 0.18 nH represents the uncompensated portion of the inner lead protruding beyond the
edge of the ground Plane.

Therefore, a power supply line should be as wide as possible.
Additional capacitive bypassing should be available as close
to the device as possible.

The line delay and the mutual parasitics between lines are
proportional to the lengths ofthe traces. Therefore, each of
these parameters varies within a range for a given package.
Table V lists the values obtained by validated modeling.

shown in Table VI.

DTAB-284 DTAB-432

Line delay, (ps)
Uncompensated inductance (nH)

TableVl
in DTAB
Parameters
PowerEnvironment

50-60

80-100

0.18

0.18

Mutual inductance (nH)
with lst neighbor
with 3rd neighbor

0.61-0.88 l.l-1.6
0.14
0.13

Coupling capacitance
with lst neighbor
with 3rd neighbor

0.06-0.08 0.13-0.18
0.004
0.002

Power Environment.A power supply line on the tape should
have the lowest possible impedance. Lower inductance will
reduce LdVdt effects, and higher capacitance will help isolate
the circuit from voltage fluctuations in the rest of the system'

Total line inductance (nH)

0.5

0.85

Total line capacitance (PF)

o

8

Sheet resistance (ohm,/square)

0.5

0.5

Bypass capacitors may be placed in the locations shown in
Fig. 18. Assuming a 0.070-inch-thick printed circuit board,
the physical distances between the bypass capacitors and
the chip pads are shown in Table VII. Comparing the physical
distances separating the bypass capacitors and the chip pads
in the DTAB packages with their counterparts in ceramic
PGAs, it is clear that the differences are fairly insignificant.
However, if a critical application does demand that bypass
capacitors be closer to the chip, they can be mounted directly on the TAB frame. This approach has not been formally qualified, but its feasibility has been proven in the
laboratory.
to Printed
Contacts

Contactsto Printed
CircuitBoard

.-

DTAB-284 DTAB-432

Parameter

TableV
in DTAB
Parameters
SignalEnvironment
Parameter

Depending on the tape layout, a power supply line in a
DTAB package can be as narrow as a signal line, or significantly wider, as shown in Fig. 17a' Available space and the
criticality of the power line in question will dictate to the
package designer the actual width. For typical situations in
our experience, the power environment parameters are as

lnsulatot

Ground
Plane

Leads

Leads
0.07to 0.17Q
Board

Parameters
Coupling
M = 1 . 1t o 1 . 6n H
Gc= 0.13to 0.18pF
(b)

(b)
Fig. 1?. Power environmcttt irr tlte 4il2-lead DTAB package (a)
Structure. (b) Equivalelrt circuit.

Fig. 16. Sigtral euvironmclrt in thc 432lead DTAB package ( ; )r
Stmcturc'. (b) Eqr.rivalentcircuit.
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TablelX
DTAB-432
in a 65-MHzSystem
Chip
Printed
Circuit
Board

Spring/Stitfener
Fig. 18. Available locations (*) for bypass capacitors in DTAU
packagcs.

TableVll
Distanceto BypassCapacitors
Parameter

DTAB-284 DTAB-432 408PGA

Shortesttrace (in)

0.454

0.499

0.435

Longesttrace (in)

0.725

0.974

0.770

The DTAB concept offers additional options for enhancing
the power environment-for
example, segmenting the
ground plane to reduce coupling between clean and dirty
power sources and using a three-metal tape.
Table WII lists some impoftant electrical package parameters for DTAB-432 and its closest ceramic pin-grid array
counterpart (408-pin CPGA).

TableVlll
Comparison
betweenDTAB-432
andtt08PGA
Parameter
Uncompensated line inductance
(nH)

DTAB-432 408PGA
0.18

2-7

Line delay (ps)

80-100

300-400

Mutual inductance (nH)

1.1-1.6

0.5-0.7

Coupling capacitance (pF)
Total line inductance (nH)
Distance to bypass capacitor (in)
Sheet resistance (mohm/square)

0.13-0.18
2.50

0.5
4.6-6.0

0.50-0.97 0.44-0.77
0.5

t2

System Performance
It was argued earlier that the parametric perlormance of a
package is not a sufficient (although necesszuy) condition
for adequate operation in a system, since the operation depends greatly on the engineering ofthe system. The system
performance of DTAB has been evaluated in two challenging situations. The evaluations were conducted initially by
simulation, and then the results were verified by direct
measurements.
DTAB-432in a 65-MHzSystem.A custom processor chip used
in various HP computer products is normally housed in a
408-pin ceramic PGA. A simulation was conducted to predict
its behavior in a DTAB-432 package at a clock rate of 6b MHz.
The summary of the results is shown in Table IX, which
compares the most pessimistic DTAB conditions to the most
optimistic PGA operation. This simulated performance was
subsequently validated by testing.
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Parameter

Unit

408PGA

DTAB-432

Cacheaddressrise time

ns

4.2

3.9

Ground bounce energy

relative

I

0.47

LogicV6,1bounce

relative

1

I

Maximum crosstalk

relative

1

1.23

DTAB-432in a 125-MHzSystem.A proprietary test chip was
designed to operate aL 125MHz. A simulation was run to
compare the operation of the chip housed in a DTAB-432
package and in a 408 PGA. Table X summarizes the results
of those simulations. They indicate the overall superiority of
the DTAB package in a system context. These results were
also validated by measurements, as shown in the table. More
details on this exercise can be found in reference b.

TableX
DTAB-432
Performance
at 125MHz
Parameter

Unit

408
DTAB-432
PGA SimulatedMeasured

Reflected noise

mV

490

145

160

Crosstalk

mV

325

t25

144

Dc IR drop

mV

r02

23

Signal delay time

ps

200

150

Common-mode noise

mV

N/A

425

z(5

Differential-mode noise

mV

N/A

t25

40

Thermal Considerations
The main thermal path in the DTAB package is through the
heat spreader to the heat sink. A secondary thermal path
exists through the TAB frame's leads and ground plane to
the printed circuit board. The components of the main thermal path are the chip, the die-attach material, the heat
spreader, and the heat-sink-attach material.
Although the material of the heat spreader (Cu-Mo-Cu) and
its geometry were selected mainly to satisfy certain stringent mechanical requirements, the thermal environment of
the package is at least equal to the best commonly used heat
spreader materials. Table XI presents a comparative chart.

TableXl
HeatSpreader
Materials
Material

Cu-Mo-Cu

TemperatureCoeffiThermalConductivcientof Expansion
ity (Wcm-"Gl
(x10-6/"c)
5.07

2.08

Cu-Invar-Cu

5.3-6.7

1.88

Cu-Kovar-Cu

7.4-8.7

2.30

Cu-W

b.l)

2.00

Note:Si

2.6

1.50

The die-attach material is an industry-standard silver-filled
epoxy-based adhesive with a thermal conductivity of 0.02
Wcm-"C. The heat-sink-attach material is optional' In certain applications the heat sink is glued to the heat spreader
with silver-filled epoxy; in others, demountability of the heat
sink is required, and the epoxy is replaced with thermal
grease.
The thermal performance of the DTAB package has been
characterized at power dissipations up to 40 watts. Table XII
lists the components of the thermal resistance of the DTAB
package and their values measured at an air flow of 1.5 m/s'

TableXll
ThermalResistances

Die attach epoxy

0.r2

Heat spreader

0.08

Heat sink attach ePoxY

0.08

Subtotal j unction-to-case

0.33

Measurements conducted at various air flow rates are
shown in Fig. 19 for a 432-lead DTAB package with a standard extruded aluminum heat sink. The change in the total
thermal resistance is a result of the heat sink characteristics, while the thermal resistance of the package remains
constant throughout the range ofmeasurements. The DTAB
package is compatible with virtually any heat sink or heatsink-mounting configuration selected by the user.
Sometimes the power dissipation of the chip is sufficiently
low that a heat sink is not required. In that case, thejunctionoC,{il'
to-air thermal resistance of the DTAB432 package is 8.4
It is useful to compare these values with the best commercially available packages. For example' the expensive
"slugged" 408-pin CPGA has a junction-to-case thermal
'C/W. The less-expensive slugless vetsion
resistance of 0.45
.CAV when
has a junction-to-case therrnal resistance of 1.3
attached to a heat sink.
Reliability
To develop a reliable product in the shortest possible time'
reliability testing has to start very early in the development
phase and continue to be used as a development tool
throughout the process. This is termed "developmental reliability testing" to distinguish it from the formal reliability
HeatSink;25'CAmbient
l5W Extruded
2.1-inch.

\
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o
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Junction-to-Air
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For DTAB, possible failure modes were identified based on
observations, experience, and theoretical reasoning. Certain
stresses were defined to which the failure mechanisms were
deemed particularly sensitive, and these stresses constituted
the battery of developmental reliability tests. Table XIII
presents a list of these tests and the conditions under which
they were conducted.

TableXlll
ReliabilityTests
DTABDevelopmental
Test

('C/W)
ThermalResistance

ThermalComponent

qualification that takes place before the manufacturing
release of a new technologY.

--; -T-:

: -

Er
Junction-to-Case
1234
Air Flow(m/s)

Temperature/humiditY

Code

Gonditions

85/85 85"C,85%RH

Thermal aging

TA

105oCin air

Thermal cycling

TC

-55 to 85"C in air

Liquid thermal shock

LTS

-55 to 125'C

Corrosive atmosPhere

CA

HzSO/SOz/CIzlNOz
@25"C,70loRH, 96 hr

Mechanical vibration

I\ifV

Random,159,
0.06-inchamplitude

Mechanical shock

MS

2.5ms, 6 axes

Table XIV shows a matrix of the potential failure mechanisms and the stresses designed to reveal them. The matrix
demonstrates that atl suspected failure modes are being addressed by at least one test, and, in some cases' by up to six
tests. The test codes in Table XIV are defined in Table XIII.
When the development effort was deemed complete, a formal product qualification was performed according to the
protocol summarized in Table XV.
In addition to these tests, a separate formal qualification of
tape via integrity was conducted using specially designed
coupons containing atotal of 46,400 vias. The coupons were
subjected to IIAST (highly accelerated stress testing), I.JTS
(liquid thermal stress), and high-temperature storage.
Alpha-Site Testing
After much of the development work was completed, two
HP alpha sites were selected to demonstrate the operation
ofthe package in real computer products. The products
were selected to cover both through-hole and surface mount
printed circuit assembly technologies, single and multiple
WSI assemblies, minicomputer and workstation products'
Bus GonverterBoard.This printed circuit assembly, used in a
variety of computer products, is built on a l2-layer throughhole printed circuit board with nickeVgold surface finish'
The bus converter chip is the only VLSI chip on the board' It
is a 9-mm-by-9-mm NMOS device with 272VO pads, and is
normally housed in a272-pln PGA package' The bus converter chip operates at a27.1-MHz clock frequency and an
8-MHz output rate, and dissipates 8 to l0 watts.
The strategy of the test was to package the bus converter
chip in DTAB and redesign the bus converter board to accept
the new package without disturbing the other components'

Fic. 19. Thcrnial rcsistances in the 432lead D'1AB package
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TableXIV
DTABStress/Fai
lureDevelopmental
Reliability Matrix
Stress
Failure

Test

851 TA TC tTS CA MV MS
85

Elastomer
Relaxation
Embrittlement

X
X

Printed Circuit
Board
Flow
Mechanical
degradation
Contacts
Diffusion
Oxidation
Corrosion
Fretting
Contamination
Electrochemical
phenomena
TAB Tape
Thace peeling
Via failure
Tface failure

X
X

X
X

x

X
X

X

X
X

Five DTAB printed circuit assemblies were built and subjected to standard production testing and environmental
qualification. The redesign ofthe board turned out to be a
fairly simple task, and all tests were successfully completed.
Processor Board. This workstation processor board contains
six VLSI chips, all of which are g mm by 9 mm and.have 272
VO pads. The chips are normally housed in?Z}-pin ceramic
PGAs, and the board is all surface mount technology except
for the PGAs. The system's clock rate is 30 MHz, and the
maximum power dissipation per chip is 12 watts
Ten DTAB printed circuit assemblies were built and exercised in operational workstations. They passed the full production test, and then were subjected to HP class C reliability testing, which they successfully passed. At the time of
this writing, the assemblies have been functioning without
failure in operational workstations for over two years.
Fig. 20 shows a photograph ofthe DTAB package used for
both of the alpha-site exercises just described. As can be
seen from the picture, the outer-lead contacts are arranged
as a linear peripheral array rather than an area array. peripheral DTAB is the original and more logical technical solution. Area DTAB was conceived as a response to customer
concerns about the availability and cost of the fine-pitch
printed circuit boards required forperipheral TAB. The package of Fig. 20 has 272leads on a 40O-micrometer (0.016-inch)
outer-lead pitch. Peripheral DTAB designs with outer-lead
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Sample
Size

TestGonditions

l. Package:
}IAST*

34

Thermal cycling

40

125C,85o/oRH,
14psi,
5V bias, 96 hr
-55 to 150'C,500cycles

Liquid thermal shock

76

-55 to 150'C,200cycles

Thermal aging

Chip
ILB separation
Encapsulation
failure
Die attach
sepaxation

76

TableXV
DTABReliability0ualificationProrocol

129

llO'C in air, 1500hr

Mechanical vibration

32

Random,l5g,
0.06-inchamplitude

Mechanical shock

32

6009,2.5ms, 6 axes

Ozone exposure

30

2. Package-to-Board Connections:
Contact resistance#

6

Mating/demating#

6

20 cycles

Liquid thermal shock#

6

-55 to 105"C,25 cycles

Thermal aging#

6

1 1 0 ' C I, w k

Industrial
environmentr

6

Cl2,SO2,NO2,H2S,I wk

Moisture resistance

6

25-65"C,80-98%RH,
2wk

Insulation resistance

6

l00Vdc,I GQ

Dielectric withstand

6

100Vac,< 0.5 mA

- Highly
accelerated
stress
testing
# Tests
performed
sequentially
0nthesame
sample
o{6

contacts on 200-micrometer and l0O-micrometer pitches
were successtully used in other exercises.O
Extensibility
of DTAB
The outer-lead pitch chosen for the area array designs (1.62b
mm or 0.064 inch) was driven by the need to maintain compatibility with relatively coarse-pitch printed circuit boards.
As printed circuit technology improves, the pitch can be
easily shrunk to as little as 0.635 mm (0.025 inch), which will
produce a 1000-lead package of roughly the same size as
DTAB-432. In the peripheral version, prototypes have been
successfully fabricated and tested with outer-Iead pitches as
low as 0.1 mm (0.004 inch). The resulting packages were
only about 3.5 mm larger than the chip itself.
Tlvo m4lor hurdles have been hampering the successful development of a commercially viable, cost effective multichip
module technology. One issue is the inability to test and
burn in the component ICs before to assembling the multichip module. The second is the difficulty of replacing faulty
components on a finished assembly. Without an acceptable
solution to these two problems, it is difficult to envision a
multichip module technology with a high enough yield to
make it commercially competitive.
The prevailing methods of assembling ICs on multichip modules (wire bonding, TAB, and solder bumps) are at the core
of these difficulties. Wire bonding and solder bumps require

and Ken Scholz made important contributions. Bruce formulated the tape and board design rules, Vivek developed the
area-array concept and was responsible for tape design,
Hank engineered the test and burn-in hardware, and Ken
designed the developmental reliability test plan. Ravi Kaw
was the principal electrical consultant and Pete Dawson the
thermal expert. Russ Parker, Jerry Gleason, Dave Sangster,
and Dave Halbert participated in the program in different
phases. Pedro Engel and Wayne Schar designed the qualification program. Rob McCullough, Nick Nichol, and Hilmar
Spieth performed the alpha-site testing. David Yanaga designed and evaluated the 125-MHz system. Marcos Karnezos
provided invaluable guidance and support for the program
since its inception.

Fig. 20. 272-leadperipheralDTAB package.
obtaining bare chips from various IC manufacturers, but the
techniques for testing and burning in bare chips are not yet
available. TAB does provide apotential solution to the test
and burn-in issue, but, like the other two methods, is not
reworkable.
The DTAB concept presents a clear and easy solution for
both tesVburn-in and rework. Therefore, in addition to being
a competitive single-chip packaging approach, it represents
a very promising multichip module enabling technologr and
a migratory path from single-chip to multichip assembly.
Conclusions
Demountable TAB (DTAB) is a new packaging technology
that capitalizes on TAII's advantages while avoiding its main
drawbacks. The DTAB concept generates significant benefits
in the areas of system design, manufacturing, and support'
Electrically and thermally, the DTAB package compares
very favorably with any existing high-performance package.
Its performance has been proven at clock frequencies up to
l2lMIJrz and power dissipations up to 40W
DTAB packages were fabricated and tested with outerlead area-array pitches of 1.6 mm and peripheral pitches
of 0.4 mm. 0.2 mm, and 0.1 mm. The area-afiay version has
successfully passed formal qualification.
The DTAB concept offers not only a competitive single-chip
package, but also an enabling technology for multichip
modules.
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The EISA Standard for the HP 9000
Series 7OOWorkstations
TheEISA
interface
ontheHP9000Series
700workstations
provides
a highperformance,
expandable
architecture
peripherals
thatallows
using
different
l/0 standards
to communicate
withthesystem
onthesamel/0 bus.
by Vicente V. Cavanna and Christopher S. Liu

The ExtendedIndustry StandardArchitecture (EISA) was
selectedfor the HP 9000Series700workstations to meet the
VO systemperformanceand expandabilityneedsof Hp customers. The VO systemprovides the communicationlink
betweenthe workstation and its external peripherals.Many
of today'scomputer applicationsrequire a high-performance
yO link. EISA complementsthe performanceof the Series
700processors,and provides this high-performancepath.
EISA is a descendantofthe Industry StandardArchitecture
gSal.t More addresslines, data lines, and control signals
were addedfor EISA to enhanceperformance.EISA provides separate32-bit addressand 32-bit data buses,supports
multiple bus mastersefficiently, provides for enhancedDMA
functionality, and defines a synchronous data transfer protocol for burst cycles. An EISA configuration utility allows automatic configuration of add-onVO cards installed in the
computer.A technical summary of the mqior EISA features
includes:
r F\rll 32-bit memory addressbus
r Fbll l&bit VO addressbus
. Multilevel, round-robin centralizedarbitration
. 33-Mbyte/sburst rate (four-byte-one double-word-transfer
per EISA clock cycle operatingat 8.33MHz)
r Efficient support of multiple, intelligent bus masters
. Enhanced DMA support for high-perforrnance, inexpensive
DMA devices
. 12programmableedge-triggeredor level-triggeredintemrpt
Iines
. DMA controller that has:
o Four cycle types (ISA-compatible,Tlrpe-A,Tlrpe-B,and
TVpe-C)
o Three transfer modes (single,block, and demand)
o Programmabletransfer sizes(8, 16,and 82 bits)
o Channelmodes (autoinitializing, buffer-chaining,and
ring-buffer)
r Programmable interval tirners
r Vectoredintemrpt controller
o Automatic data bus translation that can handle:
o Mismatchedsize (8, 16,and 32 bits)
o Mismatched cycle type (system, ISA, EISA, burst, and
nonburst)
r Arbitrary atomic transactions via L0CKmechanism
r Automatic card configuration
o F\rll compatibility with ISA cards.
Tlpically, there are many basic VO capabilities that are
built-in features of a computer. Many customers have unique
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requirements,so their needsmay require additional IlO capabilities. The EISA VO expansionbus givescustomersthe
flexibility to add functionality to their computers.
Why HP Chose EISA
The primary VO bus objective for all of the new Hp workstations is to convergerapidly to a singleindustry-standard
VO expansionbus. HP selectedEISA for the Hp g000Series
400 and Series 700 workstation families becauseit is an
industry-standard,high-performancebus that meetsthe
needsof HP customersand the goal of a single bus for new
workstation platforms.
EISA was built upon the ISA standardto provide compatibiltty with ISA cards.EISA is an electrical and mechanical
supersetof ISA which allows customersto tap into the vast
array of ISA products. An industry-standardVO bus like
EISA allows HP customersto plug any investmentof ISA or
EISA cards into their EISA-basedworkstations, and be confident the cards will work given that the correct software
drivers are available.

Fig. l. Systemblock diagramofthe HP 9000Series700 workstation
VO subsystem.

HP cannot realistically design workstations to fill every market niche. Thus, some HP customers will take advantage of
having EISA to customize their own workstation applications. In addition, business partners like system integrators,
complementary-hardware vendors, and complementarysoftware vendors are willing to create solutions for HP customers. Tjryically, these solution creators are attracted to an
open-bus architecture with a comprehensive set of hardware and software development tools. Many development
tools are available through third-party ISA and EISA vendors. HP provides the EISA VO services and routines to be
used by all HP-UX'F interface drivers written for ISA and
EISA cards. An EISA open-systems toolkit is available from
HP for developing drivers.
EISA Adapter
The EISA adapter resides, along with the built-in VO devices
and graphics, on a lOO-Mbyte/s to l32-Mbfie/s system bust
(see Fig. 1). The system bus is a nonmultiplexed, 32-bitaddress, 32-bit-data synchronous bus running at between
25MHz and 33 MHz. This bus is one of the ports into the
memory and system bus controller.2 Communication on the
system bus is always between the memory and system bus
controller and another bus entity. No direct communication
between other pairs of bus entities is allowed at the present
time.
The EISA adapter connects the EISA bus to the system bus.
The EISA adapter contains an Intel 82350 EISA chipset along
with logic to interface this chipset, which was designed to
interface to an Intel486 bus, to the system bus (see Fig. 2).
The Intel chipset includes three chips: the 82352 EISA bus
buffer, the 82357 integrated system peripheral, and the
82358 EISA bus controller.
The EISA adapter contains byte-swapping Iogic to overcome
some of the problems associated with connecting a bigendian system to a little-endian system.tt The byte-swapping
logic ensures that byte arrays are stored in memory in the
same order (i.e., the same byte addresses) on both sides of
the interface. The EISA adapter also contains an address
translation mechanism, lmown as the VO map, which maps
an EISA page into a physical page in host system memory'

Host View of EISA Memory and VO SPace
The host CPU can do byte-levelaccessesto EISA.The system supports arbitrary addressalignmentof data transfers,
but the CPU always does alignedtransfersto EISA.This
meansthat the addressof data being sent to EISA must be a
multiple of the size (in bytes) of the data being transferred.
Fig. 3 shows the addressesfor EISA memory and the VO
spaceas seenfrom the host. The host usesaddressesbetween FC000000and FFBF FFFF to accessEISA and ISA
memory and VO and the internal registersof the EISA
adapter.AddressesFC000000through FC07FFFF are used
to accessEISA yO spaceand the EISA adapters'The remaining addresses(FC080000to FFBF FTFF) are used to access
EISA memory. The host uses a portion of its EISA memory
addressrange (FC10 0000through FC4F FFFF) to access
the VO map entries.Theseaddressrangerestrictions are not
a problem since the location of memory on the EISA cards is
usually configurable.
AddressesFC00 0000through FC00 FFFF in the host's EISA
VO spaceare reservedfor EISA expansioncards and EISA
systemregisters.This addressrange is sufficient for accessing any location in EISAs 16-bitaddressspace,including ISA
expansioncards.However,to accessISA cards via this address rangeis not allowed becausethe ISA accessprotection mechanism(describedbelow) would be compromised.
The hardware will return garbageon a read operation or
ignore the transaction on a write.
The ISA expansion cards must be accessedvia the host
addressrangeFC020000through FC07FFFE This address
rangeis mappedin a specialway into the 16-bitaddresses
0100through 03FF of the EISA yO spacefor exclusiveuse
by the ISA expansioncards.This specialmapping is done to
avoid conflict with old ISA cards and to provide cardlevel
accessprotection for the ISA expansioncards by using the
system'spageJevel(4K bytes per page) accessprotection
scheme.
SystemBus

The EISA adapter also contains logic to scramble the portion of the EISA yO address space that is used by the ISA
expansion cards to allow the host's page-based access
protection mechanism to be applied to protecting the ISA
expansion cards from unauthorized access. This scrambling
is done in the EISA address bus buffers.
The Intel 82350 EISA chipset contains all the functionality of
a standard PC system. The chipset handles translations between the various EISA communicating entities so that the
new EISA cards and the old ISA cards can communicate
without knowing each other's protocol. The chipset has
shared system resources such as DMA controllers, timer/
counters, intermpt controllers, and arbitration controllers.
busspeed
ofthemaximum
t0two'thirds
limitsthr0ughput
l/0 c0ntrOller
mem0ry
t Theexisting
theIVlSB
system
lna big'endian
hasthelowest
address.
theLSB
system
tt Ina little'endian
hasthe lowestaddress.

EISABus
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the EISA adapter.
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HostAddress
OxFFFFFFFF
()xFFC|l 0000
0xFFBF FFFF
0xFD00 0000
OxFCFFFFFF
0xtc50 0000
OxFCF FFFF

Descriplion
PA-RISCBroadcast,Miscellaneousl/0 Space

4M Bytes

EISAMemory(Windowinto EISAAddressfiange0x0100
00tt0rhrough0xfitBt
FFIF}

44MBytes

€lSAor ISAMemory(Windowinro0x0050
tNXl0
rhrough0x00ff ffFF)

ilM Bytes

Addressssin this raogeadd,essihe datain the l/0 map.Hostusesthese
4M Bytes
locationsto programthe I/0 map.one enlryperpage.all pageoftsetsalia$to
0xFC10 0000 the samemapentry.
oXFC(lF FFFF EISAor ISAMemory{WindowintooxfiXt8tXtOrhrough0x000F
FFFF)
5l2KBytes
0xFC08 0000
0xFC07 FFFF StandardandllonstandardPage-Aligned
ISAl/0 space
384KBytes
0xfC02 0000
0xFC01 FFFF EISAInterrupf
Acknowledge
Space
32KBytes
0xFC01 8000 t/oe addressOxFC0lFh(N
0xFC01 TFFF EISAAdapterFegisters
32KBytes
0xFC01 0000
0xtc00 FFFF EISASlot-0ependent
l/0 SpaceandEISASystemRegisters
64KBytes
0xFC00 0000
OxFBFFFFFF PA-RISC
Functions
192MBytes
0xF000 0000
0xEFFf FFFF PA-RISCDefined
3840MBytes
0x0000 0000

@

e
@

@

Locataonsused lo access EISAaddresssoace.

I

@ @
@

LocationsusedromaproEtsAmemory{seetig.4}.
EISA
r/ospace.

Fig, 3. Ilosl'sirrlrlt't:ss
rruLp.

The protcction schcnre works by mapping each ofthe g6
sets of eight consecutive locations available for an ISA expansion card space to thc firs1.eight by1.esof a 4K-byte hosl.
page. The assumption is thal. nrost ISA expansion crardsuse
registcrs in nrultiples oI eight bytes. If a card necds more than
eight rcgisters, then the card will nec'clto be allocal,edmore
than one host pagc. This mapping is not done for the EISA
motherboard devices (EISA slot 0) becausc the registers are
scattered all over l.he address rango. This mapping is also
not donc for l,he other EISA slot-specific addresses becauscr
they naturally fall on page boundaries.
EISAAddress
OxFFFFFFFF
0x03C0 0000
0x03Bf FFFF
0x0100 0000
0x00FF FFFF
0x0050 0000
0x004F FFFF

EISA \tew of the Host Memory
EISA dcr''icescan do bltc accesses to hosl. nrcntory with
arbil.rary address alignment. These der.-icessee thc hosl.
menlory through an address translatirirr lrtechanisn knowrr
as the yC) map located at the EISA ntenrory address range
0010 0000 lhrough 004F FFFF'(see Fig. 4). This map is a lK
anay of 20-bit cntries. Thc low-order 12 address bits of thcr
EISA rncntory address specify the offsct within a physical
page in the host mctnory. Thc next l0 bits selecl one oI lK
entrics in l.he VO map. Each ntap L\ntry is a 20-bit address

Description
l-ocal EISAMemory

4036MBytes

EISAMemory{Visibleto HostthroughHostAddress0xt0000000rhrough
0xFFBF
FFFF)

44MBytes

EISAor l$A Memory{Visihleto HostthroughHostAddress0xFC50
00fi1
throughOxFCFF
FFFF)

llM Bytes

EISAdevicesusethis rangeto addressthe l/0 map,whicb causesa transla- 4M Bytes
tion in the addressto I ho$themoryaccess.Thelower 12addressbitsare
nottranslatedti.e.,passst.aightthrodghto hostmemory),
andthe nextl0 bits
access1Kentriesin the l/0 mapwhich aretanslatedt0 a Zl-bit pagenumber
in hostmemory.

0x0010 0000
0x000F FFFF EISAor lSAMemory(Visibleto HostthroughHostAddress0xFGlB000
ffFF)
0x0008 0000 thtough0xFC0F
0x0007 FFFF LocalEISAor ISAMemory
0x0000 0000
I

@@
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@

512KBytes

@
@
@
@

512KBytes

EISAlocationslhat map to host addressspace.
Specific EISAmemorylocationsassociatedwith host locationsshown in

Fis.3.
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that points to the corresponding physical page number in
host memory (seeFig. 5). This mechanismallows scatter/
gather accessesto host memory. That is, the driver can map
a seriesof noncontiguouspagesin systemmemoryto contiguous pagesin EISA memory so that a single EISA DMA transfer can transfer multiple system pages.This eliminates some
of the need for DMA chaining (for large transfers) and its
associatedpenalties (intemrpt overhead,reprogramming
DMA, etc.).

Range
l/0 Address

lor
l/0 RangeBeserved

fltm-ooFF
0tm-mFF

EISAor ISAAdapter
Boards
ISAExpansion

To avoid conflict with the old ISA expansion cards, the new
EISA expansioncards can only use addressessuch that the
least-significant10 bits rangebetween 0000and 00F$ and
must both be zeroes.Thus, the addressrange correLA[9:8]
spondingto each EISA slot is fragmentedby the address
ranges that alias to ISA addresses.For example, in Fig. 6 in
the addressrangefor slot 1 (1000to IFFF), four subaddress
rangesalias to 0100to 03FE The old ISA expansioncards
think the EISA slotdependent VO addressesare motherboard
addresses,since they do not look at the upper addressbits.
The EISA expansioncards decodethe full 16 addressbits,
and have available 1024locations "sparselypopulating" each
EISA slot. A system can support up to 16 EISA slots.
Byte Swapping
In the PA-RISCarchitecture of Series700workstations, the
most-significantbyte is at the lower address(big endian)'
and in EISA, the most-sigfficant byte is at the upper address
(little endian).
areblts8 andI oftheLAbus.
andLA[9:8]
address
latchable
t LAmeans

a

a

a

tqn-1oFF
1100-r3FF
t400{4FF
r5m-t7FF
18m-18FF
lsn-lBFF
tcm-lcFF
III(||l{FFF

The addressrangesshown as local EISA memory in Fig. 4
cannot be seenbY the host.
A Note about EISA V0 SPace
The ISA bus VO spacehas always been 64K bytes (16 address lines), but the VO address range is arbitrarily limited
to l}Z4locations. In addition, the first 256bytes are reserved
for devices on the EISA motherboard, with an address range
both equalto zero).l This leaves
0000through 00FF (LAt9:81
(96
for
atl of the expansion cards on the
sets of 8)
768 bftes
bus, with an addressrange0100through 03FE This allows
the old ISA expansioncards to ignore (and they do) all but
the least-signifrcant10 bits ofthe 16-bitaddress.

a

ForEISA
Expansion
Boards

Slott
Alias0tfll-03FF
SlotI
Alias0100-03FF
SlotI
Alias0100-0ilFF
Slott
Alias0l0ll-03fF
a

a
a

a

n0llll-n0FF
nlO-n3FF

Slotn
Alias0t0ll-03FF

a

a

a

a

a

nGO-nCFF
nIl00-nFFF

Slotn
Alias0100-03FF

map.
Fig. 6. A portionof the EISA16-bitI/Oaddress
Byte swapping haxdware, which is provided on the EISA
adapter board, ensures that byte arrays are stored in memory in the sameorder on both sidesof the adapter.This
makes it easyfor deviceslike disks to be connectedto the
built-in SCSIport or the EISA SCSIcard, and the data to be
interchangeablewithout needingto know where the disk
residedwhen it was read from or written to.
However, because of this swapping, any multibyte commandswritten to EISA devicesmust be preswappedby software. Similarly, any multibyte data structures placed in host
memory to communicate with intelligent controllers on
EISA must be preswaPPed.
Arbitration
Tlvo arbiters exist in the system, the EISA arbiter and the
system arbiter. The EISA arbiter was designed with the paradigm that it is the sole arbiter and controls all resourcesin
the path to memory.The consequenceof this decision is that
the EISA arbiter commits irrevocably to its highest-priority
client before it lanowsif it has all the resourcesit needsto
accessmemory.
If the system arbiter operated the same way we could have a
deadlock.The systemarbiter could be designedto back off
in a potential deadlock situation. However,for simplicity, in
this version of the PA-RISCworkstation, the systemarbiter
simply givesthe EISA arbiter complete control over all resourcesin the path to memory and temporarily becomesa
client to the EISA arbiter.

l,*,
4K-Byre
Host
Pages

The systemarbiter usesthe CPU slot in the EISA arbiter's
arbitration hierarchy. Once the system arbiter gains control
it uses its arbitration algorithm to share its slot among its
clients, the EISA arbiter being one such client' Thus, only
one arbiter is in control of all resourcesat any given time.
The arbiters hand control over to each other amicably.

Fig. 5. Address rnapping via the I/O map
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Conclusion
The expandable architecture described here provides the
high-performance characteristics of the EISA standard and a
communication link to peripherals using different VO standards. The article on page 83 describes in detail the hardware design for the current set of EISA VO cards developed
for the HP 9000 Series 700 workstations. The software desisn
for the EISA SCSI card is described on page 92.
Acknowledgments
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EISA Cards for the HP 9000 series
700 Workstations
protocol
fordata
burst-cycle
high-performance,
specification's
TheEISA
the
through
cards
700EISA
ontheSeries
is provided
transfer
interfaces.
master
bus
EISA
and
of DMA
imolementation
by David S. Clark, Andrea C.Lantz, Christopher

S. Liu, Thomas E. Parker, and Joseph H. Steinmetz

Besides providing EISA capabilities to the HP 9000 Series 700
workstations, the EISA adapter described on page 79 provides the facilities for connecting several EISA cards with
yO bus' At
different front-end VO protocols to the Series 700
were
available
cards
the time of system release four HP EISA
HP-IB
EISA
an
card,
LAN
EISA
an
700:
Series
for the HP 9000
card, an EISA SCSI card, and an EISA PSI (programmable
serial interface) card (see Fig. 1).
Each project team working on the EISA cards for the
Series 700 had its own project-specific objectives, but the
common objectives shared by all were to:
. Provide high-perforrnance add-on VO (EISA) solutions for
the Series 700 workstations
. Design low-cost EISA solutions without compromising
quality, reliability, and performance
o Meet all workstation development milestones.
The EISA specification was relatively new at the time we
stafted investigating and proposing different architectures
for the four EISA cards described here.

EISA specifies a burst-cycle (8-, 16-, or 32-bit data transfers)
protocol for transferring data. There are two primary methods by which an EISA card can take advantage of the burst
cycles: through an EISA bus mastert or DMA. During our
investigation we found very few \ILSI and ASIC chips available from vendors that had an EISA bus master or DMA
solution integrated into a chip. We looked at all of the available and proposed chips and decided that they did not fit
our requirements. The decision was made to implement the
EISA bus master and DMA interfaces on our EISA cards
with discrete logic using PAl, and TTL devices. In addition'
the EISA memory and VO slave interfaces on our cards are
implemented with discrete logic.
The EISA tAN and EISA SCSI cards use a technique called a
bus gasket (described below) to implement an EISA bus
master interface. Both cards take advantage ofthe power of
their respective fron{plane controller by adding logic between
it and the EISA backplane to translate the controller signals
itscontrol
under
addresses
memory
using
main
t0orfi'0m
data
transfers
t Abusmaster

Fig. 1. HP EISA HP IB, SCSI,
l,AN, and PSI cards for thc HP
9000 Scries 700 workstattons.
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Backplane

Midplane

Frontplane

The bus gasket, which is the logic that translates controller
tAN,
signals to EISA signals, provides the following benefits:
HP-IB, .
Lower Cost. Bus gaskets can be cheaper than other imple-

scsr,
RS-a2
Fig. 2. Tlrpical architecture for an VO expansion card.

to EISA signals.The incrementalcost to implement a bus
master gasketcircuit for these two cards is low comparedto
adding a separateVLSI bus master chip.
The EISA HP-IB and EISA PSI cards implement an EISA DMA
interface.The EISA HP-IB card has a frontplane controller
gearedto DMA-typetransfers,so naturally the DMA interface is the best method for this card. On the other hand, the
EISA PSI card can use either method. The DMA interf'ace
was selectedfor the EISA PSI card becauseof its relatively
simpler circuitry (comparedto a bus master) and the nature
of the card'sprotocol data stmctures.
The Bus Gasket
A bus gasketis an interface that combinesa noncompatible
processorbus with an expansionVO bus (e.g.,a Motorola
68000microprocessor with EISA). The bus gasket handles all
s;mchronization,pipelining, and control signal translations
betweenthe processorand the expansionVO bus.
The processoron an add-onIJO card may be a microprocessor or an intelligent link-controller coprocessor.Examples
of intelligent link controllers include the Intel 825g6CALAN
controller and the NCR 53C710SCSIcontroller. From the
host system'spoint of view, a bus gasketinterface appears
as a standardbus master.FYomthe on-cardprocessor,s
point of view, the systemmemory appea.rsas a local memory resourceto be used as it would any other memory resource.The objectivesofa bus gasketdesignare reduced
complexity, reduced cost, increasedperl,ormance,and
increasedutilization of the on-card processor.
The standardarchitecture of an add-onVO card consistsof
fron@lane,midplane, and backplanecircuitry (seeFig. 2).
The frontplane is the link-specific electrical interface and is
defined by its standard. The midplane consists of a processor
or a buffer that matches the s;'nchronous nature of the backplane to the asyrrchronousbursty nature of the frontplane.
And finally, the backplane is the interface to the expansion
VO bus.
When architecting a card for EISA, one of two data-transfer
methodsis typically chosenfor high-perf'orrnance
cards:bus
master or DMA. Many factors determine which to use for a
specific card, but ifthe card needsto source addressesfor
systemmemory accessesand if the data transfer is of a scat_
terlgathernature, the bus master is generallythe choice. If
the data is more block-orientedand sequentialin system
memory DMA is a more practical and low-cost solution.
Whenthe choice is bus master,the cost can be high because
of the increasedcomplexity.A non-VLSIimplementationof a
bus master can be cost and board-spaceprohibitive, and arr
off-the-shelfinterfacechip can be expensiveand generally
requiresa dedicatedmicroprocessorto selvice it. However,
if the card alreadyusesa powerful link-controller coprocessor, its power can be harnessedto provide both cost and
performancebenefits.
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mentations of a bus master interface. Bus master chips are
available to create a "friendly" interface between the card
midplane hardware and the bus backplane. However, be_
cause they are relatively dumb bus master controllers, these
chips requAe an on-card dedicated microprocessor to control
them. The additional complexity and cost of implementing
one of these interfaces can be prohibitive in a cost-sensitive
application.
o Better Use of the Link Controller. One of the primary benefits of bus gaskets is the ability to harness the power of an
on-card link-controller coprocessor. The link-controller coprocessor can operate out of (host) system memory via
EISA. On two of the EISA add-on cards, we require a bus
master interface because the link-controller coprocessor
follows command chains and data buffer chains that reside
in system memory. The link-controller coprocessors used in
the HP EISA 802.3 LAN and HP EISA SCSI cards are powerful protocol-specific processors. We wanted to make use of
the power of these complex processors. If we had isolated
them from EISA via a DMA interface or some other simple
interface, we would have lost much of the power of the
cards to manipulate structures in system memory.
. Less Complexity. The bus gasket reduces the complexity of
the card by removing the need to have a microprocessor
and associated firmware on the card. Also, since we are
already using the bus arbitration and control mechanisms of
the on-card link-controller coprocessor, the backplane bus
master hardware can be greatly reduced. Some complexity
does exist, however, inside the bus gasket itself.
Technical Hurdles
T\vo primary technical hurdles fupically get in the way of
implementing a bus gasket. The first problem is the difference in the way in which the link controller and the EISA
backplane handle address and data bus cycles. In EISA
addresses and data are pipelined-that
is, they overlapbecause EISA requires a valid (conect) address to be available one-halfto one-and-one-half BCLK(clock) cycles before
valid data can be captured by the coprocessor (see Fig. B).
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the controller runs from two clocks: one for the SCSI proto_
col and one for the host bus interface, with the synchroniza_
tion between the two domains occurring inside the chip.
Working with NCR, we were able to get an internal bus re_
quest signal brought out ofthe chip that deasserts when
one
transfer is left. Without this signal the EISA burst cycle
would not have been possible. Finally, the NCR bBCZl0 pro_
vides a l0-Mbyte/s 8-bit SCSI, which is an added value over
the built-in SCSI (5-Mbyte/s) on the workstations.
Clocking. A clock synchronization scheme is primarily deter_
mined by the types of interfaces that are being connected
together. In this case, the EISA bus control signals and data
are synchronous with the EISA bus clock (BCLK),which un_
foftunately does not have a fixed frequency nor does it have
a guaranteed duty cycle from period to period. The
68040-type interface ofthe b3CZlO has all ofits signals rela_
tive to its clock.
Fig. 8. IIP EISASCSIcardblockdiagram.
master gasket approach described earlier is used to com_
bine two different domains together with logic to translate
signals from one to the other while meeting the functional
and timing requirements of both.
In this case the two domains are EISA and the bus interface
logic of the NCR 53C710 SCSI controller chip, which is configured to function as a 68040 microprocessor synchronous
bus (see Fig. 8). Some of the differences between the SCSI
controller and EISA that are handled by the bus gasket logic
are given in Table I.

TableI
SignalDiflerences
BetweenEISA
andthe NCBSlC7t0SCSIController
Chip
EISA

NCR53C710

- Addressbits
A[31:21

- Addressbits
A[3t:01

- Indicates which
BE[3:01
bytes are valid at the current address

StZ[O:l]_ Indicates data
width at the current address

Pipelined address

Nonpipelined address

Bus Control Logic

Bus Control Logic

Start*- Indicates address
ofcurrent VO transaction
- Indicateswait
EXRDY
(VO
state
transaction is
done at the end of the
wait state')
- Indicates32-bitEX32
wide data path

TS- yO transfer start
(addressavailable)
TA- Tlansfer acknowledge (VO done)

The NCR 53C710SCSIcontroller was selectedfor the EISA
SCSIcard mainly for software compatibility with the built_in
SCSIport ofthe Series200workstations. The EISA SCSI
software is describedin the article on page g7.
The NCR 53C7f0 SCSIcontroller provides severalfeatures
that made it attractive for our implementation. First of all
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The simplest answer to this problem was to connect the
EISA clock BCLKto the host bus interface clock so all signals
would be sy,ncfuonized with the EISA clock. Unfortunately,
this would not work because of the different protocols and
the need to burst longer on EISA (for perf'orrnance reasons)
than the burst length built into the b3C7l0.
Another option was to mn the controller from a different
clock and synchronize it with the EISA clock domain. This
would not work because the timing losses in the synchro_
nization would degrade the throughput of the ca.rd and not
allow EISA to operate optimally. Another scheme considered
was to generate a clock from a phase_locked loop circuit to
feed into the 53C710.This was not chosen because the EISA
clock operates from 6 to 8.BBMHz and can stretch, creating
a nonoptimal duty cycle which could create a problem for
the phase-locked loop circuit.
The solution chosen was to create a 2x multiple of the EISA
clock and present this new clock to the b3CZl0. This allows
the 53C710 to run in nonburst mode (larger transfer size)
and be synchronized with the EISA bus.

AddressGeneration.
Sourcingthe EISA addresswas a major
area of concern becauseof the pipelining behavior of the
EISA bus in burst mode. To provide addressesfor reads
from a SCSIperipheral (writes to EISA memory), the
53C710is allowed to run aheadof the EISA bus while the
data is latched.This effectively pipelines the next address
from the 53C710.For writes to a SCSIperipheral (reads
from EISA memory), the b3CZlOcannot be allowed to mn
aheadbecausethe EISA data is not valid until the end ofthe
clock cycle. For this case,an addresspredictor (counter) is
used to first latch then pipeline the EISA address,which will
always be sequential within any single bus tenancy.t The
control logic for the addressprediction circuit must also
know when to increment the addresscorrectly basedon
inputs from the EISA slavebeing accessed.
GontrolSignals.Someof the EISA control signalswere not
very difficult to handle since they had equivalent signals in
the 53C710domain.For examplethe EISA Start*and the
53C710TS(transfer start) signals both indicate the begiruring
t Bustenancy
isthelength
oftimea device
is incontrol
ofandusino
theEISA
bus

of a cycle (or the address phase). However, the EISA MSBurst*
signal, which is asserted when a card wants to perform mastered burst transfers, has to be generated because there is
no 53C710 equivalent. In addition, the MSBurst*signal must
be deasserted to ensure that the card cannot burst across a
lK-byte boundary (per the EISA specification), burst across
the boundary created by the address predictor (memory
reads only), or burst when the data being transferred is less

contained in the ISP). This arbiter will assert the corresponding bus grant signal when the bus is available'

than a double word.

for the approPriate DMA channel.

The address predictor burst boundary is created by the fact
that the counter only loads the first address of a transfer
while in the first adfuess phase of the 53C710' From then on,
the address is incremented based on the EISA EX32*and
signals and cannot be reloaded' Therefore' when the
EXRDY
count goes to all ones, the 53C710 must back off, release the
EISA bus and rearbitrate for the EISA bus.

Depending on the DMA arbitration sequence selected on
EISA, the channel priority can be quite different' In the fixed
DMA priority arbitration sequence' each channel has a different priority level, with channel 0 being the highest and
channel 7 the lowest. In the rotating DMA priority arbitration sequence, there are two levels of priority' The top level
uses a four-way rotation to grant bus access sequentially to
channels 5. 6, and 7. The fourth position is channel 4, but
this is used as a cascade port for the channels at the lower
level. The lower level also uses a four-way rotation to select
sequentially from channels 0, 1, 2, and 3.

The less-than-32-bit boundary is created by the 53C710' For
example, when the controller is completing a transfer and
the Iast transfer is three bytes long' the transfer will be split
into two-by'te and one-byte moves. This will create problems
for the address prediction logic because it will increment
the address between these transfers and place the last byte
in the wrong location. In this situation, the 53C710 will back
off, release the EISA bus and rearbitrate for the EISA bus'
EISA and DMA
A centralized DMA controller is provided on the EISA
adapter board. This architecture simplifies the design of the
DMA portion of any add-on DMA card because the complex
functionality associated with handling DMA transfers is concentrated on the system end ofthe bus. The DMA controller
on the EISA adapter board is the master of the DMA devices
connected to the EISA bus because it services their requests. A DMA device can be configured in a combination of
different ways to optimize its performance on EISA'
DMA devices can be programmed for data transfers using
one of four DMA cycle types available on EISA' The ISAcompatible cycle allows ISA DMA devices to operate without any hardware or software modifications' These devices
will have a higher data transfer rate on EISA than ISA as a
result of EISAs efficient bus arbitration. The Tlpe-A and
T5.pe-BDMA cycles are EISA modes that allow some ISA
DMA devices to achieve even higher performance with special software modifications. The burst Tlpe-C DMA cycle is
the highest-performance EISA DMA cycle' and is only available for EISA DMA devices designed specifically to transfer
data every clock Period.
EISA provides seven lSA-compatible DMA channels' Any
DMA device on EISA can be assigned to use one of these
channels. The channels available are channel 0 through
channel 3 and channel 5 through channel 7. Channel 4 is the
cascaded channel and is reserved for system use' Also, each
channel can be programmed to support 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit
data transfers.
The Intel 82357 integrated system peripheral (ISP) provides
the centralized EISA DMA controller capabilities' The ISP
resides on the EISA adapter board. The DMA controller,
refresh controller, CPU, and bus masters all share the EISA
bus. A device requesting use ofthe bus must assert its bus
request signal to the centralized arbitration controller (also

For a DMA device, the bus request signal is DR0<x>,where x
represents the DMA channel number' All the DR0<x>signals
are fed to the DMA controller, and the DMA controller acts
as the intermediary by arbitrating for the bus on behalf of
the DMA channels. When the DMA controller has been
granted the bus, it asserts the acknowledge signal (DAK*<n)

The DMA controller supports three types of EISA DMA data
transfer modes: single, block, and demand modes' In the
single mode, a DMA device will perform one transfer for
each arbitration cycle. In the block mode, a DMA device will
perform a block oftransfers for each arbitration cycle' In
the demand mode, a DMA device will perform a group of
transfers for each arbitration cycle, but it can suspend transfers temporarily by deasserting its DR0<x>signal' Rlock and
demand transfer modes can be preempted by other devices
requesting the bus.
A DMA device is not allowed to add wait states during an
EISA DMA data transfer since it is essentially a "third party"
on the bus monitoring the transaction taking place between
the bus master and the memory slave. In other words, the
DMA device must follow the timing of the transfer already
negotiated between the bus master and the memory slave'
The bus master in this case happens to be the DMA controller, which has initiated and is controlling the transfer'
TWo HP-designed EISA add-on cards support the burst
lVpe-C DMA cycle using the demand transfer mode' The
EISA HP-IB and EISA PSI cards both use DMA cycles to
transfer data because the data structures are more blockoriented. Since the DMA controller is centralized and the
DMA devices do not have to source bus addresses, this
reduces the complexity ofthe cards.
The IIP EISA IIP-IB Card
The HP EISA HP-IB card is divided into three functional
blocks: the EISA interface, the FIFO buffers, and the HP-IB
interface (see Fig. 9). This card has a 16-bit \pe-C DMA
module designed to support the demand transfer mode for
transferring data between system memory and the HPproprietary lTLl HP-IB controller chip. The EISA HP-IB
card can be programmed to use one of seven DMA channels'
A 16-bit EISA DMA device can transfer data at rates up to
16.7 Mbytes/s using burst cYcles.
The lTLl controller chip provides the complete logical
HP-IB interface defined by the IEEE 488 (IEC 625) specification. It also has a local-host interface that appears as a set of
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Fig. 9. HP EISA HP-IB card block
diagram.

eight ad&essable registers and provides buffering for out_
bound and inbound HPJB data transfers through two inter_
nal FIFO queues. The local-host interface ofthis chip is con_
nected to the EISA interface and controlled by the local
DMA state machine on the EISA Hp-IB card.
The outbound direction is defined as data movement from
system memory to the HP-IB. DMA transfers in this direc_
tion are performed with memory read cycles and VO write
cycles to move data directly from the system to the card.
Conversely, the inbound direction is defined as data movement from the HP-IB to system memory. DMA transfers in
this direction are performed with VO read cycles and mem_
ory write cycles to move data directly from the card to the
system.
FlF0 Buffer. In the processor-to-peripheral data path, data
transfers between components of different speeds can
EISA0utbound
TristateButfer
EoEN
/-\
tl/ -

drastically reduce performance. Even with a DMA channel
between the system and the peripheral, the processor must
be ready to relinquish the bus on short notice, and go to an
idle condition. In addition, the data-path reduction from a
wide bus to a narrower bus will drop the data throughput by
a significant factor.
A buffer helps to offload the burden the peripheral places on
the processor during less-than-optimal transactions. The
data transferred between the system and the peripheral will
be padded in a first-in, first-out (FIFO) manner. The FIFO
memory can perform this function.
To smooth out the DMA transfers, the EISA Hp-IB card has a
set of FIFO memories that act as an elastic data buffer be_
tween the faster synchronous EISA interface and the slower
asynchronous HPIB interface (see Fig. 10). physically, this
external FIFO buffer sits between the EISA interface and
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Fig. 10. FIFO buffers for the EISA Hp-lB card.
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the local-host interface of the lTLl, and supplements the
two eight-deep, byte-wide inbound and outbound FIFO
queues in the lTLl. In addition to the mismatch in bus
speeds, there is a mismatch in data widths between the
EISA and HP-IB interfaces on the card. The card has a 16-bit
data connection to EISA, while the HP-IB interface is only
an 8-bit bus. A direct 8-bit HP-IB interface to EISA cuts the
EISA data throughput in half, when compared to a l&bit btts'
During the investigation phase of the EISA HP-IB card project, a 32-bit EISA DMA architectu-re was proposed' However,
the twofold increase in the complexity and cost to implement
justithe FIFO buffer for a}2-blt architecture could not be
fied for this card. Thus, the 16-bit architecture was selected,
which met the project's performance artd cost obiectives'
The FIFO buffer has a 16-bit port on the EISA side and an
&bit port on the HP-IB side. Logically, trro 64deep, b1'te-wide

FIFO memories appea.r as a single 64-deep, word-wide FIFO
buffer to the EISA interface. However, these two FIFO memories look like least- and most-significant byte data banks
to the local-host interface. A separate 8-bit bypass port is
available that allows the system direct VO slave access to
the lTll's control and status registers without having to go
through the FIFO memories.
In addition to the local DMA state machine controlling the
local DMA process between the FIFO buffer and the localhost interface of the lTLl, there are two EISA DMA state
machines controlling the EISA DMA processes between the
EISAinterface andthe FIFO buffer (see Fig' 11)' They are
the outbound EISA DMA state machine and inbound EISA
DMA state machine. Together, the three DMA state machines
can handle the concurrent loading and unloading of the
FIFO buffer.
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Fig. 11. DMA statemachines.
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During an outbound DMA transfer, the outbound EISA DMA
state machine loads data from the EISA interface into the
FIFO buffer, while the local DMA state machine unloads the
data from the FIFO buffer to the outbound FIFO queue in
the lTLl. During an inbound DMA transfer, the local DMA
state machine loads data from the inbound FIFO queue in
the lTLl into the FIFO buffer, while the inbound EISA DMA
state machine unloads the data from the FIFO buffer to the
EISA interface. The data can only be sent in one direction at
a time through the FIFO buffer. The appropriate bank of
tristate buffers is selected to control the direction of the
data flow. In addition, the data width mismatch is resolved
by packing the HPIB data bytes into l6-bit words for EISA
on inbound transfers, and unpacking the l6-bit words from
EISA into bytes for the HPIB on outbound transfers. For the
byte-packing function, the bytes are amanged so that the
first (and subsequent odd) byte rcceived on an inbound
transfer is the least-significant byte of the l6_bit word. For
the word-unpacking function, the bytes are arranged so that
the first (and subsequent odd) byte transmitted on an our_
bound transfer is the least-significant byte of the l6_bit word.
On the HP-IB side of the FIFO buffer, two octal tristate buff_
ers are used to funnel the outbound data to ttre lTLl Hp_IB
controller chip. This multiplexer, controlled by the local
DMA state machine, separates the 16-bit word into two
bytes by selecting one of the two octal buffers sequentially.
(The least-significant blte is selected first.) AIso, two octal
tristate buffers are used as a demultiplexer to move the in_
bound data bytes from the lTLl into the FIFO buffer. One of
the two buffers is selected (the least-significant byte first) to
assemble a 16-bit word in the FIFO buffer. This demultiplexer
is controlled by the local DMA state machine.
On the EISA side of the FIFO buffer, a word-wide tristate
buffer is used to direct the outbound 16-bit words from the
EISA interface into the FIFO buffer under control of the
outbound EISA DMA state machine. Also, a word-wide tri_
state buffer is used to direct the inbound 16-bit words from
the FIFO bufferto the EISA interface under control ofthe
inbound EISA DMA state machine.
DMA Transfer Process. For an outbound DMA transfer, the
EISA outbound DMA request signal (E0DR0)is asserted by
the outbound EISA DMA state machine when the EISA DMA
circuitry is configured and armed on the EISA Hp_IB card by
its software driver and when the FIFO buffer is empty. The
condition of the FIFO buffer being empff is necessary to opti_
mize use and performance of EISA and to maximize use of
the FIFO buffer.
The card will intemrpt the system following the completion
of the outbound DMA transfer when the EISA terminalcount signal (one of the DMA control signals going to the
state machines) is asserted by the system (indicating the
last EISA DMA cycle) and the FIFO buffer has reached its
empty condition after flushing the last data going out to the
lTLl chip. At this point the card is ready to be serviced and
rearmed for another DMA transfer.
For an inbound DMA transfer, the EISA DMA request signal
(E|DRO)is asserted by the inbound EISA DMA state machine
when the EISA DMA circuitry is confrgured and armed on
the EISA HP-IB card by its driver and when either the FIFO
buffer is partially filled with the last-data flag set, or when
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the FIFO buffer is full. The condition of the FIFO buffer be_
ing full is necessar;z to optimize the use and performance of
EISA and to maximize use of the FIFO buffer. However, a
peripheral on the HP-IB may not always send back enough
data to the card to fill the FIFO buffer, and the buffered data
may sit here for an unexpectedly long period of time if it has
to wait for the buffer to fill up completely. To get around the
problem ofhaving stale inbound data in the FIFO buffer, an
external last-data flag is set by the lTLl when it detects the
HP-IB end-or-identify (E0t) signal. The Hp-IB EOtsignal is
asserted by the peripheral to signify that thc last data byte
was sent to the card during an Hp-IB data transfer sequence.
The flag status and the FIFO buffer status infonnation are
used by the inbound EISA DMA state machine. In this case,
the stal,e machine will assert the EISA DMA request signat if
the last-data flag is set ancl there is data in the FIFO buffer.
This ensures that t.helast chunk of inbouncl data will be
properly flushed from the partially filled FIFO buffer.
The card u,ill interrupt the system following the conrpletion
of the inbound DMA transfer when the EISA terminal_count
signal is assefi,ed by the system (indicating the last EISA
DMA cycle), or when the last-data flag is set and the FIFO
buffer has reached its empty condition after flushing the last
data going into system memory. The former situation will
occur when the DMA counter in the DMA controller
matches the inbound HP-IB data count exactly. A more likely
scenario is the latter situation, that is, the DMA transfer ends
upon the setting of the last-data flag. When the DMA counter
is loaded by the driver with a value greater than the prede_
termined amount of data to be received from the Hp_IB pe_
ripheral, the ter"rnination of the inbound DMA transfer is
controlled by the card and not the DMA controller. The card
can "prematurely" end the transfer (with respect to the sys_
tem) by deasserting the EISA DMA request signal and inter_
rupting the system when the HP-IB EOlsignal is detected
during a data transfer. The intermpt service routine will handle the residual value in the DMA counter. At this point the
card is ready to be serviced and rearmed for another DMA
transfer.
The HP EISA PSI Card
The HP EISA programmable serial interface (pSI) card pro_
vides the means to support X.2b and SNA on Series 200
workstations. The card is programmable in that the network
protocol code is downloaded from the host system into the
card's memory for execution by the card's microprocessor.
This makes it possible to use the same hardware platform
for X.25 or SNA functionality. The EISA pSI card is a B2_bit
$pe-C EISA DMA module capable of 33-Mbyte/s transfers
on EISA using any one ofseven DMA channels. TWo hard_
ware interfaces are supported on the single frontplane port:
RS-232 and V.35. The proper frontplane signals are automati_
cally selected depending on which interface cable is plugged
into the frontplane connector. The user does not have to set
any switches or jumpers to configure the frontplane.
In general, a card such as the EISA pSI would use a micro_
processor to run the networking protocols, a local DMA
controller to manage the data transfers on the card, and a
serial controller to do the protocol conversions for the front_
plane interface. In the past, this would have required three
separate chips. The EISA PSI card uses the Motorola

MC68302integratedmultiprotocol processor,which integrates these three functional blocks and other support circuitry into a single chip. The core of the MC68302is a
Motorola M68000microprocessor.The MC68302provides
three serial communications controllers, each with its own
supporting DMA channels'One of these serial communication controllers is used in lieu of a separateserial controller
chip on the EISA PSI card. The MC68302also provides an
additional DMA controller (IDMA) which is independentof
the DMA channelssupportingthe serial controllers' The
EISA PSI card uses the IDMA instead of a separate DMA
controller chip to managethe transfer of data between the
card's SRAMand DRAM blocks.
The EISA PSI card requires a large block of onboard memory for the microprocessor's protocol firmware and the data
to be processedand transferred acrossthe frontplane' If this
memory is also interfaced directly to the EISA bus, the host
can transfer data via DMA directly to and from this memory'
One of the requirementsof the EISA DMA processis that
upon receiving its DMA acknowledgesignal, DAK*<x>,the
DMA device must be able to provide data on an inbound
transfer or receive it on an outbound transfer immediately'
The DMA device is not allowed to delay the transfer by inserting wait states.If the DMA acknowledgeis received
while the card's microprocessoris accessingmemory this
requirementwould be violated becauseof the time required
for the microprocessorto releasememory to the EISA DMA
process.
One way to solve this problem would be to keep the microprocessorfrom accessingmemory as soon as an EISA DMA
transfer is requestedby the card, and not releasingaccessto
the microprocessoruntil the DMA transaction is complete'
This was not an acceptablesolution for the EISA PSI card'

since the latency between the request of DMA by the card
assertingDRO<pand the cornmencementof DMA on receipt
of the DMA aclcrowledge signal is variable because of the
arbitration mechanism in EISA This time added to the EISA
DMA transfer time would prevent the microprocessor from
accessingmemory for too long.
If the MC68302is blocked from accessingthe memory holding its firmware and data buffers for any significant length
of time, the microprocessorcannot executecode and the
serial frontplane will be starved for transmitted data or overrun with received data.
Therefore,we choseto implement two separatememories
on the EISA PSI card: a fast SRAM on the EISA bus to act as
a data buffer for DMA transfers, and a large lM-byte DRAM
to provide space for the downloaded protocol firmware and
daia buffers (see Fig. 12).This approachsimplified the card
architecture considerably. The SRAM is isolated from the
microprocessor data bus by tristate transceivers' This allows
EISA DMA transfers to SRAMto execute while the microprocessorhas full accessto the data buffers in the DRAM
memory. The entire EISA DMAtransaction canbe completed
to the SRAMwithout any interferencewith the microprocessor. This approachalso had other benefits.The microprocessor and DRAM controller use a 16-MHzclock, and with this
design,synchronizationwith the EISA bus clock is not required. Separatememoriesalso helped reduce the materials
cost of the board. Sincethe protocol code requires 1M bytes
of memory an implementation with technology fast enough
to support EISA DMA from the same memory would have
been much more expensivethan the DRAM used'
The basic processfor PSI outbound transfers starts with the
EISA DMA transferring data from the host system memory
to the card's SRAM.Then the MC68302'sIDMA transfersthe

Fig. f2. SRAM and DRAM on the HP EISA PSI card'
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Board-Level simulation of the series 200 ErsA cards
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data from the SRAM to the DRAM, and the MC6g302's serial
SRAM and the DRAM. This same control register also acti_
controller transmits the data from the DRAM to the front_
vates the state machine on the card that handles the out_
plane link. This entire process actually involves several
bound EISA DMA transfer on the card. The outbound state
more detailed steps. First, the host must set up the system
machine asserts the EISA DRO<x>
signal (the specific DMA
for EISA DMA by programming the DMA controller in the
channel is selected during initialization) and controls strob_
Intel 82357 on the EISA adapter. Then the EISA pSI driver
ing data from the EISA bus into the SRAM after the DAK*<x>
software must provide the card with some control informa_
signal is received.tt
tion by writing to specific registers located in the card's
When the EISA DMA transfer is contplete, the outbound
DRAM using EISA slave accesses. The MC6SB02 will be in_
state machine intermpts the MC68B0Z microprocessor. The
temrpted when the host has provided this information. To
microprocessor then sets up the transfer ofthe data from
prepa-re the card for the EISA DMA transfer, the micropro_
the SRAM to the DRAM using its IDMA controller. The
cessor loads a starting address into the address counter for
MC68302 has a 16-bit data bus, but the SRAM and DRAM are
the SRAM. EISA DMA does not provide acldresses for the
32 bits wide. TWo pairs of isolation transceivers are used to
DMA device, so the EISA PSI card must create its own ad_
select the proper bytes for data transfers involving the micro_
dresses for the SRAM to point to where the data should be
processor. After the data has been transferred to the DRAM,
transferred. The microprocessor then writes to a special
control register that serues to isolate the SRAM from the
tt TheEISA
(MSB
busisa litrle
endian
isbyte
3)andthe68000
(lvSB
busisa bigendian
isbyte
rest of the card by disabling the transceivers between the
pSlcard
0).Theendians
areswitched
ontheEISA
bytheEISA
backplane
transceivers
shown
i n F t g1
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the microprocessordoes the processingnecessaryfor whatever network protocol is running on the card. Then the data
is transferred by the MC68302'sbuilt-in serial controller to
the frontplane.
The basic processfor inbound transfers is the outbound
transfer in reverse-the MC68302'sserial controller transfers the received data to the DRAM, then the MC68302's
IDMA is used to transfer the data from the DRAM to the
SRAM,and EISA DMA is used to transfer the data from the
SRAMto the host systemmemory.
The inbound processbeginswhen the serial controller in the
MC68302transfers the incoming data into a predefined location in the DRAM using its assignedDMA channelbuilt into
the MC68302.The microprocessorthen executesthe necessary protocol processingon the data. Meanwhile,the host
sets up the DMA controller on the EISA adapterfor the EISA
DMA transaction.As with the outbound transfers,the host
writes setup information to the registersin the DRAM on the

EISA PSI card and then intemrpts the MC68302to signal
that the information is available.The microprocessortransfers the data from the DRAM to the SRAM using its IDMA
controller. It then loads the starting addressinto the SRAM
addresscounter and writes to the control register to isolate
the SRAMand signalthe inbound state machine to request
DMA. The inbound state machine assertsthe EISA DR0<x>
signal and controls the strobing of the data out of the SRAM
signal is received'
onto the EISA bus after the EISA DAK*<x>
Memory and VO Slave Overview
Another type of devicethat can be placed on the EISA bus is
a memory or VO slavedevice.EISA supports 8-bit, 16-bit,
and 32-bit data transfer cycles for slave devices.This includes
ISA-compatibletiming for ISA memory and VO slaves.EISA
memory and VO slavescan support 32-bit data transfers,but
burst cycles and full 32-bit addressingare availableto EISA
memory slavesonlY.
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The slave devices are accessed by the host CpU or bus master. The standard EISA memory and VO cycle type completes
one transfer every two BCLKperiods :6suming no wait states.
Slower slave devices may lengthen a transaction by inserting
wait states.
Each EISA card must support some form ofVO slave access.
This enables the system to read the EISA identification information from the card during the EISA configuration process. Nonburst memory or yO transfers are not as efficient
as burst DMA transfers for the movement of data, so the
slave interface is generally used for sharing control and status information between the system and the EISA card.
For example, the EISA PSI card supports three types of
slave interfaces. It provides an 8-bit EISA yO slave interf'ace
for access to the EISA information stored in the architected
EISA identiflcation and control registers. The card also provides a 16-bit EISA VO slave interface for access to its control and status registers. Finally, the card has aB2-bit EISA
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memory slave interface to allow the system quick and direct
access to onboaxd DRAM without having to go through the
EISA DMA process. (The DMA process requires some overhead to set up, which is not very efficient for accessingjust
a few bytes at a time.) The DRAM is mapped into the system
memory space so that it can be a shared resource between
the system and the card's onboard microprocessor. This
allows effrrcient access to the stacks of information related
to the control of the network protocols mnning on the card.
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Software for the HP EISA SCSI Card
areusedto
andtheotheronline,
Oneoffline
architectures,
Twosoftware
700workstations.
fortheHP9000Series
support
provide
SCSI
EISA
byBillTltomas,AlanC.Berkema,EricG'Tausheck,andBrianD'Mahaffy

The SCSI(Small Computer SystemInterface) bus requires
support from many offline and online software modules'
llo"n of tn" software has a layered structure and mns during the normal run time of the HP-UX* operating system' The
SCSIinterfaces for the HP 9000Series 700include the built-in
5-Mbyte/ssingle-endedSCSIinterface and an optional add-on
HP 21525AEISA SCSIinterface card with a l0-Mbyte/s differential SCSIbus.t This article will focus on the optional
add-onHP EISA SCSIinterface card.

Iti

::i

The EISA SCSI software falls into three categories: softrrare
that runs before the systemis completelybooted (offline
software), software that runs after the HP-UX or MPE system has started rururing (online software), and special test
software that provides workloads and stressconditions not
normally achieved by mn-time system software'

*tt.,

In a running system a layer of software drivers provides the
interface between the user's program and the interface card'
Each VO request may involve different layers depending on
the kind of requestand type of device' Fig' 1 shows the architecture for the EISA SCSI software drivers' In this architecture the HP-UX kernel, on behalf of a user process,starts
an VO operation by invoking a peripheral device driver
through an open, read, write, or close procedure' The peripheral device driver converts the request into one or more
SCSIcommandsand passesthem to the transport layer' The
peripheral device driver and the transport layer are not depenaent on the implementation details of the SCSIinterface
or the VO bus hardware.The transport layer determines
which SCSIinterface the requestis for and passesthe commands to the appropriate interface driver' The interface
driver is aware of the implementationof the SCSIinterface
and operatesaccordinglY.
Offline software and firmware mns before the HP-UX system
is functional. This software includes the processor dependent code (PDC), the VO dependentcode (IODC), the initial
systemloader,the HP-UXloader,the iomapprogram' and the
SCSIproduct verification program.All of this software is
requiied so that the EISA SCSIinterface can be used to boot
the system.Processordependentcode provides a standard
uniform accessto certain basic operationsof the system
such as systemreset and boot, systeminformation (e'9"
time of day), and the ability to load VO dependentcode'
Each computer system (e.g.,Model 710,720,or 750)has its
own version ofprocessor dependentcode stored in ROM on
the CPU board. The VO dependentcode contains information about its associatedhardware and proceduresthat are
loaded and executedduring bootup. Theseprocedures
provrding
longer
immunity'
f0rbetternoise
lransceivers
usesdifferential
SCSI
t Diflerentral
rates
transter
andhigher
cables

SystemBus

SCSIBus

susl Bus
ltus
SCSI

* Portionsof TestHardwareandSoftwareConfiguration
with
Fig. 1. The otlline software ntoclrtles uscd for comrnunicating
SCSI devices.
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test the hardware, detect devices (e.g., disks) connected to
it, and read and write data to and from these devices. Each
VO card connected to the EISA VO bus that might be a potential boot device has a ROM containing VO dependent
code. For built-in interfaces such as the built_in SCSI port,
the VO dependent code is located in the same ROM as the
processor dependent code (see Fig. 2).
The iomapprogram permits the user to examine and test the
hardware without having to load the Hp-UX operating sys_
tem. The SCSI product verification program can also be mn
without the operating system. Because the operating system
is not loaded for these programs, tests and other operations
can be performed that the operating system would prevent
from running.
This article will discuss the implementation of some of these
software modules and the test process for the interface
driver.

boot from. The possible locations of boot devices include
the server nodes accessible through the built_in LAN interface or other devices connected to the built_in SCSI inter_
face. Boot devices also include devices accessible through
the EISA VO bus such as a SCSI device connected to the
EISA SCSI interface. For the configuration shown in Fig. 2,
the boot process would proceed as follows:
l. The reset procedure in the pDC (processor dependent
code) is executed.
2. The PDC does a self-test (on the processor) and then
searches for other hardware and finds: memory a built_in
serial port, a LAN port, a SCSI port, and an EISA interface.
3. The PDC loads and executes the self-test procedure for
each item found in step 2.
4. The PDC finds that the built-in SCSI card can detect more
hardware.

Offline Software Modules

5. The PDC loads and executes the built-in SCSI's IODC (VO
dependent code).

The processor dependent code and VO dependent code
mentioned above are called offline modules because they
are only used once, and that is during the boot process.

6. The built-in SCSI's IODC reports the presence of three
disks.

Booting the System
A system power-on or reset initiates the boot process. The
boot process begins with the processor dependent code
stored in ROM on the CPU board first checking the proces_
sor and memory and then beginning a search for other sys_
tem hardware with particular interest in finding a device to

7. The PDC finds that the EISA interface can detect more
hardware.
8. The PDC loads and executes the EISA interface's IODC.
9. The EISA interface's IODC procedure reports the presence
of three VO cards with IODC.
10. The PDC loads the IODC for each EISA card and
executes each card's self-test procedure.
11. The PDC finds that the EISA SCSI card can detect more
hardware.
12. The PDC loads and executes the EISA SCSI card's IODC
search procedure.
13. The search procedure reports the presence ofone disk.

Built-lnscsl Porrwith ThreeDisks

14. The PDC loads and executes the built-in serial IODC to
inform the user that there are four disks and asks the user
which one to use. Ifthe user selects the disk on the EISA
SCSI card, the PDC loads the EISA SCSI card's IODC and
executes the procedure to retrieve the initial system loader
stored on the disk.
15. The initial system loader takes over the the process of
booting the system by running the hpuxprogram, which is
also stored as a file on the disk.
At the end of the boot process and just before a system
prompt appears on the system console, the EISA configura_
tion utility (described below) is run by the hpuxprogram.

i$ roocnom
l0DC= l/0 Dependenr
Code
P0C= processor
Dependent
Code
Fig. 2. The locations of the offline software (or firmware) modules
used during the system boot process.
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To detect a piece of hardware, information is retrieved from
a reseryed set of addresses in system memory and if valid
values are returned from these addresses, hardware is pres_
ent. When a piece of hardware is detected, its IODC is read
to determine what kind of hardware it is and what revision.
The IODC procedures for the EISA SCSI card and the initial
system loader are discussed in more detail later in this ar_
ticle. When an IODC procedure is loaded and executed. it is
loaded into system memory.

EISA SCSI Card Configuration
The EISA bootable interface for HP 9000 Series 700 workstations had to overcome the problem of needing a configbe
ured interface subsystem before the subsystem could
the
configure
to
used to boot the system, while the utility
had
system
host
the
until
mn
subsystem could not be
the
booted-a classic system configuration problem' Unlike
perpredominant EISA bus implementations on MS-DOS@
sonal computers that have an internal disk drive to boot
from, the Series 700 workstations need to provide a basic
of
configuration for booting from many different types
external devices.
Part of the EISA standard, which is intended for usability'
jumpers' Inspecifies that EISA cards have no switches or
predecessor
(the
cards
ISA
dustry Standard Architecture or
setting
for
jumpers
switches
and
had
of EISA) commonly
700
Series
transfers'
VO
for
configuration
basic
card's
the
EISA cards rely on utilities run at system power-on to read
on
basic conflguration information from the EISA EEPROM
(set
flip-flop
card
the
configure
to
the system motherboard
states) for VO transfers. Getting the configuration information
into the EISA EEPROM was the problem we had to overcome
in designing the Series 700 EISA SCSI card's software and
hardware architecture.
In EISA MS-DOS machines, the system boots from the internal disk drive and mns the EISA configuration utility to configure the EISA EEPROM for each of the interfaces installed'
given inThe configuration programming information for a
with
the
shipped
disk
terface is distributed on a flexible
an
workstation'
700
Series
a
typical
In
card.
EISA interface
internal flexible drive is not always available (one is available as an option, but it is somewhat rare)' Therefore, for
the Series 700 workstations the solution was to move the
EISA configuration program to the system's boot ROM' In
addition, code for configuring (setting the bits) on the interface, which is normally distributed on a flexible disk for an
MS-DOS machine, is incorporated into the VO dependent
code on the interface cards.
On MS-DOS systems, EISA configuration information is
found in a .CFGfile on the flexible disk that comes with
MS-DOS EISA cards. By using special execution options' the
HP-UX EISA configuration program generates an image of
the configuration information found in the 'CFGIfrle and
stores it in the IODC ROM when the ROM is programmed'
The process of getting conflguration information from the
IODa ROM on an EISA card to the EISA EEPROM on the
motherboard takes place during the boot process described
above. When the PDC is examining each EISA card, it reads
the EISA card's identification bytes' Ifthe bytes do not
match those found in the EISA EEPROM location for that
slot (as is the case when the card is first installed), the
PDC's configurator program reads the default ( CFG)configuplaces it
ration information from the card's IODC ROM and
If
the
identifiEEPROM'
EISA
the
in
location"
"special
a
into
cation bytes from the interface card match those found in
the EISA EEPROM for that slot, the PDC's configurator
program initializes the EISA card (see Fig' 3a)'
When the PDC loads and launches the IODC for a particular
EISA card, the IODC will examine the state of thc card to

determine if it had been preinitialized by the PDC's configurator program. If the card has been initialized, the state of
the card is not changed. If the card is found to be uninitialin
ized, the card is configured to the default CFGinformation
SCSI
EISA
700
Series
Forthe
(see
3b).
Fig.
the IODC ROM
parameters
card, the default configuration includes setting
for the SCSI address and parity checking with values commonly used bY most systems.
When the initial system loader takes over the HP-IIX boot
process, one of its tasks is to mn the eisa-config(EISA configEISA
uration) utility. When eisa-configmns it interrogates the
EEPROM for any IODC (default) configuration information
If
that might exist in the special area of the EISA EEPROM'
autoan
enter
will
eisa-config
it frnds the default information,
matic configuration mode, validate the default values and
move them to the appropriate place in the EISA EEPROM
(see Fig'
that matches the slot the EISA card is installed into
appropriate
the
booted,
is
3c). The next time the system
information for configuration will be available' The system
administrator can run the eisa-configutility manually and
modify the configuration of the interface' In the same way
as forlhe default configuration, the eisa-configutilif will
apsave the configuration initialization information in the
propriate location in the EISA EEPROM so it will be available at the next boot time.
IIP EISA SCSI VO DePendent Code
The EISA SCSI VO dependent code (IODC) is designed acThe
cording to the PA-RISC outline for bootable interfaces'
loaded
be
can
that
IODC ROM contains software modules
(see
into host memory and executed by the host processor
deare
functions
point
software
entry
m4ior
4).TWo
Fig.
The
and ENTRY-|0'
fined for the SCSI IODC: ENTRY-INIT
the EISA
both
of
initialization
function call is for
ENTRY-INIT
funcENTRY-|0
The
bus'
SCSI
the
on
SCSI card and devices
and
workstation
the
between
transfer
data
VO
is
for
call
tion
the SCSI devices on the bus' Each ofthese function entry
function
points has several subfunctions. The ENTRY-INIT
devices on
for
searching
card,
SCSI
ofthe
provides testing
testing of
and
testing,
device
initializallon,
device
brr.,
ih"
data transfer integrity' The ENTRY-I0function has functions
for read and write for both character and blocked data type
devices.
ThefirstsubfunctionforENTRY_|NlTisthe|N|T|ALIZEfunction.
preserve
During the initialization process, care is taken to
the card's configuration parameters for the SCSI address'
parity checking, and so on ifthe card has already been conhg"rla uy tne FDC conflgurator during boot' Aft'er the card
func.tion resets
configuration has been noted the INITIALIZE
the card to a lcnown state and performs lowlevel self-testing
of the hardware. The self-test includes a full register check
of the NCR 53C710 SCSI controller chip, DMA and FIFO
data transfer tests, 53C710 script execution tests, and offline
SCSI bus data and parity tests' Upon successful completion
ofthe self-test routines, either the saved card configuration
or the default configuration is used, as appropriate, to set
the interface card to an initial configured state'
is the linked pair of calls
The next function of ENTRY-INIT
two calls are actually
These
SEARCH-NEXT.
and
SEARCH-FIRST
the same subroutines called with slightly different initial
parameters. The purpose ofthese routines is to search the
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l0DC= l/0 Dgpsn4gnlgs6s
PDC= ProcessorDependent
Code
Fig' 3' Different parts ofthe BISA configuration process. (a)
comparing EISA identification bytes and ifnecessary storing
delault configuration information in a "special lccation" in the EISA EEPROM. (b)
tnitiatizlng the EISA card. (c) Running the eisa_config
utility.

SCSI bus for any devices of a type the IODC lcrows about.
The IODC lcrows about both character (tapes) and block
(disk) type devices, but currently only disks are oltered
in a
differential interface for purposes of booting the system.
The SEARCH_FIRST
routine is called first with an empty device
idenffier record passed as a paxarneter. The routine seaxches
from the highest available SCSI address downward until it
l/0 Dependent
Gode

{r0Dc}
ENTRY_II{]T
(lnitialize
EISA.
SCSt,
andSGSIDevicesl

tiITtAuzE
(TestandConligure
Cardl
SEABCH_FIRST
{FindFirstBoot
Device)

EitrnY_t0
{l/0 Transler}

--7\-Read Read Write Write

lt{tT_DEVICE

SEARCH
T{EXT
{FindSubsequent
BootDevices)
Fig.4. VO dependent code subfunctions.
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either finds a device or runs out ofaddresses to try. Ifa de_
vice responds to the search, it is interrogated to find out ifit
is a device the IODC knows how to handle. If the IODC
knows the device, the clevice identifier record will be filled
with the device's data and address location. Subsequenr
searching is done by calling SEABCH_NEXT
with the address
information maintained in the device identifier record.
The remaining subfunction for ENTRy_tNlT
is the |N|T_DEV|CE
function. The device needs to be found on the bus first by
the SEARCH_FIRST
and SEARCH_NEXT
functions before the
INIT_DEVICE
function is called. Once it is found, the targeted
device will be reset to a known state then a series of confi_
dence building steps will be taken to ensure proper commu_
nication is possible with the device. First, an internal self_
test function that all SCSI devices have built into them is
run. When the device responds that it has passed its self_test,
the INIT_DEVICE
code will then use the device's internal buffer
RAM to write a small amount of test data to the drive. The
data just written will then be read back from the drive's in_
ternal buffer and verified for correctness with what was
originally written to the drive. After all theses tests have
been successfully completed, control will be retumed to the
calling routine.

function'
has less functionality than the ENTRY-INIT
ENTRY-|O
subfuncbut is the function that does the "real work'" Four
writes
for
data
two
tions are associated with this function,
are
subfunctions
write
and
read
The
and two for data reads.
subfunction
One
functionality'
and
design
in
very similar
pair (reaA and write) is for character-based SCSI devices and
ihe other pair is designed for block transfer devices' Boot
are
support for these devices is present in the IODC if they
version'
SCSI
a
differential
in
produced
ever
Certain types of request validation and parameter checking
a
are conunon to the four subfunctions in ENTRY-|0'First
from or
check is made to verify that the device being read
written to has a block size that is an even factor of 2048
is not
bytes. The transfer is next checked to ensure that it
(because
handle
can
IODC
the
size
maximum
the
than
larger
size
of memory mapping restrictions), and that the transfer
last
The
device'
SCSI
the
of
size
is a multiple of the block
If the
check of parameters is only for sequential requests'
data addiess is zero the tape is rewound first before the
been
write or read is performed. After the parameters have
SCSI
appropriate
to
the
validated the request is translated
commands and sent out to the SCSI bus'
Initial System Loader
getting the hpux
The initial system loader is responsible for
it' The initial sysrunning
and
device
program from the boot
or use comuser
the
from
instructions
take
can
loader
tem
the
mands in the AUTOfile on the boot device discovered by
the
from
come
instmctions
functions. If the
IODC's SEARCH
The
user, the loader will prompt the user for what to do'
HP-UX
the
boot
to
hpux
run
to
loader
the
command
can
user
different
system with parameters that are the same as or
the
fiom those in the AUT0file. Also, the user can command
test
and
map
to
utility
iomap
the
run
to
initial system loader
Defect
the sysiem, or run the SCSI Product Verification and
the
Analysis (scsipvda)utility to rigorously test and diagnose
SCSI interface.
sysThe iomapprograrn can search for all components in the
converters'
bus
CPU,
memory
tem including processors'
also
interface cards, disks, and so on' The iomapprogram can
selfinvoke the self-test program for components that have
test in their IODC ROM'
(or
Running self-test programs in the initial system loader
them
running
over
boot) environment has some advantages
run
in the HP-UX system environment' Diagnostics that
advanother
many
have
system
operating
HP-UX
under the
diagtages, but if the system will not boot, these run-time
environboot
ofthe
nostics cannot be used' The advantages
such
ment include unrestricted access to system resources
depenno
and
registers
configuration
interface
as the SCSI
file
dency on many system functions such as a functional
environment
boot
in
the
system. AIso, diagnostics running
multiple
do not have to contend with concurrent activity on
control
complete
has
diagnostic
The
interfaces.
and
devices
over what activity occurs and when it occurs' To enhance
been
user friendliness, special messages for the user have
of
testing
aid
to
program
specifically
iomap
included in the
SCSI
the
when
used
are
messages
These
interface.
SCSI
the
user
IODC encounters a failure. These messages inform the
or
cabling
the
check
to
as
about what action to take, such
device.
of
a
the power-on state

unThe verifrcation and diagnostic utility scsipvdaalso runs
program,
this
iomap
der the initial system loader. Like the
program mns the IODC of the SCSI interface' The scsipvda
also mns additional tests that cannot run under the
p.ogtt*
dififp-LX operating system, such as testing the card with
hardware'
mapping
memory
ferent configurations of the VO
Once the HP-UX system has started, the diagnostics for
confirmaSCSI devices, disks, and magnetic tapes provide
with
tion of the SCSI interface functionality, although not
scsipvda'
the completeness possible with

HP-UX Run-fime SCSI UO Modules
The run-time SCSI modules run in the HP-UX kernel and
provide the interface between user-level programs and SCSI
devices.
Peripheral Device Drivers
Fig. 1 shows the logical relationship between the run-time
-od,tl"t. Each peripheral device driver is compiled sepadriver
rately and is built when the kemel is created' Each
peripheral or
has knowledge of how to manage a particular
set of peripherals and each has a standard driver interface
filethat the operating system uses for virtual memory and
applications
user
providing
for
and
management
system
with an interface to device capabilities'
write
A peripheral device driver provides open' close' read'
transand control (ioctl()) functions to the kernel' The drivers
the
into
parameters
late these function calls and their
proper state management of the peripheral through the use
device
of command sequences appropriate to the state of the
being managed and the HP-UX operating system functions
requested by a particular device driver'
funcThe SCSI standard specilies the command sets, their
periphof
general
classes
for
tions, and the possible replies
erals (e.g., a random-access class and a sequential-access
write
ctass;. ftris standardization has made it possible to
a
one peripheral device driver for a given class to handle
exFor
vendors'
multiple
from
wide variety of peripherals
can be
ample, the same peripheral device driver for disks
used for handling flexible, magnetooptical, and hard
magnetic disk drives.
periphFor the SCSI driver subsystem, the responsibility of a
eraldevicedriverislimitedtothoseaspectsoftheprotocol
that concem the device the driver is controlling' Details
protocols necabout the physical link to the device and the
host
essary for VO processes to communicate between the
by all
needed
service
interface and the devices is a common
drivers'
interface
the
provided
by
device drivers and is
Interface Drivers
of
Software interface drivers manage the SCSI bus aspects
given
a
and
drivers
peripheral
VO processes between all the
comSCSI interface. An interface driver takes VO requests
layer
transport
the
via
driver
device
peripheral
a
from
ing
VO proand presents the requests to the SCSI bus' When an
back
call
function
a
makes
driver
cessis done, the interface
driver'
device
peripheral
to the appropriate
SCSI
Sincc the SCSI bus interface can connect to multiple
multiplexing
a
provides
also
driver
interface
devices, the
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service for access and control of the SCSI bus on behalf of
all of the peripheral device drivers.
The SCSI standard defines another two levels of optional
multiplexing with a SCSI device: LUNs (logical unit num_
bers) and tagged queuing on each LUN (see ,.Update on the
SCSI Standard" on page l0B). peripheral device drivers
that
use these features need support from the SCSI protocol han_
dled by the interface drivers to support these l,evels of
multiplexing.
Interface Driver Implementation
for EISA SCSI
The SCSI standard defines the LUN and tagged queuing
fea_
tures but not the implementation or application of the fea_
tures. The interface driver provided with our first EISA
SCSI
release is designed to support only one LUN and does
not
use SCSI tagged queuing because none of the peripherals
supported in the first release use this option or have more
than one LUN.
Since the newer disk array products are best used with multi_
ple LUNs and tagged queuing, a special project was
commis_
sioned to design and implement an interface driver to sup_
port these SCSI features. This required some rethinking
about
the architecture of the built-in (single_LUN) SCSI interface
driver and consideration of methods to minimize interface
overhead to meet the increased throughput potential that
some of the newer SCSI peripheral devices offer the system
on a l0-Mbyte/s differential SCSI bus. Fig. b shows the con_
figuration of a system with single and multiple LUN devices.
We learned from an earlier project that the protocol for
man_
aging multiple LUNs and tagged queuing is largely software
queue management, and that a clear line of functionality
can
be drawn between the part of the interface driver that con_
trols the hardware-specific aspect ofthe SCSI bus and pro_
tocol and the purely software aspect of queue management
for VO processes.
We went one step farther and defined a simple way to
reuse the software queueing portion ofthe interface driver

to provide for the possibility of future SCSIbus interface
designs,or perhapsnon-SCSIbus links to SCSIbus peripher_
als.This division of functionality for the new interface driver
also allowed a division oflabor between the project team that
did the software for the hardware dependentportion of the
interface driver and the project team that did all the other
systemsoftware necessaryto support disk arrays.The team
that worked on the hardware dependentsoftware focused
on the task of implementingand proving a full_featured,
high-performance,low-latency SCSI_2standards_compliant
solution using the EISA SCSIbus interface card
The designteam tailored the EISA SCSIhardware to make it
look enoughlike the built-in interfaceso that the systemsoftware could be easily modified to support the new SCSIbus.
The HP 25525AEISA SCSIinterfacedesignincludesa SCSI
interfacechip (NCR bgc7l0) with backward compatibility
with the chip used for built-in SCSI(NCR 5BCZ0O).
These
interface chips are special-purposeprocessorsthar execute
an instruction set called SCSISCRIPIS (from NCR) and use
DMA to transfer data between host memory and the SCSI
bus. The host CPU builds the instruction strearnin system
memory that the SCSIprocessoreventuallyexecutes(one
SCRIPTSinstruction at a time) to make decisionsbasedon
SCSIbus activity anclto do the appropriate DMA transfers.
The instruction stream provides flexible test and control of
the SCSIbus while reducing the amount of host interaction
and host-inducedlatency for SCSIbus protocol processing.
The new interface driver provides the functionality required
to support disk arrays on the l0_Mbyte/s differential SCSI
bus. However,the driver does not support the built_in SCSI
intedace becauseit is optimized for the Hp 2Sl2bAhardware.
Wealso designedthe interface to provide optimized proto_
col support for the SCSIbus to minimize SCSIbus overhead.
This optimization potential results from some additional
circuitry and the flexibility of the b3C710chip used on the
HP EISA SCSIcard.
(contrnued
onpage104)

ToBuitt-int/0ASlc
{seeFig.l}

ToEISAAdapter
{seeFig.1)

DiskAnay
Fig. 5. The configuration of a system with singre and multiple
LUN scsl devices.
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Performance Advantages
The major performance difference between the EISA SCSI
card and the built-in SCSI interface is that the built_in SCSI
runs at the standard 5 Mbytes/s whereas the EISA SCSI card
implements fast SCSI-2 timing with a l0_Mbytets potentiat
(during bulk data transfer).1

!t
e6

€

;5

In comparing performance between a b_Mbyte/s SCSI bus
and a l0-Mbyte/s high-perforrnance SCSI bus, one would
expect a uniform boost in throughput. However, simply
doubling the data rate capability of the SCSI bus is not suffi_
cient. The fixed overhead of initial connection and reconnection and the hundreds of microseconds involved in target
and initiatortt overhead tlpically have a serious impact on
performance. Fig. 6 shows the effects of different SCSI
overhead times for maximum sustainecl bulk data throughput of
different lengths.
Although a higher transfer rate may also have the advantage
ofa higher VO process rate through the system, the increased
performance levels require a higher rate of the use of
limited
system resources like VO bus cycles and CpU execution
bandwidth. These factors can also limit improvements
implied by a higher transfer rate.
Meeting the high-perforrnance expectations of a lO_Mb',tels
SCSI bus required focused attention on the overhead
contributed by the HP z1b21{and on the system resources
required per VO process.
Reducing Overhead
Analysis of the graph in Fig. 6 shows that the benefits of a
l0-Mby.tels SCSI bus are not very significant until overheads
are reduced from the millisecond range to the hundreds of
microseconds range, particularly for the bulk data lengths of
4096 and 8192 bytes.
An analysis of the interface driver's execution path revealed
that the following actions could be optimized in the new
interface driver to reduce overhead:
. Consume a queue of ready-to-go initial connections
by pre_
senting them to the SCSI bus, minimizing the time that the
SCSI bus is idle when the queue is not empty
. Service disconnections and their associated
reconnections
by managing each VO process state on behalf of the taxgets
as they progress through each of their VO processes with
minimal delay on the SCSI bus
o Tlansfer bulk data by sustaining the highest
transfer rate
that the target is capable of
t Eulk
data
isdata
transferred
during
theDATA
lNorDATA
OUT
SCSI
buspnases.
tt Theinitiator
isthehost
system
thatstarts
anr/0process
0nthescsrbusandthetarget
is
theSCSI
device
receiving
l/0requests.
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Ffu. 6. Estimates of tfuoughput baseclon different levels of overhead
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transfer rate.

. Produce VO process completion messages to
the host and
its peripheral device drivers, minimizing the time from the
target's reporting status until the target frees the bus.
To reduce overhead and minimize the impact on system re_
sources during the operation of the interface driver, we fo_
cused on minimizing intemrpts and maximizing transfer
rates. In addition, we had some features added to the NCR
53C710 chip to help us minimize interrupts (see ,,Aclapting the
NCR 53C710 to Minimize Intemrpt Impact on performance,"
on the next page).

InterruPt Minimization
The most important contribution that the new driver makes
toward reducing overheadis the minimization of CPU interrupts per VO processand the reduction of the performance
otttt" remaining intermpts to both the CPU and the
"ott
SCSIbus.
In our design, the typical paths that a target takes during an
VO processresult in one intemrpt to the CPU at the end of
tfre VO process.Perhapsmore significantly,for most of the
intemrpts that do occur in the performancepath, the synchronizationtypically required between a chip and its controlling CPU during a given instanceof an intermpt service
routine is not required.The CPU and the chip continue on
an
their separatepaths while one or the other is servicing
intemrpt, or has a pending interrupt'
This independenceis accomplishedthrough the use of
memory-basedmessagesfacilitated by flags and intemrpts'
The flags are actually parts of SCSISCRIFTSinstmctions'
This format allows the chip @eingmuch less flexible than
the CPU) to participate in this interprocessorcommunication. Dependingon the particular flag, it may be a test condition for a conditional branch instruction or it may be a destination addressfor a branch instruction' The CPIJcan set
these flags one way' and with an instruction in the NCR
the
53C710 ip tttut allows memory-to-memorymovement'
"tset the flags the other waY'
chip can
The flags can be thought of as part of the messages'These
messageschangeownership between the CPU and the chip'
Intemipts are used to notify the CPU and chip when a flag
changesand its messageis ready for processing'
The m4ior messagetypes in the designare for stafting a new
process'
VO processand notification of completion of an VO
Startof an l/0 Process'A messagefrom the CPU to the NCR
as
53C710chip to start a new VO processis initially flagged
SCSI
with
message
the
owned by the CPU.The CPU fills in
new
SCRIPIS and SCSIprotocol data necessaryto start the
of
give
ownership
to
flag
a
sets
CPU
the
Then
process.
VO
using
the messageto the chip. This handoff is accomplished
the CPU-to-chipintemrpt describedabove' Whenthe chip
eventually completesthe initial connectionphasesof the
new VO process,it returns ownership of the messageto the
CPU by resettingthe associatedflag'
To minimize CPU intemrpts, the chip does not need to intermpt the CPU as part of handingthe messagebuffer back to
anthe CPU.The exception is when the CPU wants to start
reassociated
the
owns
chip
the
while
process
other VO
source ^er.ug" buffer. In this case,the CPU will set another
flag to be notified via an interrupt by the chip once the chip
finishes with the messagebuffer'
As the frequency of this condition increases,the number
of interrupts per I/O process approachestwo' We could
have designedout these "extra" intemrpts by providing multhe
tiple versi,onsof this messagebuffer' However,we found
complexity'
design
frequencytoo low to justify the cost in
for the mesU0 ProcessCompletionInterrupt'Initially the flag
indiprocess
completions
sagebuffer associatedwith VO
proVO
an
encounters
chip
the
When
cats chip ownership.
the
in
information
put
enough
will
it
cesscompletion,

Adapting the NCR 53C7f0 to Minimize
Interrupt ImPact on Performance
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messageto indicate which nexust completedand the completion status.Becauseofthe chip's ability to addressitself
as the source of a memory-to-memorymove instruction'
some of the status information is posted to the message
buffer by the chiP.
Once this information is written to memory the messagebuffer flag is changedto indicate CPU ownership of the
^"r"ug".3i.,.e the CPU is anxiously awaiting the complethe
tion of"VOprocesses,the chip interrupts it to notify it of
message'
the
read
has
newly createdmessage.Oncethe CPU
of
it resetsthe message-bufferflag, giving back ownership
chiP.
the
the messageto
In the rare casein which the CPU does not processthe mesprosageby the time the chip has encounteredanother VO
proghalt
cels completion,the chip must intemrpt and thus
writing
for
buffer
ress becauseit only has one message
completionsto and therefore it doesn'thave the ability to
remember completion information and continue servicing
SCSIbus state changesat the sametime'
proThe processcompletion intermpt will direct the CPU to
and
message
cessboth the pending VO processcompletion
the pending VO processcompletion still in the chip' In this
but
.*" th"r" is only one interrupt for two VO completions'
the
which
at
rate
the
by
stalled
progress
is
bus
the SCSI
CPU can acknowledgethe messageand pending intemlpt
and then resumechip independence'
path
A typical target SCSIprotocol through the performance
paths
performance
Other
page
103'
is depicted in Fig. I on
not
follow the same sequencingbut the target may choose
phases
process
VO
SCSI
major
the
between
to disconnect
and STATUS'
OUT,
lN or DATA
DATA
ofC0MMAND,
do
Peripheralsin the HP-UX operatingsystemenvironment
phase
OUT
DATA
or
lN
not usually disconnectin either the DATA
and
0faninitialconnectlon
withtheestablishment
thatbegins
isa relationship
nexus
t A SCSI
onpage103
Standard"
0ntheSCSI
see"Update
ofanl/0 process
endswiththecompletion
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before all of the VO process' data has been transferred.
This
is fortunate because, unless the disconnect junctures
can be
predicted ahead of time, the NCR chip interrupts
when this
occurs.
It was still a challenge for us to get the NCR bBC710
to be
able to process each of the typical target choices through
the performance path without CpU intervention once the
VO
process is started. However, it was not difficult
to imple_
ment the case in which the target does not disconnect
fiom
the SCSI bus. Forthe cases in which the target does discon_
nect, many intervening VO processes may be started or
re_
sumed before the disconnecting process continues. There_
fore, the state at which the VO process disconnects must
be
remembered.

would have typically been only 1%without using contiguous
EISA memory. However, since the io_servicesfunctions
used
for development of the interface drivers performed
this opti_
mization, we are able to sustain maximum SCSI burst rates
for the duration of bulk data transfer.

Testing the SCSI Interface Driver
Test requirements were recognized as an imponant aspect
of the interface driver development at the very beginning
of
the project and the software for testing provided speciaf
functions and workloads that the regular system software
did not normally provide. Development of the test plan
and
the test software occurred in parallel with the development
of the interface driver.

The VO process state is remembered by storing it in
each UO
process' memory in the form of SCSI SCRIPTS
instructions.
The test plan goals were taken clirectly from the Roseville
Initially the chip sets this state as part of the informatron
Networks Division software life cycle, which include:
provided for starling the VO process.
o Identifying test cases to verify
detailed implementation
o Developing all unit module and
Once the VO process is started the chip can access the
integration test cocle
VO
. Verifying accurate functionality
process state by using what amounts to a computed
with fully implemented
G0T0
dependencies and hardware.
instruction in the chip. The actual procedure usecl is
to convert (through SCSI SCRIPTS execution) the SCSI nexus
Software developed to achieve the first two goals included
into
a
the address ofthe SCSI SCRIPTS corresponding to the
user-level test program, a test peripheral device driver,
VO
and
a
process next-state actions. when the target reselects
SCSI target emulator program. The purpose of the test
a
soft_
nexus or continues on the same nexus, the associated
ware was to verify conformance to the external and internal
SCSI
SCRIPIS for the next state of the VO process are executed
specifications by controlling the interfaces above and below
and modified by the chip to reflect the new next state ofthe
the interface driver. The third goal was achieved by using
VO process.
existing stress and busy-system tests.
This feature of the design minimizes the time required
to
r*_r,
rmplementation
react to reconnections, and decouples the respons" tLe
lhe.test environment included an HP 9000 Model 720 workfrom CPU interrupt service times. CpU interrupt seMce
with an HP 25525A EISA SCSI host adapter, an Hp
times are often just as fast or faster in a lightlyloaded
sys::11:"
rbbu logic analyzer with a SCSI bus preprocessor, an HP
tem, but as the CPU workload and interrupt rate from
disk
oiher
array, several HP 97560 1.3-gigabyte disk drives, and an HP
sources increase, the seruice times increase. However with
vectra P0 with an Adaptec SCSI target emulator board.
our design the service time is only dependent on SCSI
SCRIPTS memory access times and doesn't contribute to
The test software modules and hardware configuration
are
increased CPU workload.
shown in F.ig. l.
Maximizing Thansfer Rate
In our design, the first step in transferring data as fast
as the
target is capable of handling it is for the EISA data transter
to be able to keep up with a l0-Mbyte/s maximum SCSI
transfer rate. The card doesn't buffer EISA data transf.ers
beyond the 64 bytes provided in the chip so it is important
for the card to be able to maintain the l0_Mbyte/s rate in
real
time. This problem was solved in hardware (see the article
on page 83).
The VO map hardware and associated io_servicessoftware
algorithms are used to map from contiguous virtual memory
descriptions ofdata transfers by userprograms, the kernel,
and the file system into virtual, contiguous EISA acldress
space. This is done so that the EISA hardware and software
aren't burdened with knowledge about pA_RISC page
bound_
aries and their discontinuities in real physical addresses.
Although the NCR bBC710 is capable of dealing with non_
contiguous addresses by using a separate SCSiSCnlptS for
each physical address range, the cost in performance is such
that between SCSI SCRIPIS fetches the SCSI bus is idle
and
maximum data rates can't be achieved. In the case of our
lO-Mbfie/s EISA SCSI interface, the performance cost
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User-level Test Program.The user-level test program is essen_
tially a test script interpreter. The program reads ASCII
data
from an input file, invokes the test peripheral device driver.
and then writes the test results to an output file.
An input script consists of commands and parameters to
execute a test. The basic command is executean l/0 giving
the
target identifier, the SCSI command descriptor block, the
length of the data transfer, and all the other necessary
details
as parameters. Another useful command is looolast which
was used to repeat the previous command a given number
of times. With this general mechanism many test cases could
be created byjust editing the input file and changing the
parameters. The test parameters were assembled
into a data
buffer and passed to the test peripheral device driver
through a system control (ioctl{))call.
Additional script commands were used to perform multiple
concurrent VOs, issue a SCSI bus reset, configure the host
bus adapter, and provide special instructions to cover corner
cases.
On completion of a test script the test title, test number,
and results were written to an output file. The title and test

number had a one-to-one correspondence with the test
pacases in the test plan. The results included all the input
as
such
driver
the
from
fields
return
any
as
well
rameters as
status, SCSI status, and the data transfer residue'
Test PeripheralDevice Driver.The test peripheral device
pedriver was developed by starting with a copy of a real
corthat
options
ioctlfl
new
ripheral device driver and adding
test
userlevel
the
by
issued
respond to the test commands
program.
via
The test peripheral device driver receives a data buffer
responis
program
and
test
user-level
the
from
call
the ioctl{)
control
sible for allocating kernel memory space for VO
command
SCSI
the
as
such
blocks and other data stn.rctures,
peripheral
test
the
of
function
primary
The
descriptor block.
a condevice driver is to translate the input data buffer into
trol block that the SCSI driver can understand' The control
block is then passed to the interface driver through the
the test
transport layer. After the transaction completes,
peripheral device driver is revived when its call-back function pointer receives control return parameters'
peripheral
Although it seems that we could have used a real
of
because
device driver for the above functions, we didn't
for
exceeding
test
the
is
good
example
timing and control' A
test
the maximum number of SCSI queue-tagged VOs' The
peripheral device driver could ensure that the SCSI driver
was called with the correct number of VOs to surpass the
SCSI queue-tag limit without HP-UX timing dependencies
and we could do this rePeatablY'
and the test
SCSITarget Emulator.The userlevel test program
of VOs
ntrmber
and
type
the
control
driver
peripheral device
the
lnrt tt SCSI driver will initiate. On the other end of
"
SCSI bus we used an Adaptec target emulator test adapter
great
with Adaptec software library functions, which allow
using
scenarios
Test
bus'
SCSI
the
manipulating
in
flexibility
the Adaptec functions were written in the C programming
language. The Adaptec functions provided cont'rol of each
perform a
Iink-level phase of the SCSI bus so that we could
It was
conditions'
exception
and
VOs
different
of
wide range
necessary to s;Trchronize the number of VOs between the
the
expected behaviors ofthe host and the target' However'
VO
of
type
the
read
to
general
enough
target emulator was
block'
anJ length of the data transfer out of the SCSI control
to
Test Cases.The test platform described above wa-s used
suites'
test
48
using
tests
different
500
over
accomplish
These iests were duplicated for the SCSI DATAlN and DATA
OUTphases. Each test was also performed for host data
were not
alignment boundaries to ensure that data transfers
page and cache aligned. Some of the major test suites are
listed below:

SavePointers
RestorePointers
Parity Errors
Short Data Tfansfers
Overrun Data Tfansfers
SynchronousData Transfer Negotiation
UnexpectedDisconnect
UnexpectedPhaseChange
UnexpectedMessageIn
UnexpectedReselector
MessageOut Reject

SCSI Bus Reset
VO Timeout Abort
Selection Timeout
The initial number of test cases for each suite was designed
earlier
into the original test plart based on experience with
transfer
to
chosen
host-adaptei software. Test cases were
size'
data lengths on boundaries such as 0 bytes, cache line
around
cycled
also
were
lengths
transfer
Data
page
size.
and
the
these boundaries by counting through plus and mimrs
SCSI controller FIFO size'
cases in
As actual testing progressed the number of different
of
defects
number
the
to
a test suite was increased according
was
a
suite
for
defects
of
number
discovered. If the initial
or
If
one
adequate'
were
tests
the
that
determined
zero we
was
more defects were discovered the number of test cases
defects'
expanded. Ifthe new test cases revealed additional
exhaustion'
approach
to
expanded
the test cases were
a
One area in which additional testing was required involved
by
intemrpted
0UT)
lN
or
(SCSI
DATA
data
special sequence of
generated
*""rugu. (scst urrssneE lNs). The messageswere
driver
interface
by the Adaptec target device and caused the
inmessages
The
pointers'
to examine or adjust its DMA
parameter' These
Pointers
or Restore
cluded a SCSI SavePointers
parameters added complexi{y to the interface driver, which
increased the need for extensive testing' Testing revealed
that this sequence was further complicated if an unexpected
lN was received during the SCSI DATAphase' The
MESSAGE
interface driver rejects unexpected messages'
two
White-box analysis of the design showed that receiving
also
ofthese messages in arow (separated by data) could
a systembe a problem. FYom this analysis we concluded that
necessary'
was
sequences
for
these
atic approach to testing
The basic test sequence was:
_ MESSAGE
IN_
_ MESSAGE
IN_ DATA
_ MESSAGE
IN_ DATA
DATA
_ MESSAGE
IN_ DATA
DATA
all
The objective was to develop a test matrix that included
lN
possibilities of the basic test sequence' The MESSAGE
or an
Pointers,
Restore
parameters were either SavePointers,
could
parameters
ofthe
one
Also,
lN.
unexpected MESSAGE
36
of
the
three
represent
sequences
following
,"p"ut. The
test cases we derived.
- DATA- Restore
- DATA- SavePointers
1. DATA- SavePointers
lN DATA
- DATA- Unexpected
MESSAGE
Pointers
- DATA- Unexpected
- DATA- SavePointers
2. DATA- SavePointers
Pointers DATA
lN - DATA- Restore
MESSAGE
- DATA- Save
- DATA- BestorePointers
3. DATA- SavePointers
lN DATA
- DATA- Unexpected
MESSAGE
Pointers
proExamination of available literature on statistics did not
out
parameters
vide a convenient formula for choosing four
repeat'
could
choices
ofthe
ofthree possibilities when one
Empirical reasoning led to the following solution' PermutaNow if we
tions of three taken three at a time (31) equals six'
duplicate
the
of
one
begin each of the six permutations with
get
18 (3 x 6)
we
sequences)
choices (as shown in the above
we
a
duplicate
with
six
the
of
each
end
we
if
test cases, and
cases
test
of
these
Each
cases'
test
36
of
total
a
with
up
end
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was also accomplished with data transfer lengths greater
than and less than the number ofbytes the host expected.
Begression Testing. Test execution was fullv automated
al_
lowing the tests to run with no intervention by the tester.
First a master results file was createcl by manually execut_
ing and verifying the tests one at a time. The test number
was compared to the number in the test plan and the SCSI
bus sequence displayed on the logic analyzer was rnspected
to ensure that it matched lhe expected sequence. Identical
output was written to the display and the results file and
these results were examined to be sure that they were correct. This results file then became the master results file
and
was stored in a separate directory. Differences in subsequent
test runs could be observed by comparing the current results
file with the master results file.
Resu-lts
After each test in the test plan was completed successfully
an rnstmction coverage analysis tool was used to measure
test coverage. This tool was used to determine how many
lines of code were actually executed. The analvsis tool
was
only used after every test in the test plan had been com_
pleted since it is not a good substitute for designrng
resr
cases. The tool does identify code that is never executed.
The first time the analysis tool was used it reported that
we
covered approximately 83%oof the code. The l7o/oof code
that was not executed fit into roughly three classes: code
that should have been covered by the test cases, code
that
had no corresponding test cases, and code that required
catastrophic hardware failure or extreme system conditions.
For the frrst class we identified the test cases that should
have caused exccution of the driver code and set break_
points to determine exactly why the code was
missed. For
some cases defects were uncovered in the driver and in
some cases the target emulator was not doing what it was
supposed to be doing. These conditions were corrected.
In the second class, test cases were added to the test plan
and implemented to cover the code not executed. Most were
simple omissions, but a few were extremely difficult to
cover. One case in particular required that the data transf.er
size of all outstanding VOs be great enough to exhaust the
system's VO map allocation of resources and the number
of
outstanding VOs be large enough to cause the driver to allo_
cate a new page of memory for its data descriptors used for
DMA parameters. The simultaneous o""rrrr"rr"" of these
two events required approximately three davs of test effort.
TL^
-^^--r^
r ne resutr
was wofin rf because when the block of code in
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question was finally executed the system went into panic.
a
The problem was traced to a member of a structure passed
as an argument to an io_servicesroutine that was not pointing
to the appropriate data structure, and it was only used in
this
case. In hindsight it is easy to claim that the problem should
have been found through inspection. However, this particu_
lar block of code was exceptional enough to merit testing.
After adding the cases for the first two classes, the coverage
analysis results improved to g\o/o.The remainin g Zo/o
of the
code was carefully inspected and consisted of cases for
ex_
ceptions resulting from abnormal hardware conditions such
as an unexpected interrupt from the SCSI controller and a
bad RE0/ACK
handshake on the SCSI bus. Since recovery
from these conditions used the same code as conditions
we
were able to test, we were satisfied with the quality of the
test effort and its results.
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As we move further into the 1990s, information technology
is undergoing rapid changes and significant challenges'
Business decisions are evolving rapidly to meet competition
and satisff customers. Technology is offering more choices
than were available in the past decade' Emerging clienV
server technologies and competitive business needs are
forcing information technology groups to reevaluate how
business solutions can be delivered faster'
high-qualf
HP's Worldwide Support Systems (WSS) organization is an
information technologl group that develops mission-criticalt
systems for Hewlett-Packard's worldwide customer support
business. For the last decade, WSS has developed software
applications using traditional technologies, tools, and
processes.
During the late 1980s, WSS embraced clienVserver technology to meet rapidly changing business needs' ClienVserver
apte-chnology is a form of distributed computing in which
plication processing is divided between a client process and
process. The interaction is simple: the client prou r"*"t
cess initiates requests to the server and the server fulfills the
our
request and responds to the client' This article discusses
experiences with developing client/server solutions using

The Early 1980s
During the early 1980s,the primary focus of our use of informaiion technologywas to increaseproductivity in the
support community through automation' Most of HewlettPackard'scustomer support businesswas organizedaround
axeaand region businessunits. Each ofthese businessunits
used HP 3000systemsas the primary, and sometimesonly'
businesscomputer.Becausethesebusinessunits were decentralized,transactionvolume was relatively moderate'
Our applicationswere designedto run on HP 3000computers from block mode terminals using the VPLUS/3000screen
handler.Interactive dialogswere rarely used in applications'
When communicationbetween applicationswas required' a
batch solution was usually the answer'
Systemswere designedwith very little effective code reuse'
Businessedits, databaseaccess'and screenVO were all
mixed together into a module or program' Our technology
choiceswere limited to COBOL,Image (DBMS), and the
VPLUS/3000screenhandler (Fig. 1)'
C0B0LProgram

open systems tools and technologies'
Open systems provides a unified approach for developing
and managing systems, networks, and user applications,
resulting in the ability to run a single version of a software
applicalion on different hardware platforms' Because they
on
communicate using standard protocols, products based
will
and
interconnected
an open systems design can be
work together regardless of what company manufactured
them. For a user configuring a computer system or network'
the benefit of open systems is the freedom to choose the
best component for each function from the offerings of
many manufacturers.
Our experiences began when the open system concept was
in its infancy so we leamed along with the rest of the industry. There were no clear leaders for each technology component required to develop a complete clienVserver solution'
We believe our experiences to be extremely valuable to
those who are considering clienVserver development solutions while open systems standards are being deftned'
loranexoffline
betaken
thatcann0t
applicati0ns
aresoftware
systems
t l\,4rssion-critical
dispatch'
engineer
management'
impact
adverse
{eg , order
peri0d
oftimewithout
tended
etc).
svstems,
control
inventorv

applications'
Fig. 1. Traditional architecture for early 1980s support
Thisarchitectureconsistedofasingleexecutableprogramthathanfor the user
dled its own database calls and used a fornls packagc
interface.
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There were few choices, if any, for software that would run
across multiplatlbrm or multivendor hardware or software.
Introducing new technology into this type of environment
was rarely considered. System developers worked within a
limited technology environment where constraints existed
because ofthe HP propriotary harclware selectcd.
The Late 1980s
Int.o thc mid-to-latc 1980s,different technology choict s wcre
becoming more available. Business managers were asking iI.
' we could deliver our applical.ion systcms
on pCs or Ilp_trX,r,
wrtrkstalions. Thc HP-UX operating system, compurcraided software cngineering (CASE) tools, object_oricntcrl
languages,and rclational databasermanagenlcnl.sysl(,nls
(RDBMS) were cmerging as popular alternatives to lht,
tradil.ional technologit's ancl tools we hacl used ovcr lhc
liasl
ten years.
Wc were faced with the challenge of developing a stratcg.ylo
introduce theso nerwtt'chnologies into our cxisting s.yslclns
without any delay l.o orlr customers. This challenge for<.cd
us to reevaluate our ntost fundamental principles of svstcnrs
developmcnl.
Technica.l Architecture
In the fall of 1989,WSS created a technical archil,ecrur(-lo
providc a foundation for developing a consistent long-lcrnt
design stratcgy for systetms clevelopment. 'Ihis architccl.rrre
provides a comnlon framework for designing modcrn, inlc_
grated client/sclver systents. These systems are intcgrated
in the sense that thery can operate and interact with other
applications through comnton application program inter_
faces (A-PIs) using integrated technology tools and conrpo_
nents. The componcnl.s of our current technical archite<.turc
are shown in F'ig.2.

Logical Model. This portion of the technical architecture defines a template that can be used to create or modify appli_
cations that are compatible with the open systems concept.
The logical model is described in more detail below.
RecommendedSupportingTechnologies.Supporting technolo
gies include hardware platforms, operating systems,
nct_
work serwices,languages,databases,user interfaces, and
devclopment environntents l.hat support the logical moclel.
BecommendedTools.Thcse are tools used by application cle_
velopers, designers, and rnainl,enancepersonnel for the cre
ation and suppoft ofapplication softwarc. Tools such as
rntegrated CASE ancl branch lkrw analysis are sonte of thc
recommendations.
Design and Use Standards.This parl of the archirecrure con_
sists of style guides, intcrla<.c clefinitions, and practices.
Thcse standards detrnc a (.olnlnon sct of terms and a consistent fiantework. Style guidcs inc.lude items such as guide_
lines and standards for clesignanrl coding. practices means
process standards such :rs c,ocleinspections ancl testing
strategies for client/sen'cr inrpleurentations.
In suntnrary this architeclurc has bcen adopted as the
model for IIP information ter.hnology,which is an internal
IIP function responsible tor developing and maintaining
information systems applications and nel.works for organiza_
tions such as market.ing,supporl, and accounting. The archi_
tccture is constantly being revised as new technologies,
tools, standards, and othcr methoclologies become available.
The ter:hnical architecture enables an application designer to
define an application h ternrs of the logical model compo_
ncnts, selcct the technologies needeclto support the applica_
tion, select specilic tools for hrplementing thc design, and
follow design standards so that the application will have a
common look and feel and tre able to interact consistentlv
with other applications.

Technical
Architecture
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Logical Model
The logical model shown in Fig. 3 is a clefinition or templatc
ofhow an application can be partitioned for an open sys_
tems solution. It is a framework that organizes all applica_
tions into live components: user interface, user task logic,
business transaction logic, data manager, and environment
manager. This model is a good basis for researching and
recommending open systems strategies for application development. In addition, it defines a framework for strategies
relating to application migration and third_party purchases.
F'inally,this model does not intply any specific technologies
or clienVserver configuration because these decistons are
made in otherrparts of the tcchnical architccture.
User Interface.The user interface provides the user's view
into a business application, and ntanages all communication
bctween the user and thc application. It is responsible for
p a i n t i n gl h e " p i c t u r e "l h e u s e r s e e sa n d c o l l e c t i n gu s e r l n _
put. It constructs dialogs by presenting data or choices
and
requesting selection, data input, or other responses.

the withdrawal request is edited, and account balances are
checked. These are all functions performed by the business
transaction logic.

Toor lrom 0ther
lnstallations

Data Manager. This layer manages the physical storage of
data, and provides read and write access to the data' It manages concurrent access by multiple users (business transactions). It is responsible for ensuring the physical integrity
and recovery ofdata. In the AIM example, the banking application receives requests from many users at one time'
The function in the banking application that updates the
user's account with the withdrawal information and locks
the account until the withdrawal is completed is located in
the data manager.

Fig. 3. The logicalmodel for open-systemsdesrgn'
A good example of a user interface is the automated teller
machine. or ATM, which is used for automated banking
transactions. The ATM provides an interface that enables a
user to perform a bank transaction. The interface itself is
mostly idle. However, it will interact with the user by presenting data such as accounts and balances, and requesting
selections such as withdrawals or deposits.
User Task Logic. The user task logic drives the user interface
and invokes the appropriate business transaction processing. Understanding the results of user requests and communicating them to the user interface (where the results are
displayed) are also the responsibilities of the task logic
layer. For example, in the ATM example, when the user selects an option (such as withdrawal), the ATM application
(client) formulates a request to the bank account management application to perform the withdrawal. The ATM application waits for a response from the account management application. Formulating the request to the bank
application and communicating the response to the user

ClienUServer Architecture
The five components of the logical model are interconnected through message-based interfaces that allow the
components to be separated physically into a clienVserver
conflguration. Fig. 4 shows an overyiew of our clienVserver
architecture. Applications are organized into a client, a
server, and a clienVserver interface. The client, which consists of the user interface and user task logic, deals with
presenting and managing data for users. The server, which
consists of business transaction logic and the data manager'
deals with managing the business data and enforcing business mles and policies. Finally, the environment manger
provides the clienVserver interface, which is a transparent
network linkage between client and server.
Migrating Existing SYstems
To test the feasibility of the technical architecture, we used
it on two existing production applications. The first project
consists of 100,000 lines of code and is used to dispatch and
manage software-support service calls for HP's customer
response center. This project was a step-by-step migration
from the traditional application code architecture (shown in
Fig. 1), which tlpically dispersed task and business Iogic
throughout the application, to the clienVserver stmcture

interface are task iogic functions.
EnvironmentManager.This component is responsible for
managing communication between the other four components of the logical model. Communication responsibilities
include connecting two components (dynamic and static
connections), overall management of application layer
instances, and communication from one clienVsewer installation to another. For example, in the ATM model, the environment manager allows clients to transfer funds from one
banking establishment to other banking establishments'
BusinessTransactionlogic. The business transaction logic
creates, deletes, updates, and retrieves business data' It imposes business policy or ntles upon the data' Tfansaction
and data access security is managed in this layer to control
authentication of the user requesting the transaction'
After the user presses "OK' on the ATM user interface, the
task logic will transmit the withdrawal request to the banking application. The requester ofthe transaction is validated,

Fig. 4. The client/server logical model
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defined by the technical architecture. The original applica_
tion ran in an HP 3000 MPE operating system environment
and consisted of an Image database, COBOL application
code, and VPLUS/3000 online access code. The new client
application uses a graphical user interface and runs on Hp
9000 Series 300 and 400 machines in an Hp-UX operating
system environment. The server portion ofthe application
runs in native modet on an Hp 8000 Series 900 machine
running in an MPE/iX operating system environment.
One of the objectives of this migration was to salvage as
much of the original application as possible while reengi_
neering the technical infrastmcture. The existing COBOL
code was a mixture of online code and database access op_
erations. We took the following steps in migrating the old
application to the new clienVserver architecture:
l. We evaluated existing code to determine which database
access operations should be combined with application
edits to ensure the same data integrity and performance.
2. The results from step 1 were encapsulated in apredefined
interface which became the single access path for all exter_
nal processes (clients and other batch applications). This
portion of the application is the server in the clienVserver
logical model.
3. We evaluated the existing code again to determine the
online application logic that had to be reengineered to run in
a new hardware and software environment. This environment
included an HP 9000 Series 300 or 400 running the Hp_UX
operating system and a graphical user interface based on
OSF/l\4otif. This portion of the application is the client in the
clienVserver logical model.
4. The connectivity component that enabled the application
component from step 2 to interact with the application com_
ponent from step 3 was designed and developed. This por_
tion of application and other supporting software represents
the environment manager in the clienVserver logical model.
Fig. 5 shows the components ofthe new system encapsulated
in the clienVserver model.
The technical architecture helped to describe the division of
responsibilities between the client and the server. The biggest
impact the architecture had was in determining the location
of the network. The logical model does not prohibit an ap_
plication from introducing a network between any two layers.
However, the clienVserver view of the logical model recommends splitting the application with a network between the
user task logic and the business transaction logic.
The second project involved the development ofa new
client application with a graphical user interface that runs
on HP 9000 Series 300 and 400 machines and a server application that runs in native mode on an Hp 8000 Series g00
machine. This application configures and prices support
products for HP's customer support business. The project
consisted of approximately 40,000 lines of code.
The success of these two projects proved that the technical
architecture, particularly the logical model, provided us with
a framework for migrating our installed base of applications
t Native
mode
implies
rhata machine
isusing
itsowncapabilities
inherent
t0
{capabilities
themachine)
asopposed
t0compatibility
mode,
inwhich
a machine
isemulatinq
another
machlne.
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Fig. 5. The customercall tracking systemafter migration.
to new hardware and software platforms and developing
new applications.
Process Learning Experiences
Despite the success of the two projects mentioned above,
both projects exposed areas where we needed some improvements in both process and technology.
Business Transaction Design fime. Defining appropriate busi_
ness transactions requires a lot of work at the beginning of a
project. However, investing this extra time helps build a
foundation for the rest of the application design. Once these
transactions are defined, development teams can work in
parallel.
Business transactions provide the interface between clients
and servers. If the transactions are designed properly, clients will be able to communicate with any server (aside
from security restrictions) using the business transactions
defined for it. The design of either the client or the server
can change without affecting the other as long as the busi_
ness transaction rules or the transactions themselves are
preserved. New clients can easily be added to any serverby
simply using the relevant transactions. Therefore, maintenance is decreased and reusability is increased. In addition, if
business transactions axe defined correctly, network traffic
will be reduced.

Dudng the call tracking project, we spent only 10%of our
design, code, and test time working on business transaction
design. However, with the configuration and pricing project,
we invested approximately 5fflo of our initial work on the
transaction definition. These transactions defined our application more concisely, which gave us better results and
Iess rework as the project progressed.
Use ol InformationEngineering.The technical architecture
provides one ofthe building blocks for application development. However, to meet certain business needs and improve
the development process, parallel efforts such as usability
engineering, performance engineering, and information
engineering are recommended.
We spent a lot of time reworking the transaction definitions
and code for the call tracking project because we did not do
a thorough analysis of the problem. Using information engineering techniques in the beginning ofthe proiect can save
time and effort. Information engineering provides a stmctured methodology and guidelines for discussing the how,
what, and where aspects of development. The how relates
to the processes in the application, the what is the data the
applications use, and the where refers to the location ofthe
solution (in hardware or software).
Use of Data Flow Diagrams.During the configuration and
pricing project, we used data flow diagrams (DFDs) and
stmctured analysis and structured design techniques to help
represent the flow of data among the modules of the program. This enabled us to address critical elements during
transaction deflnition. Data flow diagramming is the link
between the analysis and design phases of information
engineering.
Increase Training Time. Migrating the call tracking application
was among the first clienVserver projects for HP information technology. Because the clienVserver model brought a
new environment to HP information technology, users and
developers had to become proficient in new skills and a new
way of thinking about organizational relationships, applications, processes, and technologr. The learning curve for both
our developers and our users was substantial. We spent more
time training our developers, and did not spend enough time
training our users. The amount of time needed to train our
users was significantly underestimated. This greatly increased our acceptance risks during the implementation
phase of the project.
Consider Performance Needs' We focused our efforts more on
network performance than client performance, which later
became an issue. Client performance includes the response
time from one logical task (such as selecting help, making a
menu choice, or editing a dialog box) to the next logical
task. The client application is driven by the end user and
therefore must perform according to end-user expectations'
Thus, the performance needs of users need to be considered
so developers can balance new development tools and requirements with the hardware platforms that users demand'
CorrectHardware and Software Infrastructure.The expense of
migrating to a clienVserver environment should be considered. While migrating our applications, we discovered that we
did not have the correct hardware and software infrastructure in place. We needed high-speed networks which were

not available at all sites. This limited our communication
capabilities. In addition, we still used old hardware that had
memory limitations. This limited our ability to incorporate
new technologies, causing performance problems.
Adopt a Migration Plan. Migrating from a traditional (terminal,
host-based applications) architecture to a clienVserver architecture can be approached in phases. Existing databases
should be surrounded with a server shell. Clients can communicate with servers using properly designed business
transactions. This clienVserver separation allows the database to be replaced Iater without replacing the client' Unmigrated applications can be integrated on the user''s workstation, using terminal emulation, until they are migrated to
a new platform.
Technology Lessons Learned
Besides the process improvement lessons described above,
we also leamed some lessons about the technical architecture and our design model.
Adopt a Technical Archltecture. Today, intemal customers demand multivendor network connectivity providing standardized application services. Open systems will allow selection
from a wide range of multivendor solutions. Although open
systerns standards axe still evolving, adopting atechnical architecture will help provide guidelines for selecting technologies and tools that support open systems. This reduces the
risk of locking application developers into a vendor-specific
framework oftechnologies, tools, and processes' As standards become defined or new technologies are introduced,
migrating to open systems will be much easier.
Defining and standardizing interfaces allows application
logic to be independent of technology. The API is a standard
library of functions that separates the user from the underlying technology. Because an API can be used to encapsulate a
technologr, changes within the encapsulation can occur
without affecting application code. For example, technologies (tools) providing the interface to a database can change
without impacting the business transaction logic'
Our migration strates/ required interfaces between clients
and servers to be standardized, normalized, and poltable' For
example, HP's response center lab developed a network API
called TVAL (tagged values), for interprocess commtmication
between HP-UX and MPE/iX operating systems' This API
will protect our investment during migration from NetIPC
to an open systems product such as Network Computing
System (NCS).
Developa Businessand Data Model' Implement a model to
provide a description ofthe business that is going to be supported. This model will document what processes the business needs to meet its goals, and what information is needed
for each process. Once this information is determined, develop a data model to provide consistent definition and interpretation ofthe data wherever it is used, and ofbusiness
mles that determine its integrity' This will allow different
applications to be consistent and to interact successfully'
The objective is to manage data so that it is defined only
once, although it may be used by multiple processes or applications (clients) and physically stored in several locations
fservers).
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DevelopData Security.As we migrate to an open systems envi_
ronment, customers from outside Hp will be able to access
our systems. In our current envtonment, systems only check
for valid identification and authorization. Standards groups
are working to establish a Distributed Computing Environ_
ment (DCE) that includes security services. DCE is a com_
prehensive, integrated set ofservices developed and spon_
sored by the Open Software Foundation (OSF) which
supports the development, use, and maintenance of distrib_
uted applications. DCE supports transparent connection and
communication of any object (client or server) within a dis_
tributed networked environment.
Benefrts
While developing and migrating our applications, we also
discovered some unexpected benefits.
DevelopmentTeamIndependence.Splitting applications into
client, server, and communication components encourages
application development across organi zational boundaries.
Thus, applications can be developed in parallel, which de_
creases the time to market. The call tracking project was
developed by two different development teams in Hp's sup_
port organization. This allowed the teams to be managed
separately while the application was being developed simul_
taneously. The configuration and pricing project teams were
also split between client, server, and communication logic.
After defining the various APIs (communication, error han_
dling, and data buffer) between the client and the server,
each team was able to develop and test its part separately.
The teams worked independently and did not need to be
concemed with the internals of the other components. The
three parts were brought together successfully during
integration testing.
lower Maintenanceand Higher 0uality. Both projects greatly
simplified maintenance. We noted that most service requests
associated with the the initial release of two products were
for changes to client behavior, not business logic. Because
the user task logic (client) is separate from the business
transaction logic (server), the amourt of code to be reviewed
before a change can be implemented is greatly reduced. This
allowed us to estimate schedules easier and have faster
tumaround for application change requests. Lastly, the de_
velopment teams became familiar with the application
quicker because they did not have to learn both the user
task logic and the business logic.
Since their initial release both projects have exhibited a very
high quality. In addition, the application teams consisted of
eight to ten people for the initial release and only one to two
people during the subsequent releases.

lL4
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lmprovedApplication Testing.Server testing was automated by
defining a single interface to the seruer. We developed a test
driverthat could send predefined test cases, capture server
responses, and compare them with expected results. We
developed 2500 reusable server test cases. This accomplished
about 90/o of our unit testing. In addition, the complete test
for the server takes only two hours, allowing a full regres_
sion test suite to be run whenever the server is changed.
This allows the team to perform verifiable regression tests
quickly as needed.
Conclusion
Developing a clicnVseruer solution using an open systems
design strategr provided several learning experiences. These
experiences included leveraging current investments of
hardware, software, and personnel, choosing the right procl_
ucts and standards to integrate software, avoiding software
and hardware lock-in, and incorporating new technologies.
The technical architecture provides a framework for decid_
ing which technology and tools to use for clienVserver de_
velopment. Once this architecture is defined, migrating and
developing applications to the client/server paradigm can
be accomplished without completely rewriting existing
applications.
In addition, developing clienVserver applications using the
open systems concept means that a development environ_
ment can be tailored to meet specific business needs. This
minimizes the risk of locking developers into specific hard_
ware and software platforms and processes. Resources can
be spent on designing the best combination of existing and
new components.
Finally, we have found that the technical architecture described in this paper will work because it provides an open
systems solution, offering a simple migration path to a client/
server architecture.
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A Large-Format Thermal Inkjet Drafting Plotter, Robert A. BoeIIer,
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Thermal Inkjet Revieq or How Do Dots Get from the Pen to the
Page?

DesignJet Plotter User Interface Design: Learning the Hard Way
about Human Interaction
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Electronic and Firmware Design of the HP DesignJet Dra-fting Plotter,
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Color Science in Three-Color Inkjet Print Cartridge Development
Making HP Print Cartridges Sa-fefor Consumers Around the World
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Automated Assembly of the HP DeskJet S00C/DeskWriter C Color
Print Cartridge, I'ee S. Mason and Ma,rk C. Huth

DesignJet Plotter Chassis Design: A Concurrent Engineering Challenge, Timot,hg A. Lortgust

Color Inkjet Print Cartridge Ink Manifold Design

DesignJet Plotter End Covers Produced by Coinjection

Aclhesive Material and Equipment Selection for the IIP DeskJet
5O0C/DeskWriter C Color Print Cartridge, Dougkts J Reed and
Terry M. Lambright

DesignJet Plotter Mechanical Architecture Development Process'
Dauid M. Petersen o'nd Chuong Ta

Machine Vision in Color Print Cartridge Productiott, Michae| J.
Monroe
HP DeskWriter C Printer Driver Development, Wil,Li,amJ. AILett'
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An Interactive User Interface for Material Requirements Planning,
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HP MRP Action Manager Project Management

Improved Drawing Reliability for Drafting Plotters,,Roberl W
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Average User Plot
Acceptable Quality Level Index
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A MultiprocessorHP-UXOperatingSystemfor Hp g000Computers.
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Next-GenerationMultiprocessorHP-UX
Advancesin IntegratedCircuit Packaging:DemountableTAB,Farirl
Matta
The EISA Standardfor the HP 9000Series700Workstations,Vi,cmte
V. Cauanna and Christopher S. Li,u

Board-Level Simulation ofthe Series 700 EISA Cards
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Update on the SCSI Standard
Adapting the NCR 53C7f 0 to Minimize Interrupt Impact on
Performance
An Architecture for Migrating to an Open Systems Solution, Michael
E. Thompson, Gregson P. Siu, and, Jonathan uan tten Berg

EISA Cardsfor the HP 9000Series700Workstations,Dauid,S.
Clark, Andrea C. Lantz, Christoph,er S. Li,u, Thomas E. parker,
and JosephH. Steinmetz
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Calibration,automatic

...

Calibration,oscilloscope .....

24,548eb.
9,24/Oct-

......

Cannedtests...

95/Apr.

..89/Oct'

CCITTG.82I

...55,59/June

CELEXdictionary

l2lJune

Certificationprocess, HP-UX ...'.
Channel resistance
compensation

.. 97/APr-

Chassis design, plotter

. .28/Dec85/APr.

....

. .. . 103/Oct.

Chipset, grgabit-link

8, l2lAug.

......

C h i p s e t , P C X - S.

Chroma-based color selection . . . 101/Aug.
7llAug.

.......

CIELAB

104,105/Oct.

.......

CIMTcode

. 81/Oct.

Class hierarchy

109,111/Dec.

.....

Client/server

. 108/Oct.

Clockextraction .....

Clocks, workstation. . . .. . . 13, 23, 59/Attg.
.......'9lDec.

cockle.

.... 3llDec.

Coinjection

.6Vfuig.

...

Colorinkjetprinters
Colorscience

..7l/Atu.g.

Commentators

. . 9/Oct.

Communication,
interprocessor

....

l13,ll5/APr.

Communication protocols,
...'.
\TIbus.
Cornpensation code,
softwarepipelining

.11/APr.

.....4AJune
.. 57/Oct.

Componenttest ......

......71/Dec.

Compositespring.
Compositingchips....

..S0/June

Compression/translation

. SAOcL

Concurrencycontrol.

".SS,/Dec.
.29lDec.

Conditional inversion
withmastertrarsition .....

. 1 0 4 ,1 0 5 / O c t .
....42/Dec.

Conearrgle

..35/June

Constantfolding ...

......

Contexts

Contrasttransferfunction .......
Coprocessor,
floating-point ......

86/Oct.

..70lJune

Contrastfunction.....

68/June

Dala linkage table . .

EISA...

. . .26lJune

EISA adapter

Datamodels

...85/Oct.

E l s A a d d r e s s m a .p. . .

..80/Dec.

7AFeb.

network ......
Datapresentation,

. 7lfeb.
Data reduction, network
72/Feb.
......
network
Datatransmission,
114/Oct.

Datatransport

..96/Oct.

Data flow architecture

. 89/Dec.

ElsAconfiguration ....

. 99/Dec.

EISA VO space

81/Dec.

ElsApipelining

.84/Dec.

Electrical perforrnance,
ICpackage

....66/Dec.
..54lJune

EMC design, oscilloscope . . .. . 39, 41/Feb.

Deadlock avoidance
......23/Dec-

Debugger
Decodes

EISA and DMA

Electronicdictionaries

Dc-to-dcconverter...

9,34,37,39/Oct.

......

... 27/Feb.

Defectdiagnosis.....

. . 50/Dec.

Defects, user interface

.......52ilJune

Deferredbinding
D e g r a d e d m i n u t e.

......

DemountableTAB

' ..

90/Oct.
.62/Dec.

.. 99/Oct.

Demuxcapability.....
Dense matrixrelaymodules

. . . . . . 41lApr.

Dependency graph,
softwarepipelining ..

...43/June

111/APr.

....

Emulation,device .

..7/June

Emulation,workstations

.'.20/Dec.

Emulatorstrategy ...

107/Oct-

.....

Encodingcircuitry

....31,{Dec.

Endcovers,plotter .

Engagement and driving device . . . 43/Dec'

.......76/Oct.

Engineering graphics .
Envelope mode,
p e a k p o w e r a n a J y z. e' .r.

86/APr'

Error correction, plotter . . . . .' 25, 26/Dec.
89/Oct.

........

Erroredsecond

l2lJune

Ethernet

....'..6/oct.

Detection, average versus peak . . . 9tVApr

Eventlog

......67lFeb.

Design and code reviews

8 1 ,9 0 / A p r .

Detectors,peakpower.......
Development
environment

. . 107/A'tg.,22/Dec.

Device models

Digita.lpattems

. 88/Oct.

Execution flow

' 87/Oct.

Execution unit

. ltVAug.
ll/Oct.

109/Aug.

Explicitloading .

. 86/Oct.

Explicitprocessoraffinity .......

. ' 54lJune

Dictionaries, electronic

.....97/Dec-

D i f f e r e n t i a ] S C S I. .

Exception management

Expert system

Development process,
HPMRPActionManager .. .....

...50/June

..

Extended Industry Standard
Architecture(EISA).

59/Dec.

.'..78/Dec.

.......62,71/Apr....

Digitaltestsoftware
Digitaltester
.......

F

69/APr.

...59/APr.

Falselocking

63,7OlAPr

Faulthnder

109/Oct.
.. 9, ll/Oct.

Digital-to-analog converter . . . . . . . 48/Feb.

FIFO buffer, HPEISA cards . . . . . . 90/Dec.

Digitizing oscilloscopes, 100-MHz . . 6,/Feb.

Filters,DACoutput .

Diskarray

102/Dec.

...

D i s p l a y r a t e ,o s c i l l o s c o p e. . . . . . . .
DMAstatemachines
Documentinput ......
Document management

l8/Feb.

....91,{Dec.
..63/June
. 64/June

Dotsize, printer, effects of . .. . . . . 7llJune

Draftingplotter,Pen .
Driver,colorprinter...

C o u n t e r ,s y n c h r o n o u s b i n a r y . . . . .

51/Feb.

13/Dec.

. 78lDec.

Datalocalily

110/Apr.

.......

. 32lFeb.

. .79/Dec.

8 / J u n e , 9 , 1 5 ,5 6 / A u g .

Curl-set

. . 7llJune

. .47/June

Draftingplotter,in{et

......8,13,42,56/Aug.

. 100/Aug.

Edge smoothing effects
Effectivebitsmeasurement ....

C o p r o c e s s o r , m e a s u r e m e n t. . . . .

CPUchip

Edgeenhancement ...

.113/Dec.

Digitaltiming

Concurrent engineering

..... 47lDec-

Edgeeffect,cut ...

Data flow diagrams

Databasemanagement

Check source,
peakpoweranalyzer

E

Drytime,ink....
Dyeselection.......
Dynamicloader.....

...'

Firmwaredesign,VXlbus ...

..

. 2AApr.

Firmware, networkanalyzer

....

108/Apr.

Firmware,
peakpoweranalyzer

95,98/APr

.

...9/Aug.

Firmware,workstation

....

.... 6/Dec.

First-levelprocessor

...35/Dec.

F i x t u r e s ,n e t w o r k a n a l y z e r . . . . . .

.. 93/Aug'
.......13/Dec'

........ 70lAug.
52lJune

\Web.
.22/Dec.

Firmware design, plotter

Floating-point
c o p r o c e s s o r. . . . . . .

92/Oct.
109/Apr.

8 / J u n e , 9 ,1 5 ,5 6 / A u g .

Floating-point registers . . l6/June, 16/Aug.

FORTH
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FORTRANcompiler....

.24/June

FORTRAN optimizing
preprocessor

. . .2UJwre

Forward chaining rules
Fourier transform,
evaluation

. . l6/Oct.

image

IC, measurement coprocessor . . . ll2/Apr.

LANmonitoring .....

IC, memory and system bus
controller

LanProbe

17,57/Aug.

IC, PA 7100

.21,41/Alg.

ICpackaging
..69,75lJune

Frame synchronization

l0g/Oct.

Frames, LANprotocol

.. 104/Oct.

Frameworks, NetworkAdvisor

. . . 23lOct.

F r e q u e n c y c o m p r e s s i o n. . . . . . . . .
Frequencyfiles...

52/Oct.

...... 38/Aug.

Frequency response,
detector

...62/Dec.

lC,peninterface......

.......82/Apr.
. . 29lFeb.

Frequencytranslation . .......

52, 67/Oct.

Friction, plotter media

. . l3/Dec.

Front-paneldesign,\Xlbus . -....
F T E S T.

2L/Apr.

.....9, lO/June

"

"l8/Dec

IC, waveform translator . .

10,15/Feb.

ICs, gigabitJink

. 103/Oct.

ICA (interface connector
assenrbly)

...8,r,>'2/Apr.

IEEE 488.2

.. .. 241Apr.

IEPC (interenvironment process
communication).... ....... 25,29/Oct.
IFcorrections

..66/Oct.

Illuminationmodels...

..76lJune

Implicit loading

S0/June

GateJevelmodels,
HP EISA cards

lndex shifting

35/June

. 94/Dec.

IndirectDAC

Gigabit-linkchipset....

103/Oct.

Graphics,workstation

10,60/Aug.

Greybalancing

100/Aug.

Halftoning

.....99/Aug.

Hardwaremodels.

......94/Dec.

HarmonicelTors..

... 82,9.VApr.

Heuristicprocessoraffinity ... ... 59/Dec.
Hierarchical dataabstraction .... . 16/Oct.
uniform grid

78lJune

H I P P I. .

......114/Oct.

HPCooperativeServices .......
HPEISAHP-IBcard

..

105/Aug.
..89/Dec.

HPEISALANcard...

...85,{Dec.

H P E I S A P S Ic a r d . . .

.. -.92/Dec.

HPEISASCSIcaTd ..

87,97/Dec.

HP-NL.

.......b2lJune

HP-UX8.06 (multiprocessor)
HyperChannel

. . . . . 56/Dec.
. 113/Apr.

Hypothetical reference
corurection

Information engineering

Information technology
Initialsystemloader

IC,DAC,lSI2...
IC, floating-point
coprocessor
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. 109,{Dec.

.

.. l0l/Dec.
.......4llJune

Ink design, colorprinter

. 69/Aug.

Inkjetcolorprinters...

.. 64lAug.

. . . . . 56/June
...5glJune

Line code, gigabitlink

. . l0b/Ocr.

Line sensor

. 24, 36,/Dec.

Linear function test replacement . . 35/June
L i n g u i s t i c s ,c o m p u t a t i o n a l . . . . . . .

.... 9,l2lFeb.
. . .. l9lDec.

8, 13,42,56/Aug.

. 84/Dec.

Linkage tables, shared libraries . . .47/June
L i n k e r o p t i m i z a t i o n s. . . . . . . . .

1 9 ,2 2 / J t n e

Linker, shared library .

. .47/June

Logic synthesis

.27/Dec.
. 110/Dec.
3blJune

Loopoptimization ....
Loopscheduling....

..S3/June
.

..39/June

M
Mainframes,VXlbus .

....

Manifold, print cafiridge

Decemberlgg2Hewlett-PackardJoumal

9/Apr.

. 8%Aug.

Manufacturability, ICpackage ....
Manufacturing, PA-RISC
workstations

67lDec.

...49/Aug.

Manufacturing, print cartridge . . . . 77/Au.g.
Manufacturingtest....

.. 75/Apr.

M a s s i n t e r c o n n e c t ,\ X l b u s . . . . . . .

52/Apr.

M a s t e r t r a n s i t i o n. . . . . . . . . .

1 0 4 ,1 0 5 / O c t .

Instruction scheduling . . . . . . . . 17,30/June

Masteredburstreads

....85/Dec.

Instrumentcontrol....

Materials management

.. 76/Oct.

Instrumentlibrary

......

35/Apr.

. 103/Aug.

Matrix topolos/, relays .

. 42/Apr.

Interface driver, EISA SCSI card . 101,/Dec.

Measurement system architecture

Interprocedural

Mechanical architecture, plotter

transformations

Intemrpthandling ..........
I n t e r s p a c e c a l l s. .

. . 26lJune
59,105/Dec.

......50/June

VOcontrollerchip ....

..29/Ang.

VO dependent code (IODC) . . . 98, 99/Dec.
V O p r o c e s s ,H P E I S A c a r d s
yO system, workstation

.....

105/Dec.

. . . 10, 26, 62/Aug.

ISA....

.......78/Dec.

ISAbackplaneinterfacelC .....

. 172/Apr.

ITA (interface testadapter)

8, S%Apr.

....

..103/Dec.

I _ T _ L _ Q n e x u s.

.......

103lDec.

K
Kemelcode

.....

Knowledgebase......

. 7/Apr.
. . 32lDec.

Mechanical design,
NetworkAdvisor ....

... 4llOct.

Mechanical design,
oscilloscope

... 36/Feb.

Mechanical design, workstation
Media cutter

. . 43/Aug.
. 7, 42/Dec.

Media,draftingplotter.

.. lllDec.

Mediastacker, draftingplotter

.. . . 13/Dec.

Mediationdevices ...

... 90/Oct.

Memory access transformations

. . 26lJune

Memory and system bus
controller
... 9/June, L7,57/Aug.

6/June,56/Aug.
.. l3/Oct.

t
LANanalysis

.....4llAug.

Microwave transition
analyzer

....48,63/Oct.
......

Model, optical line sensor
...66/Feb.

1l/Apr.

Metrics,verification

Mismatcherror...

.......49/Feb.
.. . .. . 9, 15,56/Aug.

S4l.lune

Link controller

Message-basedinterface,\Tlbus

IC, acquisition processor

IC, CPU

....64lJune

I_T Lnexus
....89/Oct.

l4/Oct.
ll3/Dec.

Informationretrieval

I
IC, carriage

......

Initiationinterval

H

Hierarchical

... 48/Feb.

I n f e r e n c e e n g i n e.

l/Apr.

Lexicondevelopment

Loop invariants

. gO/Apr.

..... 22,23,29/Oct.

.

.24/Aug.

Image Compute Engine . . . . . . . 76, 79lJune

GaAs detectors

General-purpose
environment

Latching relays

I m a g e e v a l u a t i o n. . . . .

..68/June

67lFeb.

.. ll/Oct.

Level translation circuit

Logical model

Image generation, raytraced,
parallel
.......76/June

G

......

LANtroubleshooting ..

. . l g , { D e c . Lexicographicalinformation

I C ,p r o c e s s o r s u p p o.r.t. . .

ICE, Image Contpute Engine . .76, 79/June

Frequency response
neasurement

... 66/Feb.

Model-viewarchitecture ......

B2/Apr.
37[Dec.

83,&VOct.

. . . . . 68/June

Modulationtransferfunction

102/Aug.

Monitorcharacterization .......

....56/June

Morphology

MRP (materials requirentents
.....103/Aug.
planning)
.......87/Dec.

MSBurst*
Mnltiple application
management

...76lFeb'

Projectdelay

P a t t e r n h a l f t o n i n g. . . . . . . . . . .

9 6 ,9 9 / A u g .

Project management,
HPMRPActionManager .......

Pattem,test

69/June

...

PCX-S chipset

8, l2lAug.

Peakdetect

.....8/Feb

.56/Dec'

MultiprocessorHP-Ux.

N
Natural language
processing

....

NetworkAdvisor ....
......

Networkanalyzer

101/APr.

......

Networkelements

6/Oct.

90/Oct.

..67lFeb.

Networkmap

B9/Oct.

Networkmonitoringsystem ......

.75lFeb.

.

Networkplanningtool

..--62Feb.

Neuralnets

103/Dec.

......

Nexus .

....7llFeb.

Nodeaging
Node discovery

.....

Nodetrafficchart..

. 94APr.

6,12/Oct.

. . 81/Apr.

Protocoldecodes

.....

9,3AOct.

8l/APr

Protocolstack

Penproblems

..35/Dec.

Protocols,datalink

...42/Dec.

Performance, EISASCSI card ... 104/Dec.
Perforrnance,
multiprocessorHP-Ux.

.60/Dec.
.74/Aug.

Performance, printhead

Performance, Series 700
workstation. . . 20lJune, 10, 21, 55, 6?Aug.
Performance, Series 700
FORTRAN

3l/June

Peripheral device driver

101/Dec.

P e r i p h e r a l u n i t s. . . . .

... 92/Oct.

Perpendicularity,cut.

...46/Dec.

67lFeb.

Persistence,
peakpoweranalyzer

86/APr.

....

108/Oct.

Phaselockedloop, binary... ....

...56/Oct.

Phasetrigger

. 76lJune

Photorealistic rendering

0
23,2AOct,

Object-orienteddesign . ......
Object-orientedprogramming

....

.......

Objects

76/Oct.
81/Oct.

Offline software, HP EISA cards . . 97lDec.
Offsetvoltage compensation

. . . . . 97/Apr.

Online software, HP EISA cards . . 97lDec.
. 109/Dec.

Open systems

. 29lApr.

Operatingsystem,VXlbus.. .....
.....

Operationssystems

90/Oct.

Optimization, Series 700

. l7lJune

Oscilloscopes, 100-MHz

..6/Feb.

Ping...

.......

P i p e l i n e ,C P U . . .

.... 13,20lAug.
.....4\lJune

Pipelinescheduling

40/June

Pipelinestall...
plabel...

.......49/June

Plotter,drafting,inkjet

...6/Dec.

Plotter,drafting,pen .

...35/Dec.

P A 7 1 0 0 c h i p. . .
P a c k a g i n g , I C. . . .
Packetsizedisplay.
Packettracetool ...

......
.....

46/Dec.

PA-RISCl.l architecture
PA-RISCextensions
PA-RISCmultiprocessor
architecture

. l5/June
..... 18/Aug.

Pullin.

.....

Pushout

103/Aug.

0
.24tDec.

Quad photodiode sensor

Quality control plan, Series 700 . . . lZJture
. . 89/Oct.

Quality, telecom circuit

67lFeb'

.....

QuickView

R
58/Dec.

........

Raceavoidance

...94Aug.

Rasterization

Ratioing, peak power analyzer . . . . 87/Apr.....76lJune

Raytracing

.....

106/Apr.

Receiverchip,gigabit-link ......

lUAOct.

Receiver, networkanalyzer

....

Reentrancy

3l/APr.

.. I7lJune

Registerallocation....

Register-based interface, VXIbus . . l9lApr.
..33/June

Registerreassociation.

. 108/Dec.

Regressiontesting ....

65/Dec.

Reliability,cutter .

....42/Dec..
45/Dec.

......

R e l i a b i l i t y ,d r a f t i n g p l o t t e r . . . . . . . 3 5 / D e c .

Printalgorithmeffecls ..... . . . . . 7 0 / J u n e

R e l i a b i l i t y , D T A B.

Printcartridge,color.

Printqualitytester ...

Printers, colorinkjet

Parallelism, cut

48/Oct.

......103/Aug.

Preprocessor, FORTRAN ... . . . . . 2 V J t r n e

Printer chaxacterization

76lJune

. . . 37lAug'

P u l s e d - R F m e a s u r e m e n t s. . . . . . . .

P o w e r e n v i r o n m e n.l. . . . . . .

67lFeb.

Parallel raytraced image
generatron

.- 26/APr-

Pseudoinstntments ...

Relationshipmatrix.

62,1Dec.

.... 67lFeb.

.... 50/Dec.

Prototyping,rapid ..

48/June

Print quality, drafting plotter
.....21,42/Attg.

91/Oct.

.....

Position independent code,
HP-UX shared library .

Printenginecontrol.

P

l3/Oct.

22,35/Oct.

......

Pseudorandomtesttechnology

45lFeb.

81/Apr.

.. 7/Oct.

Protocolfollowing.....

. .24/Dec.

Persistenceo
, scilloscope ........

Nonlinear device measurements . . 48/Oct'
N o n l i n e a r i t y ,d e t e c t o r . . . . .

6,34/Oct.

.....

. 9/Oct.

... 53/Oct.

Noisereduction .....

.....

Pen alignment

Penetrationdepth ...

......54,57,63/June

PROLOG

Protocolarralyzer

....

Peakpoweranalyzer

108/Aug.

... 11,l6/Oct.

Protocolanalysis

Peak detection
Peak measurements, microwave

...77/Oct.

...50/Dec.

Partitioning,network

... 69/Aug.
....

l7/Dec.

. . . B, 35/Dec.
... 91/Aug.
102/Aug.
. . .. 6<VAug.

......75/Dec.
...92/Oct.

Remotelinks

Remotetestsystem,network .....

89/Oct.

Rendering, photorealistic

76lJune

Repainting

.....82/Oct.

Resolution, effects of printer

. . . . . 71lJune
..32/APr'

Resourcemalragement

ProbeView

67lFeb.

Resource reservation table . .. . . . . A?June

Procedure linkage table

47/June

Reuse,code

Process developmenl

30/Dec.

Reworkestimation....

Processing unit,
Network Advisor

...'22/Dec.
..51/Dec.
....68/Oct.

RFfiltering

31/Oct.

Processor dependent code
.......98/Dec.
(PDC) .

... 56/Dec.

Processorscheduling .

..S9lDcc.

.. ..... 21,34,36/Aug.
PA-RISCsimulation
. 6, 55/Aug'
PA-RISCworkstations

Profrle-based procedure
repositioning

. ..Z2/Jtrne

RISC, NetworkAdvisor

. . . .. 8, 22,29/Oct.

RISCworkstations....
Riskassessment......
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S

Startup,datalink

Safety, print cartridge

. . .76/A]ug.

S a m p l e r a t e o, s c i l l o s c o p e. . . . . . . .
Sampleroperation....

18/Feb.
.. 63/Oct.

Sampling,periodic

......

Sampling, randomrepetitive

50/Oct.

.. . .. 85/Apr.

S c a l a b i l i t y , C P U. .

......20/Aug.

Scalartransformations

.

.25lJune

Scatterhalftoning ...

...96/Aug.

S C I - F.I.

......115/Oct.

SCPI (Standard Commands
for Programmable
Instnrments)
.....

15,25,42/Apr.

Screen update rate, oscilloscope . . lglFeb.
S C S I. . .

....

30/Aug.,87,97tDec.

S C S I - 2.

......

SCSILUNs

t03/Dec.

...103/Dec.

SCSI SCRIPTS

......

Stationarysampling....

109/Oct.
. 58/Oct.

Statistics,
NetworkAdvisor.... ... 7/Oct.
Statisticstool
..67lFeb.
Stiffness,plotter media

. . l3/Dec.

Stimulusmodeling...

...95/Dec.

Storage,oscilloscope

..7,458eb.

Straightness,cut....

.... 46/Dec.

S t r a i g h t n e s s , l i .n. e.

..... 9,/Dec.

Strengthreduction

......34lJune

Subviews

.... .. 82/Oct.

SurePlotdrawing system
35/Dec.
S5'rnbolbinding, sharedlibrary . . . S3/June
Systembus interface chip . . . . . 17,60/Aug.
Systemdeskew

. 66/Apr.

Systemintegration,VXIbus
......
Systemmigration
.....

56/Apr.

. lll/Dec.

106/Dec.

SCSItargetemulator

...107/Dec.

Segmentmap

.. 67lFeb.

Semaphore datatrap analysis ....
Semaphores

58/Dec.

...57/Dec.

Sensitivity, oscilloscope

. 8%Apr.

Sensor, optical color line

. 36/Dec.

Sensor, quad photodiode

.24/Dec.

Sensors,peakpower

. 82,90/Apr.

T
T A B , c l e m o u n t a b l e. . . .
Taggedqueuing

..62[Dec.
.......

Technicalarchitecture

103/Dec.

Telecommunications network
monitoring

Temperature dependence,
detector
.......

Sl/Apr.

.....50,{Dec.

Test cases, EISA SCSI driver

. . . . l}7|Dec.

..46/June
. 42/Dec.

Shearangle

....42/Dec.

Shearjoint

. ....82/Artg.

Shielding,multilayer

....

Shingling

&VApr.

.. . .. .97/Aug.

Signalenvironment ....

.64/Dec.

Signaltest

.....57/Oct.

Signal-to-noiseratio...

.. 34lFeb.

Simnlation,behavioral,Aslc

.. ... 20/Dec.

Simulation,functional

...21[Dec.

Slittingdevice

..43lDec.

Smalltalk (Network Advisor) . . 23,24/Oct.
Software, networkmonitoring

....

Softwarepipelining ...

95/Oct.

..39/June

Software release process . . .. . .. . 51/Aug.
S o u r c e ,n e t w o r k a n a l y z e r . . . . . . .
Sparse-pagedirectory
Spatialfrequencymethods
Spatialsubdivision...

105/Apr.
....8/June

. . . . . . . 68/June
...78/June

Specification, userinterface . -. .. .57Dec.
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